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Item No. 1
Performance Scrutiny Committee

29 March 2018

Present:

Councillor Gary Hewson (in the Chair),
Councillor Tony Speakman, Councillor Thomas Dyer,
Councillor Ronald Hills, Councillor Helena Mair,
Councillor Liz Maxwell, Councillor Lucinda Preston,
Councillor Pat Vaughan, Councillor Loraine Woolley and
Councillor Fay Smith

Apologies for Absence:

None.

82.

Confirmation of Minutes - 22 February 2018
RESOLVED that the minutes of the meeting held on 22 February 2018 be
confirmed.

83.

Declarations of Interest
No declarations of interest were received.

84.

Section 106 Contributions Update
Nicola Collins, Heritage and Planning Enforcement Team Leader:
(a)

Presented a report which updated the Committee on Section 106
Agreements in respect of what had been collected and what contributions
had been negotiated.

(b)

Reported that a Section 106 group made up of officers from across the
Council met quarterly to monitor the contributions coming in to the
authority and allocate them to the projects that the money had been
collected for.

(c)

Highlighted that these projects had been identified by Portfolio Holders and
chief officers through the delivery of their various service areas and in line
with the relevant Vision 2020 initiatives.

(d)

Reported that Section 106 Agreement monies were collected once the
development reached certain milestones and must be spent within a
period of 5 to 10 years depending on the type of infrastructure it had been
collected for.

(e)

Outlined the contributions negotiated up to the end of quarter three,
December 2017, at paragraph 4.2 of the report which totalled £560,731.

(f)

Outlined the amounts allocated or spent on projects at paragraph 4.3 of
the report which totalled £753,546.

(g)

Reported that the Community Infrastructure Levy would be collected and
administered alongside Section 106 contributions.

(h)

Invited members’ questions and comments.

Question: Why was there no reference to the NHS in the list of classifications for
contributions negotiated or amounts allocated or spent?
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Response: There had previously not been any requests from the NHS for monies
as part of Section 106 Agreements, however, over the last few months the team
had been approached by the NHS.
Question: How much Section 106 Agreement funding had been allocated to the
Romangate development?
Response: Affordable housing and a play space were being delivered onsite so
no contributions through Section 106 Agreement funding would be received for
those elements. A commuted sum for offsite playing field provision of £841 per
dwelling had been agreed which would be calculated when the number of
dwellings to be built on the City Council’s part of the site was confirmed.
Question: The same question was asked in respect of the old allotment site on
Riseholme Road.
Response: There would potentially be funding arising through a Section 106
Agreement in respect of this proposed development, however, a planning
application had not yet been received. Details around any potential for Section
106 Agreement contributions would depend upon the content of the planning
application.
Question: Paragraph 4.2 of the report under contributions negotiated up to the
end of quarter three showed £0 allocated to open spaces, yet in paragraph 4.3
under amounts already allocated or spent funding had been allocated to
Boultham Park and Hartsholme Country Park. An explanation was sought.
Response: Open space was a different category to play space, with open space
normally being provided onsite as part of development. In some circumstances,
such as with Bunker’s Hill, developers include play space as part of the
development. Contributions through Section 106 Agreements are allocated to the
Council should it adopt the play space and be responsible for its maintenance.
Developers often managed play spaces themselves through their respective
management companies, meaning that there was no Section 106 Agreement
contribution necessary for that aspect of the development.
Question: In relation to play spaces managed by a developer’s management
company, were there any checks undertaken by the Council to ensure that they
were adequately maintained?
Response: The Council would have no involvement with play spaces that it had
not adopted as this would be the sole responsibility of the land owner or
respective management company.
Question: The Community Infrastructure Levy was another means whereby
contributions would be sent to the Council for it to then allocate funds accordingly.
Had the Council agreed a mechanism for the allocation of the Community
Infrastructure Levy?
Response: A report had been previously considered by members which
calculated an approximate value of Community Infrastructure Levy funding that
could be achieved should the housing identified in the Local Plan, up to the life of
the Plan in 2036, be delivered. 15% of that funding would come back to the City
of Lincoln Council, which equated to approximately £65,000 a year. It was
emphasised that this figure represented a very optimistic position and would
depend on the rate of delivery. It had not yet been determined how that 15%
would be spent and a scoping report would be written setting out range of
options. It was noted that this would be submitted to the Policy Scrutiny
Committee for consideration prior to a decision by the Executive. The Community
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Infrastructure Levy was a very complex process and it would take approximately
three years for the fund to be sufficiently built up.
Question: Who made the decision to use funding from development within the city
to contribute towards the cost of the bypass?
Response: All local authorities had committed to this via a Memorandum of
Understanding, with the City of Lincoln Council’s commitment agreed by the
Executive approximately three years ago.
Question: Could Section 106 Agreement funding be used for repair and
maintenance purposes on existing open spaces or play areas?
Response: The legislation stated that there was no flexibility in respect of
allocating Section 106 Agreement funding and was solely for provision of new
infrastructure.
Question: How did the classification table in paragraph 4.2 of the report and the
£560,731 tie in with the £753,546 set out in paragraph 4.3 of the report in respect
of amounts already allocated or spent?
Response: The table in paragraph 4.2 consisted of recently negotiated
contributions and had not been allocated or spent due to the development not yet
having been built or not having progressed enough for any payment triggers to be
hit. Specific details in relation to the individual developments was provided at the
meeting with regard to both tables in the report and it was agreed that this would
be circulated to all members of the Committee. Future reports to the Performance
Scrutiny Committee would include this level of detail.
Comment: The report made reference to a number of officer working groups and
the Chair thought that members would be interested to see what the remit of all
officer working groups were across the authority and who sat on them.
Response: The preferred approach would be for any member to liaise with the
relevant Director should they require any information relating to a specific officer
working group.
Question: Could a development on contaminated land potentially impact upon the
Section 106 Agreement allocation?
Response: Initial discussions and negotiations that would take place between
officers and the developer would highlight issues such as this. Planning policy
would be applied to any development, with infrastructure forming part of that. A
viability assessment would be undertaken for each development and this would
outline all costs associated with the development together with a projected profit
margin, with 20% being the nationally accepted profit margin in terms of viability.
Planning policy would be applied to determine whether an application could go
ahead on its merits, taking into account the viability assessment and any
necessary infrastructure.
RESOLVED that the report be noted.
85.
(a)

Portfolio Holder under Scrutiny
Vision 2020 Portfolio Performance Overview: Environmental Services and
Public Protection
Pat Jukes, Corporate Policy Business Manager:
(a)

Presented a portfolio performance overview of Environmental Services
and Public Protection which covered the following main areas:
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(b)

Provided contextual performance on Environmental Services and Public
Protection as follows:










(c)

customer satisfaction regarding:
- the number of complaints in respect of overflowing bins;
- the percentage of Citizens’ Panel respondents who were aware of
the Council’s food hygiene rating scheme for food businesses;
- the percentage of Citizens’ Panel respondents who were satisfied
with the standards of hygiene in restaurants, cafes, shops and
takeaways in Lincoln;
the percentage of NO2 diffusion tubes in Lincoln that were showing
NO2 levels within the national air quality objective for 2017/2018;
volume of household waste sent for recycling, compost and re-use and
percentage comparison with the East Midlands and local authorities
within the East Midlands region;
kilograms of non-recycled household waste per household compared
to the mean for all local authority districts in the East Midlands over the
last eight years and in 2016/17;
decrease and increase in the number and type of crimes in Lincoln;
crime severity in England, East Midlands and Lincoln;
reported anti-social behaviour incidents;
number of customer complaints split by electoral ward;
number of cremations and burials carried out in Lincoln per year;
quarterly performance measures;
annual satisfaction measures from the Citizens’ Panel.

in quarter 3, the Council’s CCTV operators had handled 3,374
incidents;
53% of Citizens’ Panel respondents in the July 2017 survey said that
they felt safe in the city centre at night time;
98% of food supplying premises were fully or broadly compliant with
guidance;
the Lincoln Transport Hub had the first public changing places facility
in Lincoln;
Lincoln had been awarded three Platinum Awards, one Gold Award
and three National Awards for the cleanliness and quality of its public
toilet facilities;
Lincoln had been awarded two Green Flag Awards for Hartsholme
Country Park and the Arboretum;
the percentage of household waste sent for recycling had stabilised
over the last two years at around 38%, although this was at a lower
rate than the East Midlands average;
in the crime summary for Lincoln, nine categories were getting better
and eight were getting worse, but overall there was a slight increase in
total crime numbers of 128 in the previous year;
there had been a drop in all electoral wards for the number of
complaints received on fly tipping incidents.

Invited members’ questions and comments.

Comment: Further to last year’s meeting of the Crime and Disorder Committee,
the performance of the Police was under scrutiny. In challenging poor
performance based upon the performance information available at that meeting
the Police responded by saying that the statistics had probably been measured in
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a different way to the other areas being compared to. It was concerning that
these statistics were not a like for like comparison.
Response: This issue did need to be addressed, taking into account that Lincoln
was an urban area whereas some of the other areas it was compared to in the
statistical breakdown were rural areas. The East Midlands and England averages
were also relatively low due to them including some rural areas, which made
Lincoln appear worse. For the data to be considered as reliable the city of Lincoln
should be compared with other urban areas. The key issue to be considered was
whether the city felt safe.
Comment: It was concerning that serious crime in Lincoln seemed to be
increasing year on year, which could have a detrimental impact on the Council’s
strategic priority in respect of ‘let’s enhance our remarkable place’.
Response: The data measure included as part of the presentation in relation to
crime severity included the scale of sentences determined by the courts, so one
aspect to explain a perceived increase in serious crime in Lincoln could be that
the courts were prescribing longer sentences to offenders for some of the crimes
included in the category of serious crime. It was noted that, as a county,
Lincolnshire was one of the lowest areas in the country in respect of crime rates.
However, it was noted that this did include the other six more rural districts. Some
perception data had recently been made available from the Police and Crime
Commissioner’s Office which showed Lincoln to be in the middle of the other
districts in the county, with areas such as Boston and South Holland showing
worse crime statistics than Lincoln.
Comment: A member was impressed with the Council’s Anti-Social Behaviour
team who had dealt with some recent issues very well, with good working in
Carholme regarding the University and a noise reduction scheme being an
example of a very positive outcome.
Question: In respect of household waste, how much was incinerated and how
much went to landfill?
Response: The vast majority of waste went to the energy from waste plant where
it was incinerated and turned into energy, with a very low percentage being sent
to landfill. The statistics included as part of the presentation did not reflect this
waste as being recycled or re-used due to the way in which the Government
requested that performance be measured and reported.
RESOLVED that the report be noted.
(b) Report by Councillor Fay Smith: Portfolio Holder for Environmental Services
and Public Protection
The Portfolio Holder for Environmental Services and Public Protection, Councillor
Fay Smith:
(a)

Presented her report and highlighted the activity and performance within
her portfolio, particularly in relation to the following:







waste and recycling;
cleansing;
public toilets;
CCTV;
public protection and anti-social behaviour;
licensing;
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food safety;
health and safety (enforcement);
bereavement services;
carbon reduction;
air quality.

(b)

Presented two short video clips to the Committee regarding waste
collection vehicles and the safety of operatives. One of the video clips was
promotional material from Biffa which included numerous examples of
members of the public mounting footpaths with their cars to dangerously
undertake or overtake stationary waste collection vehicles, putting
operatives’ health and safety at risk. The second video clip was footage
from a camera on a waste collection vehicle in Lincoln which showed a
member of the public mount a footpath with their car to overtake a waste
collection vehicle. Police had used footage such as the examples provided
to successfully prosecute drivers in other parts of the country although
Lincolnshire Police would not currently use footage obtained to prosecute.
Biffa was currently negotiating with Lincolnshire Police on this matter.

(c)

Invited members’ questions and comments.

Comment: The Biffa publicity video should be shared on the Council’s social
media platforms.
Question: Referring to non-recycled household waste it was noted that some
areas in the city had been designated as red zones and that the trend was going
upwards. Were there more areas in the city not recycling, or was this as a result
of the same areas in the red zones not recycling?
Response: There were numerous reasons for people not recycling, whether that
be due to a lack of interest or a lack of understanding, which was difficult to
address. People often placed recyclable waste in black bags and non-recyclable
waste in the recycle bin, causing the whole bin to be rejected due to
contamination. It was acknowledged that people were confused as to what items
could be included in the recycle bin, however, due to austerity, Councils had
reduced the amount of time and resources dedicated to education and
enforcement. The County Council also had a problematic disposal contract which
gave opportunity for wider interpretation of contamination, with this contract
subject to change in 2020. This could mean that the items collected in the recycle
bin may be subject to change when the contract was renewed. Education had to
be linked to the County Council’s disposal contract to avoid any confusion and it
was also noted that the City Council was a committed partner of the Lincolnshire
Waste Partnership, with any educational activity needing to be consistent and
properly programmed in accordance with that Partnership. It was considered that
any deviation from a partnership approach in this respect would be a detrimental
step for the authority and that particular arrangement. The industry was also
changing and the new County Council contract was likely to reflect this, with
reference made to the recently announced plastic bottle deposit schemes in the
national media.
Comment: It was disappointing that the Council was one of the best recycling
authorities in the county in 2009/10 for it to now be amongst the worst performers
in this respect. The City Council should be performing much better in this area
and competing with authorities such as North Kesteven District Council and West
Lindsey District Council. The energy from waste plant was full to capacity and its
performance had been consistent. There were known areas that could be
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targeted in Lincoln to improve performance very quickly through education,
guidance and help. The City Council should do something itself rather than feel
obliged to wait for the County Council.
Response: A graph of total non-recyclables for all authorities in Lincolnshire for
2017/18 was circulated which indicated that each authority’s performance
fluctuated throughout the year, with the City Council showing good levels of
performance in January, May and July but poor levels of performance in February
and June. Every authority experienced fluctuation such as this and on any given
month an authority in Lincolnshire could perform well or poor based on the
performance information that had been collated. If the Council decided to do
some independent educational work there was a risk that the messages included
as part of that would need to change relatively soon after it was rolled out, which
could lead to additional confusion and even more contaminated recycle bins. It
was also acknowledged that some authorities in the county had different
collections and could accept different items in their recycle bins to that of the City
Council. The Lincolnshire Waste Partnership was seeking to refine this in order
that there was more commonality across the county and on this basis the Council
would be remaining supportive of the partnership approach.
Question: Who provided the performance figures and where did they come from?
Response: The figures were collected as part of a national data set. The
additional information circulated at the meeting was simply a more detailed
analysis of the national higher level data.
Question: Was there no way to look at small pockets in the City and target some
educational activity in the short term to at least attempt to improve performance?
Response: There was limited resources for literature or visiting people’s homes.
The District Council members of the Lincolnshire Waste Partnership had
expressed the same frustrations regarding contamination and had lobbied hard to
commence some publication activity. The County Council had, with reasonable
grounds, effectively blocked this in view of decisions yet to be taken on the
imminent new disposal contractual arrangement. This programme of education
and information sharing activity needed to be centrally managed through the
partnership arrangement in order to achieve a long term solution. The County
Council had confirmed its commitment to addressing this issue when the position
was clear, and would undertake publicity at the appropriate time.
Comment: Members should consider attending an open day at the energy from
waste plant to witness how energy was re-used and turned into energy, which
may be of interest.
Response: A public open day would be held on 2 June 2018.
Comment: An update should be submitted to the Committee in six months in
respect of recycling performance.
Comment: There were no litter bins on Sincil Street, the Cornhill or at the Central
Bus Station.
Response: It was noted that the Council was restricted in respect of litter bins at
the Transport Hub for security reasons. With regard to Sincil Street and the
Cornhill, the recent development works at these locations may have led to bins
being removed and not replaced. This would be investigated with a view to
ensuring that there were adequate litter bins in place.
Comment: Instances of graffiti had been reported in the south of the City whereby
several private houses had been targeted.
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Response: Officers were aware of incidents in that part of the city but upon
cleaning and removing the graffiti it had been put back the next day.
Question: How would graffiti be addressed?
Response: It was difficult to witness someone carrying out graffiti and this
particular perpetrator had not been caught on CCTV. The Council was looking at
installing CCTV in the Sincil Bank area of the city which it was hoped would have
a positive impact. It was noted that graffiti occurred elsewhere in the city and not
solely in Park ward.
Question: If there was litter on the ground around litter bins, should street
cleaning staff be required to pick it up as part of emptying the bins? There had
been instances of this occurring in Witham ward.
Response: In these circumstances the litter should be picked up. The member
was asked to report this to the Assistant Director who would address the issue.
Question: How often were the streets cleaned in Lincoln and how often did litter
picking take place?
Response: Streets outside of the city centre were swept on a monthly cycle and
litter picking took place on a fortnightly cycle.
Question: Dog waste bins were due to be replaced with normal bins, which dog
waste could also be placed into due to the fact that litter bin waste and dog waste
were collected by the same vehicle. Would all dog bins be replaced with normal
litter bins?
Response: A review was taking place across the city and every bin location would
be reviewed. If there was a need to increase capacity in some areas then this
would be done as part of this scheme. In some circumstances it may be
necessary to remove a litter bin and a dog waste bins that were located in close
proximity to each other and replace these with one larger litter bin, so as to avoid
unnecessary street clutter. It was suggested that a social media campaign should
be launched to support this scheme in order that it was clear to members of the
public that dog waste could be placed in litter bins. Adequate signage would also
be important which would make it clear that bins were multi-use.
RESOLVED that the report be noted.
86.

High Performing Services/Towards Financial Sustainability Annual Report
Angela Andrews, Chief Executive:
(a)

Presented a report which updated the Committee on progress with the
Vision 2020 objective of maintaining ‘professional high performance
service delivery’ since the launch of the Vision in January 2017.

(b)

Reported that the Council’s Corporate Management Team sat on the new
High Performing Services Board which had been in place since May 2017
to consider a holistic view of the important indicators of progress and
performance across the organisation.

(c)

Reported that a key aim was to develop and deliver innovative
programmes of work which would allow the authority to protect and invest
in the public services its customers relied upon. The first of these
programmes was the Towards Financial Sustainability programme.
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(d)

Reported that the Towards Financial Sustainability programme, in the
current 2017/18 financial year, would over-achieve the £3.5million savings
target by £30,390, with a further £33,310 savings possible by year-end
subject to finalised business cases. Further plans in development for the
next phase would be considered by the Executive for approval for 2018/19.

(e)

Reported that the second programme had been developed from the ten
High Performing Services projects identified in Vision 2020, as well as a
number of projects highlighted throughout the year as areas of general
performance that could still be improved. These were set out in Appendix
B of the report, with eight projects on target and two having been
completed. Six further activities, set out in part (ii) of Appendix B, had been
added throughout the year from various sources such as quarterly
performance reports, audits on services, risk registers and opportunities
within the business development work plan. Of the six other activities, five
projects were on target and one had been identified as an area of concern.
This related to levels of staff sickness, with further work having been
commissioned by HPS to understand the underlying issues.

(f)

Reported the following areas for improvement in relation to High
Performing Services:




(g)

Reported that the following had been delivered in respect of High
Performing Services and Towards Financial Sustainability:





(h)

there remained a £250,000 financial target to achieve either through
savings or new income streams;
the High Performing Services board would focus the skills of the
Business Development Team to those Vision 2020 projects
requiring support;
a focus would be given to equipping staff with the right skills and
tools to deliver success, and the physical and mental resilience to
work through change.

the phase 4 programme had been completed and the financial
target had been achieved for 2017/18;
the Council had proposed a new and innovative programme for
delivering income and savings for the next Medium Term Financial
Strategy, as well as a programme for improving the Council’s
performance and services delivered to its customers;
significant levels of staff welfare support had been introduced over
the last year, which should start to show results in decreasing
sickness levels in 2018/19;

Highlighted that the asset rationalisation strand covered a review of the
Council’s existing assets and also sought appropriate opportunities for
investment to bring in additional new income streams. Two successful
opportunities realised earlier in the year through direct reports to the
Executive were:


the purchase of two areas of land in central Lincoln in October
2017, currently being operated as two car parks with the City of
Lincoln Council now acting as the landlord;
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the purchase of land and property in central Lincoln in February
2018 which would be the new Lincoln Travel Lodge, with the City of
Lincoln Council being the owner/landlord.

(i)

Reported that the Council’s Strategic Property Manager had developed a
further asset management programme of longer term opportunities which
could be followed up if deemed appropriate and circumstances were
correct at that time.

(j)

Reported that commercialisation was a strand aimed at developing
commercial opportunities from the Council’s existing services or assets.
This year concentration had been on looking to develop the authority’s
advertising offer in the new facilities available at the Central Bus Station.

(k)

Reported that the cost reduction, shared services and demand
management aspects of the Towards Financial Sustainability programme
were considering a range of service reviews, from shared services to
contract reviews. Discussion had taken place with neighbouring authorities
on possibilities of sharing further services, with a good track record already
demonstrated in respect of the highly successful Revenues and Benefits
Shared Service, as well as the central hub creation with the Department
for Work and Pensions and other partners. There was also potential to
consider expanding the Revenues and Benefits Shared Service into new
areas, which would be investigated further. Other options that had been
explored and had been agreed to progress or had already commenced
were:





(l)

review of the Lincoln BIG TIC contract for 2019;
restructure of financial services, commencing March 2018;
Council Community Lottery to take over and expand some of the
small grant funding. Work was already underway with an
expectation of the first lottery draw in August 2018;
determination of final savings arising from the Birchwood Leisure
Centre refurbishment.

Invited members’ questions and comments.

Question: In relation to the purchase of the two car parks, was the borrowing
arrangement on a fixed term basis?
Response: Yes, the interest rate was fixed.
Question: The term ‘asset rationalisation’ suggested a streamlining of assets,
whereas the Council’s asset rationalisation strand included the purchase of
assets such as the car parks and Travel Lodge. Would officers consider changing
this term?
Response: The point was understood. The asset rationalisation stream sought to
ensure that all current assets were made best use of and were achieving the best
possible rate of return. Asset disposals were happening as part of this work
stream as well as the purchase of land or property to provide additional revenue
income for the authority. Consideration would be given to renaming the work
stream. A suggestion of asset optimisation was noted.
Question: The new appraisal system had ensured that 86% of staff had
completed their appraisals by January 2018, but had they all been completed
now?
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Response: The Council was committed to ensuring that appraisals took place
throughout the authority and Directors undertook checks to ensure that they were
carried out.
RESOLVED that the report be noted.
87.

Vision 2020 - Remarkable Place Progress Report
Simon Walters, Director of Communities and Environment:
(a)

Presented a report which provided the Committee with an update on
progress towards the ‘Let’s enhance our remarkable place’ strategy priority
in Vision 2020.

(b)

Reported that the Remarkable Place Vision Group led on delivering the
Council’s aspirations under the ‘Let’s enhance our remarkable place’
strategy priority which included:






let’s show the world what Lincoln has to offer;
let’s cherish and enhance our natural environment;
let’s preserve the unique character of our city;
let’s deliver a rich and varied cultural experience;
let’s provide interesting, exciting and vibrant places to enjoy.

(c)

Reported that the position statement attached to the report at Appendix A
captured the ‘day to day’ work by the Council that was integral to delivering
this strategic priority. This ensured that the current baseline was
understood for delivering the priority and to recognise how staff across the
authority had a role in delivering Vision 2020.

(d)

Highlighted that a Remarkable Place project monitoring table was
appended to the report, which provided an overview of the projects being
delivered in the first phase of the strategic priority.

(e)

Highlighted a number of key achievements in the first phase of Vision
2020, as set out in paragraph 5.3 of the report.

(f)

Reported that of the 15 projects included as part of the priority, one had
already been completed, ten were on track for delivery, two had slightly
slipped their milestones and two had either stalled or intentionally been put
on hold to prioritise resources elsewhere. Those projects that had slightly
slipped their milestones were:




the Birchwood Leisure Centre renovation project. Despite
completion of the internal works and successful opening to the
public, a number of works to the outside of the building were
ongoing. This, in part, was due to discovery of asbestos in a
number of locations;
the CCTV installation project. Despite successful implementation of
the new CCTV system, the free public Wi-Fi system for the city
centre had not yet become operational due to a need for further
work to ensure General Data Protection Regulation and other data
protection legal requirements compliance. A suitable partner
company had been identified and was awaiting confirmation that the
system they proposed was acceptable to the Council.
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Those projects that had stalled or intentionally been put on hold were:



the project to explore options for a new leisure village. This was
intentionally placed on hold to prioritise work on Birchwood Leisure
Centre and Lincoln Transport Hub;
the Christmas lights replacement project. Despite successful
delivery of phase one, talks were ongoing to secure agreement with
partners regarding funding of phase two.

(g)

Highlighted that a monitoring table was attached to the report at Appendix
C which provided an update on the Sincil Bank regeneration project. This
was a large programme of work which cut across all four strategic priorities
but was most closely aligned to the strategic priority of ‘let’s enhance our
remarkable place’. The scheme had seen a number of successes over the
last year, including development of the partnership-led Sincil Bank Place
Shaping Strategy. Overseen by the Sincil Bank Revitalisation Partnership,
three working groups had been created to drive forward the
recommendations made in the Place Shaping Strategy.

(h)

Reported that, of 17 projects associated with the Sincil Bank regeneration
project, 14 were on track for delivery and three had some slippage on their
milestones which were:






(i)

the Portland Street houses in multiple occupation and Hermit Street
project. This had been delayed following a dispute with a landlord
regarding access rights which had delayed the project until a
resolution could be identified;
the project to remove the damaged safety barriers at the High
Street and Portland Street junction had been delayed due to
Lincolnshire County Council prioritising resources to repair pot
holes;
the project to identify a suitable community use of the former
playground site at Archer Street had been delayed due to partner
capacity issues.

Invited members’ questions and comments.

Comment: There had been lots of meetings in the community with regard to the
Sincil Bank regeneration project and the community was really onside with what
was being proposed for the area. The work being undertaking with the community
was really commendable.
Question: In relation to the project to improve biodiversity in green spaces, were
there any objectives in place as to how the volunteering aspect of the project
could be improved? In addition, a comment was made that the planning process
was not always as ‘green’ as it could be which sometimes did not assist with the
wider objective of improving biodiversity in green spaces.
Response: All wildlife sites in the city had been surveyed and in total Lincoln had
50 individual wildlife sites allocated in its Local Plan, which accounted for 26% of
the makeup of the city. The last time this assessment took place was 2006 so a
lot of work was taking place to establish what had changed at each site since that
last assessment. This had fed into management plans for those sites, which in
turn would feed into the Council’s volunteering scheme to ensure that necessary
works could take place as part of a programme of works. It was agreed that a list
of the 50 wildlife sites would be circulated to members.
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Question: Would the survey works be undertaken in a few months? There were
lots of other green spaces in the city that were undeveloped. Were these being
looking into and was there anything the Council could do with them in respect of
biodiversity?
Response: A few months for the surveys to be completed was optimistic and it
would take some time to ensure that each site was properly surveyed. This would
be done as quickly as possible. In respect of the planning process, conversations
should be taking place before the submission of a planning application to offset
any detrimental impact associated with wildlife sites or other green areas.
Question: With regard to the city centre master plan, could something be done
about empty shops to make them look more aesthetically pleasing?
Response: Lincoln BIG was seeking to address this issue. The city centre master
plan would be rolled out this year, which would become a supplementary
planning document providing it with more weight in planning terms.
Question: Would the Council achieve its offer of free Wi-Fi in the city?
Response: Most of the infrastructure was in place to achieve this, however, a
number of issues needed to be addressed in response to the introduction of the
General Data Protection Regulations to ensure that the Council was compliant. It
was anticipated that free Wi-Fi would be available in the summer.
RESOLVED that the report be noted and referred to the Executive for
consideration.
88.

Draft Work Programme for 2018/19
RESOLVED that the work programme be noted.

89.

Announcement by the Chair
Councillor Gary Hewson, Chair of the Performance Scrutiny Committee, took this
opportunity to thank Councillor Tony Speakman for his contributions in his role as
Vice-Chair, with this being his last meeting of the Committee following his
decision not to stand in the City Council elections in May 2018. Councillor
Hewson praised Councillor Speakman’s knowledge and commitment as ViceChair, adding that he put a lot into the role and that he would be missed. On
behalf of the Committee, Councillor Hewson thanked Councillor Speakman for
everything he had done for the Council.
Councillor Speakman responded by saying that he had enjoyed his time on the
Committee, which provided members with a valuable understanding as to how
services were being delivered and their respective performance. He praised the
good quality of reports from officers which he said helped members make better
decisions.
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Item No. 3
PERFORMANCE SCRUTINY COMMITTEE

24 MAY 2018

SUBJECT:

CENTRAL LINCOLNSHIRE JOINT STRATEGIC PLANNING
COMMITTEE/LOCAL PLAN ANNUAL REPORT 2017/18

DIRECTORATE:

COMMUNITIES AND ENVIRONMENT

REPORT AUTHOR: TOBY FORBES TURNER, PRINCIPAL PLANNING POLICY
OFFICER
1.

Purpose of Report

1.1

To provide members with an annual report detailing work undertaken by the
Central Lincolnshire Joint Strategic Planning Committee (CLJSPC) over the period
April 1st 2017 through to 31st March 2018.

2.

Executive Summary

2.1

Members will be aware from previous annual reports to Performance Scrutiny
Committee that work on a new Local Plan covering Central Lincolnshire started in
February 2014. Since that time the Central Lincolnshire Local Plans Team, with
support from officers from the City Council have been progressing with the
development of the Local Plan.

2.2

As stated in last year’s report to Committee, the Central Lincolnshire Local Plan
was formally adopted at the 24th April 2017 CLJSPC Committee meeting.
Adoption of the Local Plan is the culmination of just over 3 years work and with
plan preparation time taking on average 5 years across the country, this
represented a significant achievement.

2.3

Following adoption of the Plan, work has focussed on the Central Lincolnshire 5
year housing land supply, plan monitoring including the production of a
comprehensive monitoring framework, revision to the Statement of Community
Involvement, GIS mapping and responding to national policy and guidance.

3.

Background

3.1

The Local Plan sets out the planning policies for Central Lincolnshire (including the
City) and this involves allocating parcels of land for development as well as
identifying land which should be protected from development. The Plan includes a
set of 57 policies which guide decision makers i.e. planning committee on future
planning applications for the City. The Plan period is 2012 to 2036 (24 years) with
the start date taking the base date of population forecasts and census information
into account. All future planning applications in the City will be assessed against
the policies contained within the new Local Plan.

3.2

Members on Planning Committee received a briefing on the new Local Plan and
what it means for them when assessing planning applications at their planning
committee meeting held on 24th May 2017.
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4.

Progress to Date

4.1

Charting CLJSPC meetings and progress through the 2017/18 year, there were 3
meetings held the most notable being the meeting on 24th April 2017 when the
Central Lincolnshire Local Plan was formally adopted (as reported on in last year’s
PSC report). Two CLJSPC meetings were cancelled due to lack of agenda items.
Given that the major milestone of adoption of the Local Plan has been achieved it
is not surprising that this next phase of work i.e. implementation and monitoring of
the Plan does not generate the similar requirement for member endorsement and
engagement as the plan preparation phase of work.

4.2

At its meeting on 19 June 2017, the CLJSPC received the annual report for
2016/17 which provided an overview of the key tasks and activities undertaken by
the Local Plans Team during the previous 12 months.

4.3

During the meeting a new Chair and Vice-Chair were elected (these rotate on an
annual basis) with Cllr Wright from North Kesteven District Council elected as
Chair and Cllr Summers from West Lindsey District Council elected as Vice-Chair.
For information the City Council member representatives on the CLJSPC during
the year were Cllrs Metcalfe, Burke and Hanrahan and Cllr West as Reserve
member.

4.4

The committee also received a paper on the Local Development Scheme (LDS).
The Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 introduced the requirement for
a local planning authority to prepare and maintain a Local Development Scheme
(LDS). An LDS must specify (amongst other matters) the documents which, when
prepared, comprise the ‘Local Plan’ for the area and must set out the timetable for
producing or reviewing that Local Plan. The LDS is required to be made publicly
available and to be kept up-to-date. The Central Lincolnshire LDS had been
updated to reflect the adoption of the Local Plan on 24 April 2017and set out the
timetable for the period 2017 to 2020.

4.5

The next CLJSPC meeting took place on 22nd January 2018 where members
received an update report by officers from Lincolnshire County Council on
progress with the Lincoln Eastern Bypass and assurances over the continuing
delivery of the scheme despite the main contractor Carillion going into insolvency.

4.6

Members also received a report on the revised Statement of Community
Involvement (SCI) which is a statutory requirement for all local planning authorities
to set out how they will consult the public on planning matters. The SCI needed to
be updated to reflect how local planning authorities would support neighbourhood
planning under the enactment of the Neighbourhood Planning Act in 2017.

4.7

The final paper provided responses following the consultation on the draft
Developer Contributions Supplementary Planning Document (SDP) which took
place between 22nd November and 20th December 2017. The principal function of
the SPD is to explain how developer contributions will be secured through the
planning process. Officers informed members that a further update will be brought
to the CLJSPC once the SPD is ready for adoption along with the
consultation statement (as required under the relevant Regulations).
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4.8

Post adoption of the Plan, by far the most significant piece of work has been the
annual update to the Central Lincolnshire Five Year Housing Land Supply
covering the period 2016/17. Paragraph 47 of the NPPF requires local planning
authorities to ‘identify and update annually a supply of specific deliverable sites
sufficient to provide five years-worth of housing against their housing
requirements’.

4.9

As part of their monitoring responsibilities officers at each of the Central
Lincolnshire authorities has reviewed the sites with planning permission
or that are allocated in the Local Plan to ascertain whether or not
development has started and when it is expected that houses will be
delivered.

4.10

When the supply position is compared against the five year housing requirement
for Central Lincolnshire, taking into account the shortfall and buffer as required in
the NPPF, it is concluded that Central Lincolnshire has a 5 year supply of
housing land. The Five Year Land Supply Report confirms that the five year
requirement is 10,426 dwellings and the anticipated supply from sites with
permission, allocated sites and from the modest windfall provision included will
deliver 12,907. This equates to 6.19 years of supply. As a result it is concluded
that the Development Plan policies remain up to date for use in making planning
decisions.

4.11

Whilst this is good news, it must be borne in mind that this situation is subject to
annual review and very much dependent on houses being delivered and built-out
and therefore continued emphasis needs to be placed on delivery and careful
ongoing monitoring.

4.12

Other important work undertaken by the Local Plans Team with support from
officers from the Central Lincolnshire partner authorities includes the production of
a comprehensive monitoring framework, GIS mapping and responding to national
policy and guidance consultations.

4.13

In respect of the Local Plan budget as reported in last year’s report to committee,
At its meeting held on 23rd January 2017, the CLJSPC agreed a revised budget
going forward for the next 3 years (£98,900 per annum per authority) covering
2017/18 through to 2019/20. This revised budget reflected the fact that following
adoption of the Local Plan the main focus of the Local Plan Team would be one of
monitoring and this would require less resourcing compared to the production of
the Local Plan. The agreed budget position ensures that adequate arrangements
are in place to support the first Review of the Local Plan.

4.14

Looking ahead it is likely that a review of the Local Plan will be required in 2020
and early scoping work has commenced to consider the various evidence base
reports and work that will require production in support of the reviewed Plan.

5.

Strategic Priorities

5.1

Let’s drive economic growth
The Local Plan supports sustainable levels of growth and regeneration for the City
and Central Lincolnshire area and will provide a positive planning policy approach
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to help stimulate local economic growth.
5.2

Let’s reduce inequality
The Local Plan sets a target for and supports the provision of affordable housing
across Central Lincolnshire thereby helping reduce housing inequality across the
City.

5.3

Let’s deliver quality housing
The Local Plan sets ambitious be deliverable targets for the provision of new
houses across the City through specific site allocations contained in Policy LP48
(Sustainable Urban Extensions) and Policy LP49 (Residential allocations in the
Lincoln area). Policy LP11 in the Local Plan sets a target for and supports the
provision of affordable housing across Central Lincolnshire.

5.4

Let’s enhance our remarkable place
At the heart of the new Local Plan sits the vision of ‘a prosperous, stronger and
sustainable Central Lincolnshire’ and this vision and the policies contained within
the plan will help to achieve enhancing the City through growth and regeneration.

6.

Organisational Impacts

6.1

Finance (including whole life costs where applicable)
The Local Plan contains policies that will have longer term financial implications for
the City and Council as a whole most notably housing growth including affordable
housing, infrastructure provision, employment and regeneration. The financial
implications will be assessed and incorporated into the Medium Term Financial
Strategy as further details are known and decisions made as the Local Plan is
applied.

6.2

Legal Implications including Procurement Rules
None arising from this report

6.3

Land, property and accommodation
None arising from this report

6.4

Human Resources
None arising from this report

6.5

Equality, Diversity & Human Rights
The Local Plan is accompanied by an Integrated Impact Assessment that
assesses the potential impact of proposals (strategies, policies, programmes,
projects, plans or other developments) on issues that previously may have been
assessed separately, such as economic, environmental, sustainability, equal
opportunities and health and wellbeing.
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6.6

Significant Community Impact
None arising from this report

6.7

Corporate Health and Safety implications
None arising from this report

7.

Risk Implications

7.1

(i)

Options Explored

7.2

(ii)

Key risks associated with the preferred approach

8.

Recommendation

8.1

That this Annual Report be noted by members as a fair summary of activity of the
CLJSPC during 2017/18.

Is this a key decision?

No

Do the exempt information
categories apply?

No

Does Rule 15 of the Scrutiny
Procedure Rules (call-in and
urgency) apply?

No

How many appendices does
the report contain?

None

List of Background Papers:

None

Lead Officer:

Toby Forbes Turner, Principal Planning Policy Officer
Telephone (01522) 873804
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Item No. 4
Housing Scrutiny Sub-Committee

19 March 2018

Present:

Councillors Councillor Gary Hewson (in the Chair),
Bob Bushell, Paul Gowen, Jackie Kirk and Pat Vaughan

Apologies for Absence:

Councillor Andy Kerry and Caroline Coyle-Fox

Also in Attendance:

Mick Barber, Debbie Rousseau and Sheila Watkinson

23.

Confirmation of Minutes - 6 November 2017
RESOLVED that the minutes of the meeting held on 6 November 2017 be
confirmed.

24.

Declarations of Interest
No declarations of interest were received.

25.

LTP Matters (Verbal Report)
The committee was updated on LTP matters under the agenda item ‘Lincoln
Tenant’s Panel Annual Report’.

26.

Housing Portfolio Holder Report 2018
Councillor P West, Portfolio Holder for Housing
a) presented his report regarding activity and the achievements within his
portfolio over the last year.
b) updated on the following since the writing of the report:






Yvonne Fox had been appointed Assistant Director of Housing.
Bob Ledger would be leaving the Authority after 3 years in his
position as Director of Housing and Regeneration and expressed
his thanks for his hard work and achievements during this time.
The target of 25 days for the re-let period was a challenging target
and would not be met this year. The re-let period for the year was
27 days and measures had been put in place to achieve the target
for next year.
A decision on the Queen Elizabeth Road scheme had been delayed
until after the election in May 2018.

c) invited committees questions and comments.
Member of the Lincoln Tenants Panel asked the following questions and received
the relevant responses.
Question: What was the completion date for the houses at Welton Gardens?
Response: They would be completed in June and an official opening ceremony
would be held.
Question: How many of the properties would be Council housing?
Response: There would be 75 Council houses.
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Question: Could members of the Lincoln Tenants Panel be invited to attend the
opening ceremony?
Response: Yes an invite would be sent to members of the Lincoln Tenants
Panel.
Members of the Committee expressed their thanks to Councillor West for his
work as the Portfolio Holder for Housing as he would be standing down as a
Councillor.
Councillors asked the following questions and received the relevant response.
Question: Had there been any changes in the number of homelessness
applications received?
Response: There had not been a large increase in the number of homelessness
applications received, however, the legislation was due to change next month
which could have an impact.
RESOLVED that the report be noted with thanks.
27.

Performance Monitoring Report Quarter 3 - 2017/18
Yvonne Fox, Assistant Director of Housing
a. presented the end of quarter report on Performance for the third quarter of
the year 2017/18 (October 2017 to December 2017)
b. advised that of the 23 measures 11 were on or exceeding targets for the
year and 12 had not met the targets set.
c. referred to paragraph 4 of the report and highlighted the areas of good
performance including:




Percentage of rent collected as a percentage of rent due.
Percentage of repair appointments kept against
appointments made
Complete repairs right first time

d. further highlighted areas that had not achieved their target and explained
the reason for this:



Percentage of offers accepted first time
Complaints

e. invited committees questions and comments.
Question: How much did the rent arrears equate to in money?
Response: The information could be circulated to the committee following the
meeting.
Question: Has the recommendations from the ASB accreditations been put in
place?
Response: An action plan had been developed and work had been started in
completing the recommendations.
Question: Have the targets been set for the forthcoming year and have the LTP
had an input?
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Response: The targets were presented to the Lincoln Tenants Panel each year
and would be considered at their next meeting.
Question: Could committee be provided with a comparison of this year’s
performance and the targets set for next year.
Response: The information could be circulated to the committee following the
meeting.
Comment: The allocations target should not be reduced next year.
Response: The target had not been reduced, officers wanted to make
improvements on this year’s figures.
RESOLVED that the contents of the report be noted.
28.

Tenant Involvement Strategy 2018-2021
Chris Morton, Resident Involvement Manager
a. presented an update on the Tenant Involvement Strategy 2018-2021.
b. advised that involving tenants in services had a number of benefits for both
the Council and tenants including better designed services, increased
levels of tenant satisfaction, improved communities and higher standards
of service.
c. advised that there was also a legal duty to involve residents under the
Homes and Communities Agency (HCA) Regulatory Framework for Social
Housing in England.
d. advised that the new strategy had been developed jointly with the Lincoln
Tenants Panel and Members had been consulted on a number of
occasions, these included:





Initial consultation at the housing roadshow in July 2016
Through a survey in the Home! magazine
At several of the neighbourhood boards
Further consultation at the Housing Roadshow in August 2017

e. advised that the vision for tenant involvement was to ‘Build on the council’s
successful involvement arrangements to further develop and deliver
meaningful engagement; so that tenants and leaseholders had a range of
opportunities to be involved and their involvement led to service
improvement’
f. advised that the following four objectives had been developed to deliver
the vision:





Ensure Accountability
Strengthen Involvement
Help to Develop Thriving Communities
Communicate Key Messages and Increase Digital Engagement

g. invited committees questions and comments.
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Comment: Tenants did not know who their Housing Officer was for their area.
Response: Housing Officer details had been advertised in the Home! magazine,
it was a key message that would be continuously promoted.
Question: Could a report on the roles and responsibilities of the Housing Officer
be brought to committee?
Response: Yes a report could be added to the work programme to be
considered at a future meeting.
The committee discussed in detail the issues of parking on grass verges
throughout the City and discussed options to tackle the problem. Yvonne Fox,
Assistant Director of Housing explained the options that had been considered by
officers and advised that many were not feasible due to the cost to the Council
and also where they came under the remit of the County Council Highways
Department. Councillor Peter West, Portfolio Holder for Housing and
Regeneration suggested that officers scope a scheme for one area to provide an
indication of the cost and feasibility. Yvonne Fox, responded that this could be
circulated to committee when it had been completed.
RESOLVED that the Tenant Involvement Strategy for 2018-2021 be noted.
29.

Lincoln Tenants' Panel Annual Report
Debbie Rousseau, Chair of Lincoln Tenants Panel
a. presented the activities and achievements of the Lincoln Tenants Panel
between 1 April 2017 and March 2018.
b. thanked the previous Chair of LTP and the other LTP members for their
work in making the panel a success.
c. referred to paragraph 4 of the report and highlighted the activities that the
Lincoln Tenants Panel had been involved with over the last year.
d. referred to paragraph 5 of the report and highlighted the priorities for the
LTP panel over the next 12 months.
e. invited committees questions and comments
Question: Could the findings of the Lincoln Tenant Panel be fed back into the
Housing Scrutiny Committee?
Response: Yes it would be fed back as part of the LTP Matters agenda item.
RESOLVED that the contents of the report be noted.

30.

Draft Work Programme 2018/19
The Democratic Services Officer:
a. presented the work programme for the Housing Scrutiny Sub Committee
for 2018/19 as detailed at Appendix A of the report.
b. advised that this was an opportunity for the committee to suggest other
items to be included within the work programme.
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Members of the committee asked for a report outlining the roles and
responsibilities of Housing Officers be added to the work programme.
RESOLVED that
1. the work programme be noted.
2. a report outlining the roles and responsibilities of Housing Officers be
scheduled into the work programme.
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Item No. 5

PERFORMANCE SCRUTINY COMMITTEE

24 MAY 2018

SUBJECT:

FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE – OUTTURN 2017/18

REPORT BY:

CORPORATE MANAGEMENT TEAM

LEAD
OFFICER:

ROBERT BAXTER, FINANCIAL SERVICES MANAGER

1.

Purpose of Report

1.1

To present to members the provisional 2017/18 financial outturn position on the
Council’s revenue and capital budgets, including:
 General Fund
 Housing Revenue Account
 Housing Repairs Service
 Capital Programmes
And, to provide a review of the key budget risk assessments.

1.2

This report will provide members with a summary of actual income and expenditure
compared to the revised budget and how any surpluses have been allocated to
reserves.

1.3

Members should note that the financial outturn is still subject to audit by KPMG, the
Council’s external auditors.

2.

Executive Summary

2.1

This section of the report provides a summary briefing on the financial position of
the Council for the financial year 2017/18.

Revenue Accounts
General Fund – Contribution
to/(from balances)
Housing Revenue Account
(HRA) (Surplus)/Deficit in year
Housing Repairs Service
(surplus)/deficit
Capital Programmes
General Fund Investment
Programme
Housing
Investment
Programme
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Budget
£’000

2017/18
Actual
£’000

Variance
£’000

(702)

(114)

588

64

(552)

(616)

0

(253)

(253)

31,419

29,098

(2,321)

15,204

10,707

(4,497)

Budget
£’000

2017/18
Actual
£’000

Variance
£’000

Capital Receipts
General Fund

1,197

1,370

(173)

HRA

1,519

3,301

(1,782)

Reserves & Balances
General Fund Balances

1,609

2,197

588

HRA Balances

1,023

1,639

616

HRS Balances

88

88

0

General Fund Earmarked
Reserves

3,608

3,972

364

HRA Earmarked Reserves

1,387

1,394
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2.2

The detailed financial position is shown in sections 3-7 and accompanying
appendices.

3.

General Fund Revenue Account

3.1

For 2017/18 the Council’s net General Fund revenue budget was set at
£10,435,620, including a planned contribution from balances of £702,440 (resulting
in an estimated level of general balances at the year-end of £1,609,364).

3.2

The financial performance quarterly monitoring report for the 3rd quarter predicted
an underspend against the revised budget (exclusive of approved carry forwards)
of £457,856. The provisional outturn for 2017/18 now indicates that an increase in
that underspend of £129,682 has occurred, resulting in an overall variance of
£587,538 provisional underspend. This represents a variance against the revised
budget of 5.6%.

3.3

The current provisional General Fund under spend of £587,538 is prior to any carry
forward. Full details of the main variances are provided in appendix B whilst the
key variances are summarised below:








Car Parking – Reduced Income £290,000
Waste Collection/Street Cleansing – increased expenditure £69,990
Crematorium – increased income £(152,360)
Christmas Market – increased expenditure £56,180
City Hall – reduced expenditure £(177,280)
Business Rates – increased income £(279,710)
Revenues and Benefits (net of bad debt provision) – reduced income and
expenditure £73,400
 Interest Payable – reduced expenditure £(137,960)
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 New Homes Bonus Contingency – reduced expenditure £(102,640)
3.4

Towards Financial Sustainability Programme - The savings target included in
the MTFS for 2017/18 is £3,500,000. Progress against this target, based on the
outturn position shows a secured total £3,530,390. A summary of the provisional
outturn position is shown in the following table:
£
General Fund
Review/Business Case Approved/Delegated Decision Taken
Shared Services/Savings/Managing Demand
Commercialisation
Asset Rationalisation

2,502,060
738,660
289,670

Total

3,530,390

MTFS savings target

(3,500,000)

(Under)/ over achievement

3.5

3.6

30,390

Fees and Charges Income – Income from fees and charges represents a
significant proportion of income to the Council, with the primary sources being from
car parking, development management and building regulations. Due to the
importance of these income streams to the Council’s financial position and the
impact external factors can have on the levels of income receive they are monitored
regularly by the Corporate Management Team. A summary of the progress of these
key income streams against the approved budget for the financial year is provided
below:

Car Parks
Development Management
Building Control

Budget
2017/18
£'000
(4,353)
(433)
(220)

Actual
2017/18
£'000
(4,063)
(443)
(171)

Variance
2017/18
£'000
290
(10)
49

Total

(5,006)

(4,677)
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At quarter three Executive agreed that, subject to outturn, the following contributions
to earmarked reserves be actioned: 

New Burdens Grants Received in year £50,000 – transfer to revenues and
benefits shared service reserve, to offset future year’s admin subsidy grant
reductions.

 Transfer £100,000 to the Invest to Save reserve for Directorates to bid
against to assist in marketing services in order to protect and grow the
Council’s key income generating areas.
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Following the final outturn being known it is therefore proposed that the £50,000 is
transferred into the revenues and benefits shared service reserve. However given
the forecast unutilised balance on the Invest to Save Reserve of £444,000 it is
deemed that there is sufficient resources to fund the marketing of services, without
a further contribution. However it is proposed that the £100,000 is instead
transferred into the Strategic Growth reserve to continue to bring forward the
Western Growth Corridor project. Following these specific reserve contributions the
revised underspend is reduced to £437,538.
3.7

Financial Procedure Rules state that Assistant Directors are able to carry forward
any budget provision not utilised during the financial year, subject to their
Directorate as a whole not being overspent. A provisional list of proposed carry
forwards was reported to CMT as part of the 3rd quarters monitoring (totalling
£125,110). At that time CMT chose not to report the list to the Executive for
provisional approval but chose to review the final list alongside the provisional
outturn and alongside consideration of both the resources available to support the
delivery of the Council’s strategic projects and resources available to mitigate the
volatility of business rate income. That list has subsequently been revised following
the confirmation of the final cash limit outturns for each Directorate for 2017/18.

3.8

The list of carry forward requests has been revised following confirmation of the
final cash limited outturn for each Directorate in 2017/18. The final list of requests
(which if approved would be transferred from the surplus to earmarked reserves for
drawdown in future years) is shown below totalling £223,410: Directorate

Reason for Carry Forward

CX
Directorate Wide

To fund Staff Wellbeing and Training
Initiatives

50,000

Requested
At Q3?
Y

CX
Guildhall

To fund works by the University of Lincoln
to restore the Charters held at the
Guildhall so they can be displayed in the
future. This was agreed in principle at
quarter two

8,000

Y

DCE
Sports & Leisure

For the feasibility costs of the delivery of
two new all-weather pitches at Yarbrough
and Birchwood Leisure Centres

22,760

Y

DCE
Crematorium
DCE
Birchwood Leisure
Centre

Crematorium Concept Design Fees

15,000

N

R&M Works not completed by 31st March
2018

8,000

N

DCE

To fund the potential shortfall of Residents
Parking Income in 2018/19, pending the
extension of the scheme in future years

15,700

Y

DCE
Community
Centres

Additional Rollout of Paxton Access
Control System which will leads to

10,000

N
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£

efficiency savings of officer time and
added security around community centres
DCE
Caroline Bird

To roll forward monies received from LCC
to fund admin post within Community
Services

9,000

Y

CX
Policy Unit

To purchase a CFO Insights License

15,450

N

CX
City Hall
CX
Policy Unit

City Hall Improvement Works

60,000

N

9,500

N

To purchase a Place Analytics License

223,410

3.9

In addition to the carry forward requests above, it has also been requested that a
new earmarked reserve be created in respect of a sinking fund for future repairs
and maintenance works specifically for tenanted areas of City Hall. The value to be
contributed to the reserve each year will be equal to the annual contribution made
by tenants, to be held until actual works are required. For 2017/18 the value of this
contribution is £36,060.

3.10

By approving all of the proposed carry forwards and the reserve transfer in 3.9 there
will be a surplus on the General Fund of £178,068.

3.11

CMT proposed to the Executive at Q3 that any additional under spend should be
transferred into a new earmarked reserve, which can be used to offset any potential
volatility in income from the Council’s main income streams in future years. CMT
have confirmed this proposal and therefore it is proposed that the residual surplus
of £178,068 be transferred into a new earmarked reserve, following this the use of
General Fund balances in 2017/18 will be £702,440 resulting in General balances
of £1,609,364 as at 31 March 2018, in line with the Medium Term Financial Strategy.

3.12

The level of each of the current earmarked reserves, as at 31st March 2018 is
attached at Appendix G. The appendix takes account of the contributions to
earmarked reserves agreed as part of the revised budget and the drawdown of
funding to cover expenditure. It does not reflect any proposed transfer to reserves
for the items mentioned in paragraphs 3.6, 3.8, 3.9 and 3.11.

4.

Housing Revenue Account

4.1

For 2017/18 the Council’s Housing Revenue Account (HRA) net revenue budget
was set as a deficit of £64,170, resulting in an estimated level of general balances
at the year-end of £1,023,099.

4.2

The financial performance quarterly monitoring report for the 3rd quarter predicted
an underspend of £211,970. The provisional outturn for 2017/18 now indicates an
underspend of £616,377. This would result in HRA balances at 31 March 2018 of
£1,639,476. The main reason for the additional resources over and above the
position forecast at quarter 3 is an increased trading surplus repatriated from HRS
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and an increased underspend on supervision and management relating the Kier
profit share and additional vacancies. The main over and underspends included
within the provisional outturn are detailed in Appendix D, while the key variances
are summarised below:
 Trading surplus on Housing Repairs Service repatriated to the HRA –
additional income of £(253,209) (see section 5 for further details)
 Kiers profit share contribution £(126,000)
 Supervision and Management £(154,000)
4.3

In addition there are variances on individual lines (specifically depreciation and
repairs and maintenance) which have a net nil impact overall. These are related to
changes in the financing of the capital programme in year. The budgets for 2018/19
onwards have been re-aligned within the MTFS 2018-23 and therefore these will
not show as variances in the future.

4.4

It is proposed that the underspend for the year of £616,377 be transferred into the
following reserves:
 Transfer £177,780 as the HRA proportionate share (64%) into the Strategic
Growth reserve to continue to bring forward the Western Growth Corridor
project.
 Transfer £438,597 into the Direct Revenue Financing (DRF) reserve to
provide further resource for the HRA new build aspirations in the Medium
Term Financial Strategy.
Following these transfers, HRA general balances will be £1,023,099, in line with
the Medium Term Financial Strategy.

4.5

The level of each of the current earmarked reserves, as at 31st March 2018 is
attached at Appendix G. The appendix takes account of the contributions to
earmarked reserves agreed as part of the revised budget and the drawdown of
funding to cover expenditure.

5.

Housing Repairs Service

5.1

For 2017/18 the Council’s Housing Repairs Service (HRS) net revenue budget was
set at zero, reflecting its full cost recovery nature.

5.2

The financial performance quarterly monitoring report for the 3rd quarter predicted
a £101,070 surplus outturn for 2017/18. The provisional outturn for 2017/18 shows
a trading surplus of £253,209.

5.3

The net trading surplus of £253,209 is the result of a number of year-end variations
in income and expenditure against the approved budget. The fluctuation between
the forecast at Quarter 3 and the final outturn is mainly down to the performance
of the Voids function. When reporting at Quarter 3, the job costings were
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incomplete and therefore reflected a much lower recovery position. Full details of
the main variances are provided in Appendix F.
5.4

The surplus of £253,209 has been repatriated to the HRA, which is the major
service user. This is reflected in the HRA outturn within this report.

6.

Earmarked Reserves

6.1

The details of all the earmarked reserves and their balance as at 31st March 2018
are attached in Appendix G. In summary:

General Fund
HRA
Capital Resources

Opening
Balance
01/04/17
£’000
5,464
1,555

Increase

Decrease

Closing Balance

£’000
1,548
8,429

£’000
(3,040)
(8,590)

31/03/18
£’000
3,972
1,394

21,322

18,591

(17,294)

22,619

7.

Capital Programme

7.1

General Investment Programme

7.2

The revised General Fund Investment Programme for 2017/18 as approved in the
MTFS 2018-23 amounted to £31,418,986. Movements in the programme since the
approval of the revised budget decreased actual capital expenditure in 2017/18 to
£29,098,005. A summary of the changes is shown below:

Budget MTFS 2018-23
Budget changes
approved under CFO
delegated authority
Budget changes for
Executive approval at
Outturn
Revised Budget
7.3

2017/18
£'000
31,419

2018/19
£'000
14,209

2019/20
£'000
500

2020/21
£'000
500

2021/22
£'000
500

(2,574)

2,584

0

0

0

253
29,098

240
17,033

0
500

0
500

0
500

The Chief Finance Officer has delegated authority to approve financial changes up
to an approved limit as set out under Financial Procedure Rules. All changes over
the approved limit require approval by the Executive.
The budget re-profiles approved by the Chief Finance Officer during the final
quarter are detailed at Appendix I under the heading of “Approved by Chief Finance
Officer”.
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7.4

Changes that require Executive approval for the final quarter (further details in
Appendix I) are:
 Play Equipment Queens Park – new scheme in 2017/18 to purchase new
play equipment at Queens Park play area. The budget for this is £22,509
and is funded through Section 106 (£8,734) and Direct Revenue Financing
(£13,775).
 Disabled Facilities Grants –£216,788 of Better Care Funding reallocated
from revenue in 2017/18 and then subsequently re-profiled into 2018/19.

7.5

New projects agreed at the Strategic Plan Implementation Team (SPIT) are then
subject to Executive Approval.
The following projects have been agreed by SPIT or the Chief Finance Officer
during the final quarter and therefore put forward to the Executive for inclusion in
the capital programme.
 Tree Memorial – new scheme to purchase a metal memorial tree for the
Crematorium. The budget for this is £20,000 in 2018/19 funded through
Direct Revenue Financing.
 Noise Reduction Equipment – new scheme in 2017/18 to purchase new
noise reduction equipment. The budget for this is £14,060 and is funded
through Direct Revenue Financing.
 Broadgate Lift Refurbishment – new scheme starting in 2017/18 and being
completed in 2018/19 for replacement lifts at Broadgate Car Park. This is
being funded through Direct Revenue Financing (£220,000), existing budget
from the Planned Capitalised Works budget of £10,000 and a further
reallocation of the Planned Capitalised Works budget in 2018/19 (£8,498)

7.6

The table below provides a summary of the provisional outturn position for the
General Investment Programme:
MTFS
2018-23
Budget
£'000
Active Programme
Communities & Environment
Chief Executives Department
"Mega Projects"
Total Active Schemes
Schemes On
Hold/Contingencies
Total Capital Programme
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Outturn
£'000

Variance
£'000

Re-profiles
(to)/from
2018/19
£'000

3,822
9,223
18,327
31,372

3,136
9,027
16,934
29,097

686
196
1,393
2,275

(988)
(209)
(1,393)
(2,590)

47
31,419

1
29,098

46
2,321

(46)
(2,636)

7.7

The overall spending on the General Investment Programme for 2017/18 was
£29,098,005, which is 92.61% of the revised 2017/18 programme as per the MTFS
2018-23.

7.8

Housing Investment Programme

7.9

The revised Housing Investment Programme for 2017/18 as approved in the MTFS
2018-23 amounted to £15,204,221. Movements in the programme since the
approval of the revised budget decreased actual capital expenditure to
£10,706,618 in 2017/18.

Budget MTFS 2018-23
Budget changes
approved under CFO
delegated authority
Budget changes for
Executive approval at
Outturn
Revised Budget
7.10

2017/18
£'000
15,204

2018/19
£'000
25,805

2019/20
£'000
14,529

2020/21 2021/22
£'000
£'000
11,386
12,638

0

0

0

0

0

(4,497)
10,707

3,801
29,606

280
14,809

215
11,601

0
12,638

The Chief Finance Officer has delegated authority to approve financial changes up
to an approved limit as set out under Financial Procedure Rules. All changes over
the approved limit require approval by the Executive. There were no changes
approved by the Chief Finance Officer for the final quarter.
The changes requiring approval from the Executive are detailed in Appendix K
and summarised below:




Movements back to available resources column
The movements within the financial year column
Various re-profiles to and from future financial years column

7.11

New projects agreed at SPIT are then subject to Executive Approval. There are
no new projects to be presented to the Executive for the final quarter.

7.12

The table below provides a summary of the final outturn position:
MTFS
2018-23
Budget
£'000

Outturn
£'000

Variance
£'000

Re-profiles
(to)/from
2018/19
£'000

(731)

(588)

Decent Homes/ Lincoln
Standard
5,700
37

4,969

Health and Safety
Contingent Major Repairs/
Works
New Build Programme
Land Acquisition Fund
Other Schemes
Computer Fund
Total Capital Programme
7.13

449

292

(157)

(124)

105
5,261
2,520
976
193
15,204

0
3,436
825
1,030
155
10,707

(105)
(1,825)
(1,695)
54
(38)
(4,497)

0
(1,833)
(1,695)
(56)
0
(4,296)

The overall spending on the Housing Investment Programme for 2017/18 was
£10,706,618 which is 70.42% of the revised 2017/18 programme as per MTFS
2018-23.
Although this would appear to be low compared to previous financial years, the
following points should be taken into consideration: The budget included £5.26m for the 2017/18 New Build Programme. The
12 properties at Blankney Crescent were handed over during February
2018 however works have been delayed on the Monks Road development
(still expected completion during 2018/19) and works on the Lytton Street
development budgeted for 2017/18 will not be complete until 2018/19.


The budget included £2.51m for Land Acquisitions, of which £1.75m was
budgeted for the purchase of land which will now be completed in 2018/19.

8.

Resource Implications

8.1

The financial implications are contained throughout the report.

8.2

There are no legal implications arising from this report.

8.3

There are no equality and diversity implications as a direct result of this report.

9.0

Risk Implications

9.1

A full financial risk assessment is included in the Medium Financial Strategy 201823.

10.

Recommendations
Performance Scrutiny Committee are recommended to:

10.1

Note the provisional 2017/18 financial outturn for the General Fund, Housing
Revenue Account, Housing Repairs Service and Capital Programmes as set out in
sections 3 – 7, and in particular the reasons for any variances.

10.2

Note the proposed transfer to General Fund earmarked reserves in paragraphs 3.6,
3.8, 3.9 and 3.11, prior to reporting to the Executive.
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10.3

Note the proposed transfer to HRA earmarked reserves in paragraph 4.4.

10.4

Note the financial changes to both the General Investment Programme and the
Housing Investment Programme (paragraphs 7.3, 7.4 and 7.10) that are above the
10% budget variance limit delegated to the Chief Finance Officer.

Key Decision

No

Key Decision Reference
No.

N/A

Do the Exempt
Information Categories
Apply

No

Call in and Urgency: Is
the decision one to which
Rule 15 of the Scrutiny
Procedure Rules apply?

No

Does the report contain
Appendices?

Yes

List of Background
Papers:

Medium Term Financial Strategy 2018-23
Minutes of Strategic Plan Implementation Team.

Lead Officer:

Robert Baxter, Financial Services Manager
Telephone 873361.
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Appendix A
GENERAL FUND SUMMARY – OUTTURN 2017/18
Ref

Revised
Budget

Actual

Variance

£’000

£’000

£’000

Strategic Development
Chief Finance Officer (S.151)
Major Developments
City Solicitor
Housing
Communities and Street Scene
Health & Environmental Services
Planning

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H

1,766
622
1,089
1,368
748
2,406
2,087
910
10,996

1,694
543
1,125
1,227
736
2,727
1,823
858
10,733

(72)
(79)
36
(141)
(12)
321
(264)
(52)
(263)

Corporate Expenditure

I

1,472

1,429

(43)

12,468

12,162

(306)

1,922
(1,647)
226
31
(1,889)
27
11,138

1,630
(1,663)
0
0
(1,493)
193
10,829

(292)
(16)
(226)
(31)
396
166
(209)

(702)

(114)

588

10,436

10,715

279

(17,084)
12,397
0
184
(981)
(6,145)
(38)
1,229
(10,436)

(16,294)
12,229
(1,051)
336
(981)
(6,145)
(38)
1,229
(10,715)

790
(168)
(1,051)
152
0
0
0
0
(279)

(2,312)
702
(1,609)

(2,312)
114
(2,198)

0
(588)
(588)

TOTAL SERVICE EXPENDITURE
Capital Accounting Adjustment
Specific Grants
Contingencies
Savings Targets
Earmarked Reserves
Insurance Reserve
TOTAL EXPENDITURE

J
K
L
M
N
O

CONTRIBUTION TO BALANCES
NET REQUIREMENT
Retained Business Rates Income
Tariff
Section 31 Grant
Levy
Revenue Support Grant
Council Tax
Council Tax Surplus
NNDR Deficit
TOTAL RESOURCES

P
Q
R
S
T
U
V
W

BALANCES B/F 1ST APRIL
(USE OF)/CONTRIBUTION TO BALANCES
BALANCES C/F 31ST MARCH 2018

Please note the above is now shown on an Expenditure Funding Analysis (EFA) basis.
This means all charges which are reversed out under statute are now not shown in the
above figures. Examples of this are depreciation and capital grants. This means the
above only includes items which are a call on the general fund balance.
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Appendix B
General Fund Forecast Variances - Outturn 2017/18
The variances analysed in the table below exclude any technical adjustments and only
cover the true under or over spends. Figures in brackets indicate an under spend of
expenditure or additional income.
Ref

£

Reason for variance

E

Additional Spending
Control Centre

B

Housing Benefits

97,300 Subsidy Grant qualification amount relating to
the 2016/17 audit of housing benefits.

F

Waste/Street Cleansing

69,990 Increased cost of waste contract and purchase
of wheeled bins. The MTFS has been adjusted
for 2018/19 to incorporate the purchase of new
wheeled bins.

F

City Hall Car Park NNDR

G

Christmas Market

B

Reduced Income
Housing Benefits

F

Car Parks

H

Building Control

49,140 Reduced Income on Building Control.

D

Apprentice Scheme

27,030 Due to the minimum wage increase and more
apprentices being used in the general fund
rather than the HRA has resulted in an
overspend in the general fund.

49,270 Purchases of New Equipment for Ageing
Lifelines plus increased maintenance costs –
Service is under review to produce a zero
variance revised budget.

110,830 Due to a revaluation of the City Hall Pay and
Display car park by the valuation office rates
payable have increased. In addition this has
been backdated to 2015.
56,180 Net Impact of the Sunday closure of the Market

225,280 Reduction in the level of Housing Benefits
Overpayments raised compared to the budgeted
amount which is based on the average amount
for the last three years.
290,000 The budget for the new Lincoln Central Car Park
has not been achieved due to it not being fully
operational or at the demand level budgeted.
Also reduced income from Tentercroft street due
to less spaces and later opening than
anticipated. The Lawn Car Park has also
underachieved due to less events taking place in
the uphill area in 2017/18.

Reduced Spending
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Appendix B
Ref
B

The Lawn

£
Reason for variance
(36,380) Due to the sale of the Lawn the Business Rates
Budget is no longer required, this has been
removed in the MTFS.

B

Corporate Management

(34,590) Underspends on Audit Fees and Debt
Management Expenses. There is a potential
ongoing saving on audit fees due to the reduction
in the audit fee expected under the new contract
from 2018/19 onwards.

I

Bad Debt Provision

(67,460) Significant reduction in Housing Benefit
Overpayments raised in 2017/18 has led to less
being required in the provision.

B

Revenues & Benefits
Shared Service

M

TOFS Overachievement
(one-off)

(30,390) Overachievement of the £3.5m savings target in
2017/18.

F

Car Parking Expenditure

(90,380) This comprises underspends on Overtime,
Utilities, R&M and other supplies & services
budgets.

F

Public Conveniences

(35,560) This comprises underspends on Overtime,
Utilities and Business Rates.

F

City Bus Station

(34,540) Underspends on Business Rates & R&M due to
the timing of the new facility opening.

J

Interest Payable

(137,960) Due to no borrowing being taken until quarter
four. In lieu of borrowing internal cash balances
have been used to fund major expenditure made
in the year.

G

Leisure Centres

(30,180) Reduced expenditure on Repairs & Maintenance
at Birchwood Leisure Centre due to
redevelopment works.

B

City Hall

(177,280) Savings as a result of the installation of Solar
Panels on City Hall. In addition revised Business
Rates invoices have now been issued for the last
two financial years (15/16 and 16/17) and this
has led to a one off refund payable in 17/18.
Additional to this is an underspend on repairs &
maintenance on tenant occupied areas of City
Hall.

L

New Homes Bonus
Contingency

(102,640) Underspend on contingency funded through
unallocated new homes bonus funding.

(110,210) Underspend across the service due to staff
career grades not being achieved and also
bonus payments being received for reductions in
fraud. A carry forward has been requested as
detailed at paragraph 3.8.
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Appendix B
Ref

£

Reason for variance

Additional Income
B

Industrial Estates

(27,880) Savings on Property Rental Costs, utility costs
and there has been a lower void rate than
budgeted.

B

Property Management

(35,740) Due to increased property sales in the final
quarter there has been an overachievement in
the revenue income received.

P/Q/R Business Rates
/S

(279,710) Additional income relating to a reduction in the
tariff payment (relating to final VOA rateable
values) an increase in S31 grants - offset by an
increased levy payment.

G

(152,360) Increased demand for the service over and
above the budgeted amount.

Crematorium
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Appendix C
HOUSING REVENUE ACCOUNT FUND SUMMARY – OUTTURN 2017/18
HRA PROVISIONAL OUTTURN - 2017/18
Revised

Outturn

Variance

£’000

£’000

Budget
£’000
Gross Rental Income

A

(28,136)

(28,141)

(5)

Charges for Services & Facilities

B

(378)

(340)

38

Contribs towards Expenditure

C

(43)

(79)

(36)

Repairs & Maintenance

D

7,498

8,465

967

Supervision & Management:

E

6,343

6,104

(239)

S&M IAS19 Pension Adjustment

F

0

0

0

Rents, Rates and Other Premises

G

62

129

67

Increase in Bad Debt Provisions

H

187

286

99

Contingencies

I

248

0

(248)

Depreciation

J

12,112

10,091

(2,021)

Impairments

K

0

(10,314)

(10,314)

Debt Management Expenses

L

12

0

(12)

(2,096)

(13,799)

(11,703)

Net Cost of Service
Loan Charges Interest

M

2,352

2,352

0

Investment/Mortgage Interest

N

(33)

(39)

(6)

223

(11,486)

(11,709)

Net Operating Inc/Exp
Capital Accounting Adjustments

O

0

10,813

10,813

Major Repairs Reserve Adjustment

P

0

325

325

- Trading (Surplus) Deficit

Q

0

(253)

(253)

- IAS19 only

R

0

502

502

Pension Reserve

S

0

(492)

(492)

Transfers to/from reserves

T

(159)

39

198

(Surplus)/Deficit in Year

U

64

(552)

(616)

(1,087)

(1,087)

0

64

(552)

(616)

(1,023)

(1,639)

(616)

CMS Repatriation

Balances b/f @ 1st April
(Increase)/Decrease in Balances
Balances c/f @ 31st March
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Appendix D
Housing Revenue Account Variances - Outturn 2017/18
The variances analysed in the table below exclude any technical adjustments and only
cover the true under or over spends. Figures in brackets indicate an under spend of
expenditure or additional income.
Ref

£

Reason for variance

D

Increased Spending
Repairs & Maintenance

G

Rent & Rates

66,940 Additional Council tax payable for empty
properties including De-Wint Court.

H

Bad Debt Provision

98,830

P

Major Repairs Reserve

333,000

T

Transfers to Reserves.

197,530 Reduction to capital fees received in year has
led to more being required from the equalisation
reserve. Contribution from the Repairs account
no longer required.

913,170

Amendment to capitalised spend reversion as
no longer required re the depreciation
adjustment.

Provision set to 1% of income which it is
anticipated will cover a potential increase in bad
debts in the future relating to the rollout of
Universal Credit.
Revenue Resources available to fund the HIP

Increased Income
Q

HRS Repatriation

(253,209) HRS Surplus not budgeted.

Reduced Spending
J

Depreciation.

E

Supervision
Managements

(1,472,200) Revaluation of housing stock re-visited resulting
in lower depreciation.
&

(280,000) Vacancies & General Savings plus Kiers Profit
Share Contribution (£126k).
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Appendix E
HOUSING REPAIRS SERVICE SUMMARY - OUTTURN 2017/18

Employees
Premises
Transport
Materials
Sub-Contractors
Supplies & Services
Central Support Costs
Capital Charges
Total Expenditure
Income
(Surplus)/Deficit

Revised
Budget
£'000
2,474,760
39,380
451,710
1,302,850
2,184,830
114,490
712,670

Actual
£'000
2,382,307
40,409
421,982
1,302,524
1,821,041
119,620
627,813

Variance
£'000
(92,453)
1,029
(29,728)
(326)
(363,789)
5,130
(84,857)

7,280,690
(7,280,690)
0

6,715,696
(6,968,905)
(253,209)

(564,994)
311,785
(253,209)
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Appendix F
Housing Repairs Service Variances - Outturn 2017/18
The table below provides a summary of the provisional outturn position.
Ref

£

Reason for Variance

Reduced Income
Sub-Contractors

311,785

Reduced Spending
Employees

(94,250) Three Vacant Posts held for most of the year

Sub Contractors

Lower than budgeted sub-contractor work.

(358,980) Reduced reliance on Sub contractors

Central Support
Charges (General
Fund)

(18,060)

Reduced central support charges from the General
Fund.

Employees

(66,800)

Reduced costs of Administration at Hamilton House.

Fleet Costs

(29,730) Savings on Fleet Costs most notably fuel.
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Appendix G

EARMARKED RESERVES – OUTTURN 2017/18
Opening
Balance
01/04/2017
£’000
General Fund
Unused DRF
Invest to Save (GF)
Funding for Strategic Priorities
Business Rates Volatility
Section 106 interest
Mayoral car
Boston Audit Contract
MA Reserve
Yarbrough Leisure Centre
Managed Workspace
Air Quality Initiatives
Private Sector Stock Condition
Survey
Mercury Abatement
Christmas Decorations
RV Revaluation Greetwell Place
Property Searches
Strategic Growth Reserve
Strategic Projects - revenue costs
Transport Hub Risk Mitigation
Reserve
Tank Memorial
IT Reserve
Revenues & Benefits shared
service
County Wide Broadband Initiative
Organisational Development
Christmas Market
Commons Parking
Tree Risk Assessment
Backdated rent review
Electric Van replacement
Sinking Fund - MSCP & Bus
station midlife refurb
Sinking Fund Yarbrough/Birchwood
Asset Improvement
Grants & Contributions
Carry Forwards

276
194
121
710
14
47
14
51
2
35
17

Movement

Increase

Decrease

£’000

£’000

£’000

125
(5)
60

172
171

6

221
307
28
539
32
47
14
51
2
35
23

51

12

63

347
17
1
36
423
1,371

91

450
18

(352)
(53)
(153)
(621)

Closing
Balance
31/03/2018
£’000

(423)
(875)

378
17
0
36
0
496

(124)

0

(39)

10
218

134

(21)

113

34
47
25
14
96
220
18

(34)
(39)
(25)

0
8
0
27
105
220
22

(1)

124
10
221

(60)

(64)

100

13
20

(11)

4

0

0

0

0

90
363
341
5,464

(115)

483
8

(18)
(59)
(133)

72
787
101

0

1,548

(3,040)

3,972

(150)
(26)
(3)
(8,411)

0
140
238
624
57
240

HRA

Growth Strategy (HRA)
HRA Invest to Save
Capital fees equalisation
HRA Repairs Account
HRA Survey Works
HRA Strategic Priorities

150
164
241
611
54
240
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Appendix G

Stock Retention
De Wint Court

Total Earmarked Reserves

Opening
Balance
01/04/2017
£’000
22
73

Movement

Increase

Decrease

£’000

£’000

£’000

Closing
Balance
31/03/2018
£’000
22
73

1,555

0

8,429

(8,590)

1,394

7,019

0

9,977

(11,630)

5,366
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Appendix H
CAPITAL RESOURCES – OUTTURN 2017/18

Capital Grants
Capital Receipts
Capital Receipts (HRA)
Capital Receipts (HRA 1-4-1
receipts)
Major Repairs Reserve
Section 106
Total Capital Resources

Opening
Balance
01/04/2017
£’000
398
3,039
5,815
544

Contributions

Used in
Financing

£’000
3,002
1,370
1,820
1,480

£’000
(3,016)
(4,218)
(390)
(66)

Forecast
Balance
31/03/2018
£’000
384
191
7,245
1,958

10,680
846
21,322

10,919
0
18,591

(9,316)
(288)
(17,294)

12,283
558
22,619
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Appendix I
General Investment Programme – Summary of Financial Changes
Project Name

2017/18

2018/19

£

£

£

Budget as at Q3
Budget for approval

31,418,986
29,098,005
(2,320,981)

14,208,836
17,032,859
2,824,023

500,000
500,000
0

500,000
500,000
0

500,000
500,000
0

(2,894)
(235,114)
(205,401)
863
(345,313)
(24,290)
(123,364)
381

2,894
235,114
205,401
0
345,313
24,290
123,364
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

12,500
(7,135)
(214,224)
(4,083)
(1,392,840)
12,768
(47,545)
1,329
24

0
7,135
214,224
0
1,392,840
(12,768)
47,545
(1,329)
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0

20,000

0

0

0

New scheme for the purchase of a Tree
memorial at the Crematorium. Funded
through DRF.

22,509

0

0

0

0

New scheme for Play Equipment at Queens
Park. Funded through DRF & Section 106
monies.

£
Total Changes for Q4

2019/20

£

2020/21

2021/12

Comments

Approved by Chief Finance
Officer:
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Non-Disabled Facilities Grants
Disabled Facilities Grants
Planned Capitalised Works
Boultham Park Masterplan
Boultham Park Masterplan
Bereavement Services Lighting
BLC Transformation
Greetwell Place Refurbishment
CCTV Upgrade
CCTV Upgrade
Allotment Capital Programme
Disaster Recovery & Backup
Lincoln Transport HUB
Land and Property Acquisition
Housing Renewal Area
Compulsory Purchase Orders
Purchase of Car Parks

Re-profile to 2018/19
Re-profile to 2018/19
Re-profile to 2018/19
Additional funding in 2017/18 from DRF.
Re-profile to 2018/19.
Re-profile to 2018/19.
Re-profile to 2018/19.
Additional funding in 2017/18 from DRF
(£690 – borrowing reduced by £309)
Additional external funding in 2017/18
Re-profile to 2018/19
Re-profile to 2018/19
Scheme completed with small underspend
Re-profile to 2018/19
Re-profile from 2018/19
Re-profile to 2018/19
Re-profile from 2018/19
Additional budget funded through borrowing

To Be Approved by the
Executive
Tree Memorial

Play Equipment Queens Park

Appendix I
Project Name

2017/18

2018/19

2019/20

2020/21

2021/12

£

£

£

£

£

Comments

Noise Reduction Equipment

14,060

0

0

0

0

New scheme for noise reduction equipment
funded through DRF.

Broadgate Car Park Lift
Replacement
Planned Capitalised Works

10,000

228,498

0

0

0

(10,000)

(8,498)

0

0

0

New scheme identified for replacement lifts
at Broadgate Car Park. Funded through
DRF and existing capital resources.

Disabled Facilities Grants

216,788

0

0

0

0

(2,320,981)

2,824,023

0

0

0

Total Changes

£216,788 reallocation of Better Care Fund
from revenue back to capital.
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Appendix J
General Investment Programme – Summary of Expenditure as at 31st March 2018
MTFS
2017/18

2017/18
Approved
Budget

2017/18
Actual

2017/18
Variance

Spend

£

£

£

£

%

CX – Chief Finance Officer
Terrace Heat Mitigation
Greetwell Place Refurbishment
Planned Capitalised Works
Land and Property Acquisition
Purchase of Car Parks

200,000
0
200,000
0
0

2,350
4,739
500,637
1,721,750
6,965,415

2,350
5,120
295,236
1,734,518
6,965,439

0
(381)
205,401
(12,768)
(24)

100.00%
108.03%
58.97%
100.74%
100.00%

183,021
83,700
0
286,768
0
0
0
0

0
0
70,000
375,000
5,487
1,522,000
0
40,000

0
0
67,106
356,674
5,487
1,398,636
14,060
15,710

0
0
2,894
18,326
0
123,364
(14,060)
24,290

0.00%
0.00%
95.87%
95.11%
100.00%
91.89%
100.00%
39.28%

0
480,967
235,803
0
0

7,934
836,713
314,706
0
650,000

7,934
492,263
320,071
22,509
435,776

0
344,450
(5,365)
(22,509)
214,224

100.00%
58.83%
101.70%
100.00%
67.04%

0
0

24,000
4,083

24,000
0

0
4,083

100.00%
0.00%

15,836,950

18,326,627

16,933,787

1,392,840

92.40%

414,545
155,833
90,000
162,015

47,545
0
0
0

0
1,329
0
0

47,545
(1,329)
0
0

0.00%
100.00%
0.00%
0.00%

18,329,602

31,418,986

29,098,005

2,320,981

92.61%

DCE – Communities &
Environment
Skate Park
CPO (13 Albany Terrace)
Non-Disabled Facilities Grants
Disabled Facilities Grants
Yarborough LC Capital Works
Birchwood LC Transformation
Noise Reduction Equipment
Bereavement Services Lighting

DCE – Community
Services
Flood Alleviation – Hartsholme
Boultham Park Masterplan
CCTV Upgrade
Play Equipment Queens Park
Allotments Improvement
Programme

CX – Corporate Policy
New Telephony System
Disaster Recovery & Back Up

“Mega Projects”
Lincoln Transport HUB

Schemes Under Review
Housing Renewal Area
Compulsory Purchase Orders
Non-Disabled Facilities Grants
Capital Contingencies

Total Programme
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Appendix K
Housing Investment Programme – Summary of Financial Changes
Project Name

Approved
Budget
MTFS 1823

Budget
to be
Approved

£

£

Budget
Movements Movements
Increase/
(To)/from
Within
Available
Financial
(Reduction)
Resources
Year
£

£

£

Reprofile
(To)/from
Future
Years

Notes

£

Decent Homes
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Bathrooms & WC’s
Central Heating Upgrades
Heating Replacements
Thermal Comfort Works
Kitchen Improvements
Re-wiring
Re-roofing
Windows Replacement
Structural Defects
Wall Structure Repairs
Door Replacement
Decoration Allowance
CO Detector Installations
New Services
St Botolphs Court alterations
Void Capitalised Works
Prelim Costs & Exceptionals
Landscaping and Boundaries

128,815
752,060
319,597
117,557
204,445
24,543
201,817
550,215
54,621
6,577
371,731
12,109
132,599
64,028
67,636
1,426,890
0
258,545

134,823
756,370
228,475
65,570
204,520
15,830
253,837
443,701
5,319
0
156,545
11,595
144,427
72,695
67,022
1,063,182
219,131
136,835

6,008
4,310
(91,122)
(51,987)
75
(8,713)
52,020
(106,514)
(49,302)
(6,577)
(215,186)
(514)
11,868
8,667
(614)
(363,708)
219,131
(121,710)

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
(41,578)
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
(8,713)
0
0
0
0
0
(514)
11,868
0
(614)
(322,130)
219,131
0

6,008
4,310
(91,122)
(51,987)
75
0
52,020
(106,514)
(49,302)
(6,577)
(215,186)
0
0
8,667
0
0
0
(121,710)

2018/19
2018/19
2018/19
2019/20
2018/19

999,876
6,101

987,213
1,989

(12,663)
(4,112)

0
0

0
0

(12,663)
(4,112)

2018/19
2018/19

200,439
199,950
25,795
23,133

102,296
183,679
6,357
0

(98,053)
(16,271)
(19,438)
(23,133)

(33,053)
0
0
0

(65,000)
65,000
0
0

0
(81,271)
(19,438)
(23,133)

2018/19
2018/19
2018/19

2018/19
2019/20
2018/19
2018/19
2020/21
2018/19

2019/20

Lincoln Standard
Over Bath Showers
Safety Flooring Supported
Housing

Health and Safety
Asbestos Removal
Asbestos Surveys
Door Entry Systems
Stair Structures

Appendix K
New Build Programme
Waterloo Housing Partnership
Westleigh Homes Partnership
Waterloo Housing Lytton Street
De Wint Court Alterations
Potential New Build Sites

1,186,320
2,770,183
700,000
299,545
305,360

1,228,118
1,785,696
0
194,535
227,819

41,798
(984,487)
(700,000)
(105,010)
(77,541)

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

41,798
(984,487)
(700,000)
(105,010)
(77,541)

2018/19
2018/19
2018/19
2018/19
2018/19

769,500
1,750,000

769,500
55,000

0
(1,695,000)

0
0

0
0

0
(1,695,000)

2018/19

Environmental New Works
84 Uffington Avenue
12 Webster Close
18 Garfield Close
Communal Hardstanding Areas
Communal Electrics
Fire Alarms
HSS Computer Fund

54,621
52,423
10,000
10,000
412,087
435,960
1,036
193,113

10,280
61,687
4,568
3,465
455,012
495,043
0
154,533

(44,341)
9,264
(5,433)
(6,535)
42,925
59,083
(1,036)
(38,580)

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
(38,580)

0
9,264
0
0
42,925
59,083
(1,036)
0

(44,341)
0
(5,433)
(6,535)
0
0
0
0

Contingency Reserve

105,174

0

(105,174)

(95,910)

(9,264)

0

15,204,221

10,706,618

(4,497,603)

(209,121)

0

(4,288,484)

Land Acquisition
Ermine School
Queen Elizabeth Road

Other
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Total Programme

2018/19
2018/19
2018/19

Appendix L
Housing Investment Programme – Summary of Expenditure as at 31st March 2018
MTFS
2017/18

2017/18
Approved
Budget

2017/18
Actual

2017/18
Variance

Spend

£

£

£

£

%

Decent Homes
Bathrooms & WC’s
Central Heating Upgrades
Heating Replacements
Thermal Comfort Works
Kitchen Improvements
Re-wiring
Re-roofing
Windows Replacement
Structural Defects
Wall Structure Repairs
Door Replacement
Decoration Allowance
CO Detector Installations
New Services
St Botolphs Court alterations
Void Capitalised Works
Prelim Costs & Exceptionals
Landscaping and Boundaries

388,689
646,455
255,000
308,484
665,538
89,034
627,428
600,000
54,621
7,461
635,649
13,109
132,128
54,621
0
109,242
0
335,963

128,815
752,060
319,597
117,557
204,445
24,543
201,817
550,215
54,621
6,577
371,731
12,109
132,599
64,028
67,636
1,426,890
0
258,545

134,823
756,370
228,475
65,570
204,520
15,830
253,837
443,701
5,319
0
156,545
11,595
144,427
72,695
67,022
1,063,182
219,131
136,835

6,008
4,310
(91,122)
(51,987)
75
(8,713)
52,020
(106,514)
(49,302)
(6,577)
(215,186)
(514)
11,868
8,667
(614)
(363,708)
219,131
(121,710)

104.66%
100.57%
71.49%
55.78%
100.04%
64.50%
125.78%
80.64%
9.74%
0.00%
42.11%
95.75%
108.95%
113.54%
99.09%
74.51%
100.00%
52.93%

1,137,401
70,251

999,876
6,101

987,213
1,989

(12,663)
(4,112)

98.73%
32.60%

273,105
152,939
40,780
22,710
218,484

200,439
199,950
25,795
23,133
0

102,296
183,679
6,357
0
0

(98,053)
(16,271)
(19,438)
(23,133)
0

51.06%
91.86%
24.65%
0.00%
0.00%

3,570,000
4,085,000
3,543,750
0
250,000
42,830

0
1,186,320
2,770,183
700,000
299,545
305,360

0
1,228,118
1,785,696
0
194,535
227,819

0
41,798
(984,487)
(700,000)
(105,010)
(77,541)

0.00%
103.52%
64.46%
0.00%
64.94%
74.61%

1,520,600
769,450
1,750,000

0
769,500
1,750,000

0
769,500
55,000

0
0
(1,695,000)

0.00%
100.00%
3.14%

54,621
32,094
50,000
21,000
400,403

54,621
52,423
10,000
10,000
412,087

10,280
61,687
4,568
3,465
455,012

(44,341)
9,264
(5,433)
(6,535)
42,925

18.82%
117.67%
45.68%
34.65%
110.42%

Lincoln Standard
Over Bath Showers
Safety Flooring Supported
Housing

Health and Safety
Asbestos Removal
Asbestos Surveys
Door Entry Systems
Stair Structures
Plastering (HHSRS)

New Build Programme
New Build Programme
Waterloo Housing Partnership
Westleigh Homes Partnership
Waterloo Housing Lytton Street
De Wint Court Alterations
Potential New Build Sites

Land Acquisition
Land Acquisitions Fund
Ermine School
Queen Elizabeth Road

Other
Environmental New Works
84 Uffington Avenue
12 Webster Close
18 Garfield Close
Communal Hardstanding Areas
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Appendix L
MTFS
2017/18

2017/18
Approved
Budget

£

£

2017/18
Actual

2017/18
Variance

£

£

Spend

%

Communal Electrics
Garages
Shops/Buildings
Fire Alarms
Communal TV Aerials
HSS Computer Fund

76,469
27,311
19,882
0
10,924
109,242

435,960
0
0
1,036
0
193,113

495,043
0
0
0
0
154,533

59,083
0
0
(1,036)
0
(38,580)

113.55%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
80.02%

Contingency Reserve

448,471

105,174

0

105,174

0.00%

23,621,139

15,204,221

10,706,618

(4,497,603)

70.42%

Total Programme
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Item No. 6

PERFORMANCE SCRUTINY COMMITTEE

24 MAY 2018

SUBJECT:

Q4 2017-2018 OPERATIONAL PERFORMANCE REPORT

DIRECTORATE:

CHIEF EXECUTIVE AND TOWN CLERK

REPORT AUTHOR: PAT JUKES, BUSINESS MANAGER – CORPORATE POLICY

1. Purpose of Report
1.1

To present to Performance Scrutiny Committee a summary of the operational
performance position for quarter 4 of the financial year 2017/18 (from December 2017
to March 2018), along with some full year outturn updates

1.2 The report is in the following format:





Executive Summary – highlighting key points of note
Background – recent changes to the report
Operational performance overview – issues and successes
Appendix A details all measures by individual directorate grouping – with annual
and quarterly measures split separately

2. Executive Summary
2.1 The report includes four corporate measures:





Sickness – split by long and short term
Corporate complaints including Ombudsman rulings
Employee FTE headcount, vacancies & turnover.
Staff appraisals completed

In addition, key headlines from operational measures collected and reported by
Directorate are summarised below and reported in full in section 4.
NOTE: Some measures throughout this report are considered ‘volumetric’ measures
e.g. The number of claims … They are needed to set the context of performance, but
cannot be changed by the performance of the team – these are marked as ‘V’
2.2 Key headlines from performance results:
Q4 outturn sees a long list of exceptional performance results - in Food Health & Safety
and Housing in particular – mixed with some less positive results. A summary of the key
headlines is found below:
 The number of users logged into the
self-service system “MyInfo” has
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 The average time taken to answer a
call to customer services has
deteriorated from 28 seconds to 104
























increased from 6,409 (Q3) to 9,865 –
c 3000 more than outturn last year
At 9826, the number of face to face
customer visits has dropped by c3000
from last Q4 (V)
Lincoln Council Tax collection rate
stands at 97.17% which is above the
97.11% target
The level of outstanding customer
changes in the Revenues team has
improved from 296 last Q4 to 121 this
quarter
The average time to process housing
benefit claim changes of
circumstances has surpassed its
target of 5 days with an outturn of 4
days.
The percentage of quality checks
made where benefit entitlement is
correct has improved from 91% last
quarter to 92% in Q4
The number of off street charged car
parking spaces has increased from
2242 last year to 3622 this year (V),
naturally this has led to a temporary
decline in utilisation, dropping to 45%
The number of service requests for
PPASB has seen improvements
reducing from 1,001 last year to 587
this year (V)
The percentage of premises fully or
broadly compliant with Food Health
and Safety (FHS) inspection has
exceeded the 97% target at 98%
The average time taken from the date
of the FHS inspection to achieving
compliance has improved from 13.25
days to 10.40 this quarter
The percentage of official FHS
controls that have been completed
has improved from 84.5% to 94% and
is now on target
The percentage of non-major
planning applications determined
within the government two year rolling
target has reached 95%
The percentage of major planning
applications determined within the
government two year rolling target
has reached 100%
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seconds which is outside the target of
40 – 50 seconds
The business rates outturn collection
rate has reduced from 99.43% last
year to 98.87%
The number of housing
benefits/council tax support customers
awaiting assessment has increased
from 555 (16/17) to 696 this year.
The reported percentage of waste
recycled or composted reached
33.73% but is outside of its target
boundaries (35% to 45%)
The average time taken to determine a
planning application has deteriorated
from 58.04 days last quarter to 67.34
days in Q4
The number of live planning
applications open has deteriorated
from 97 in Q3 to 126 in Q4
Despite the number of affordable
homes delivered this year improving
from 11 last year to 21 this year – it is
still significantly below the lower target
of 45
The number of empty homes brought
back into use this year is below its
target boundaries of 20 - 30 with an
outturn figure of 18
The number of homelessness
applications progressed within the
housing team has increased from 216
last year to 279 this year

 The current tenant arrears as a
percentage of the annual rent debit
has surpassed its target of 2.15%
with a figure of 2.11%
 The percentage of reactive repairs
completed within target time has
surpassed its target of 95% with an
outturn figure of 97.49%
2.3
Key headlines from the corporate measures:
The overall year to date (YTD) sickness data as at the end of March is 13.62 days per
FTE (Excl. apprentices). This is 2.1 days more per FTE compared to the same point
last year. A sickness clinic on work and home stress has taken place recently to
discuss possible causes and options on the way forward.
The cumulative average time across all directorates to respond to formal complaints
was 6.2 days, which is a decrease of 0.3 days from Q3, and again remains below the
former target of 15 days.
2.4

The reported overall Q4 vacancy level stands at 63 FTE, an increase on that reported
in Q3 (56.20 FTE). Of these, 17 vacancies are being actively recruited to.
3. Background

3.1

Regular monitoring of the Council’s operational performance is a key component of the
Local Performance Management Framework. This report covers key service
performance measures identified by Members and CMT as of strategic importance.

4. Main Body of Report
4.1 Key areas of note this quarter
Please note the icons used in the summary highlight the trend performance of the
measure.
The figure is
improving
(high is good)

The figure is
improving
(low is good)

The figure is
worsening
(low is good)

The figure is
worsening
(high is good)

The figure is
maintaining

The report will predominantly report on improving and declining performance
4.2 Key performance areas in Chief Executive’s


75% of apprentices on the programme have moved into education,
employment or further training



9,865 users logged into the self-service system, “MyInfo” this quarter,
which is almost 3000 more than outturn last year
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The average time taken for Customer Services to answer a call has
increased to 104 seconds



The volume of face to face visits to customer services has dropped
significantly in Q4 at 9,826 against 12,768 last year (V)



The Council Tax collection rate for Lincoln stands at 97.17% which is
just above the agreed target of 97.11%



The Business Rates 2017/18 outturn collection rate for Lincoln stands
at 98.87% which is a drop of 0.56% on that achieved at last year’s
outturn



The level of outstanding changes in the revenues team has decreased
from 296 in Q4 last year to just 121 in Q4 this year



The average time to process new housing benefit claims stands at
24.29 days, which is slightly below its target of 24 days, but within
tolerances tolerances – and an improvement of 5.15 days from
2016/17



The average time to process housing benefit changes of
circumstances stands at 4 days. This is better than the agreed target
of 5 days.



Quality checks on benefits claims show that 92% are correct – above
the 91.50% target



The number of housing benefits/Council Tax support customers
awaiting assessment stands at 696, higher than the 555 reported in
Q4 last year

4.3 Customer Services
The average time to answer a call in Customer Services has seen a significant increase
this quarter reaching 104 seconds, the highest time we have seen all year, and much
longer than the low of 28 seconds achieved in the same quarter last year. There are a
number of reasons for the increase this quarter – in particular because the team has now
taken on the additional workload associated with running the information desk at the new
bus station. As it was already known that the Travel Concessions contract was ending
imminently a decision was taken to run with the existing staff for the two months cross
over period, rather than increase resource levels for a short period. In addition, the short
term extreme weather conditions meant that some staff could not travel to work,
temporarily resulting in time taken to answer a call to deteriorate further.
As the Travel Concessions contract has now completed, the temporary resource issues
are resolved and we expect to see a return to recent performance in terms of answering
call times.
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However, it is pleasing to report that the number of users who logged into the self-service
system MyInfo saw a massive increase again from 6,980 in Q4 last year to 9,865 in Q4
this year, matching almost exactly the drop we have seen in face to face enquiries. This
may have been boosted by poor weather conditions encouraging customers to have a
go on-line, especially as we have continued to actively push e billing wherever possible.
The jump of almost 3,000 more users suggests users are now more aware of and active
in using the system and finding the improvements easier to use.
The Garden Waste service has been an area of success for our Channel Shift
programme. Looking at the yearly outturn in 2016-2017 Customer Service staff answered
8,500 calls to assist people signing up or renewing their subscription. Last year, 20172018 that figure has reduced to 4,700 phone calls with the remainder being completed
on-line via our automated link. Customer Services and the Business Development team
are now assessing this success to see what lessons can be learned and what can be
replicated in other service areas to encourage more automated transactions.

4.4 Revenues Administration
Outstanding revenues customer changes remain at a low level in 2017/18 reporting at
just 121 in Q4, compared to 296 in the same quarter last year. This significant
improvement is primarily due to the introduction of interactive on-line self-service
application forms as well as refined working practices.
The in-year collection rate for Lincoln Council Tax outturned at 97.17%, just above its
target of 97.11% equating to an extra £31,359 collected, with the total net receipt also
increasing by some £1,975,980.
Business Rates unfortunately saw a lower annual outturn compared to that of last year,
achieving 98.87%, a 0.56% decrease compared to 2017/18, equating to £245,353 less
collected. This is due to a number of high value rateable values being brought into the
Valuation Office listing during the final month of 2017/18 (March 2018), resulting in the
debt being raised with little or no time to collect the money. Despite this, the additional
rateable values brought into the Valuation List totalled a rateable value of £750,950
which is positive in terms of the overall base. Also, to put this into further context the total
net collectable debit was more than £44 million (£44,309,559).

4.5 Housing Benefit Administration
The level of new benefit claims and council tax support benefit has only slightly increased
from 7,138 last year to 7,296 this year, with council tax support driving the small increase.
The number of new Housing Benefits and Council Tax Support claims
Q4 2016/17
2923
4215

Housing Benefits
Council Tax Support
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Q4 2017/18
2920
4376

The average cumulative days to process housing benefit claim changes of
circumstances has exceeded its annual target of 5 days with an outturn of 4 days,
compared to 4.49 days at this point last year, and 3.93 days better than last quarter
(which was 7.93 days). This is an end of year seasonal effect due to numerous one day
changes of rent increases and changes in income for the start of the new financial year.
It is also worth noting that the average cumulative days to process new housing benefit
claims has continued to maintain a relatively low outturn of 24.29, which is 5.15 days
less than that of last year.
The number of Housing Benefit / Council Tax support customers awaiting assessment
has increased from 555 at the end of last year to 696 this year. Of the 696 customers,
259 are awaiting a first contact from a Benefits Officer. For the remaining 437
customers, Benefits Officers have made contact and are now awaiting information from
the customer.
The percentage of risk based quality checks made where Benefit entitlement is correct
has improved to 92% this quarter and is now above the target of 91.50%. This is a 1%
increase on last year’s outturn of 91%. This figure has previously remained at a
consistent 91% throughout the year, due to increased levels of accuracy of work in the
team.
4.6 Apprentices
The figures show that 75% of apprentices on the programme have moved into education,
employment or further training, however this was because one learner withdrew from
programme and another completed on time however then moved to another county (and
is currently still seeking employment). So of the seven remaining apprentices due to
complete in Q4 – all did so on time.

4.7 Key performance areas in Directorate for Communities and Environment


The total number of users using our health and recreation facilities per
quarter has decreased compared to the same point last year, from
226,582 last year to 218,181 this year.



33.73% of waste collection reported this quarter was recycled or
composted which is below the lower target of 35%



There are now 3,622 off street charged parking spaces owned by
CoLC



Overall utilisation of our car parks has deteriorated from 65% last year
to 45% this year (but this is following the opening of new car parks
with more than 1300 new spaces added)



There were just 587 requests for PPASB service in Q4 – down on the
612 reported last quarter and significantly lower than the 1,001 from
last year Q4
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4.8



98% of premises were fully or broadly compliant with Food Health &
Safety standard, above the 97% target



The average time to achieve FH&S compliance has improved
significantly from 13.25 days to 10.4 days this quarter



94% of Food Health and Safety controls that should have been
completed are done, a significant increase of 9.5% on last quarter



The average time taken to determine a planning application (all
categories) has deteriorated from 58.04 days last quarter to 67.34
days in Q4



There were 126 live planning applications still open at the end of Q4



95% of non-major planning applications have been determined within
the government target measured on a 2 year rolling basis



An unbeatable 100% of major planning applications have been
determined within the government target measured on a 2 year rolling
basis



Despite the number of affordable homes delivered this year improving
from 11 last year to 21 this year – it is still significantly below the lower
target of 45



The number of empty homes brought back into use this year is below
its target boundaries of 20 - 30 with an outturn figure of 18.

Parking Services
The number of off street parking spaces operated by CoLC (now standing at 3622) has
increased by a further 742 spaces this quarter, due to the opening of the fourth floor of
the brand new Lincoln Central Car Park, as well as the re-opening of Tentercroft Street
car park and operation of University of Lincoln car parking spaces. This compares to the
previous quarters figure of 2,880.
Overall utilisation of the car parks has decreased from 65% in Q4 last year (before the
new multi-storey was built) to 45% in Q4 this year, which is not a drop in total usage, but
the effect of having more spaces available. It is anticipated utilisation will gradually
increase over the next financial years as people become familiar with the new car park
and the growth of the city continues.

4.9 Development Management
Q4 saw significant increases in workload, with some particularly challenging applications
combined with a large volume of C4 related applications. This means there were 234
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standard planning applications (a drop of 30 against the same point last year, making
this measure “maintaining”), dealt with in an average 67.34 days in Q4, which compared
to the last quarter, and is an increase of 9.3 days.
The percentage of Non-Major Planning Applications determined within the government
target (70% in 8 weeks) measured on a 2 year rolling basis has maintained since last
quarter, and is still above its target of 85% at 95%. In addition, the percentage of Major
Planning Applications determined within the government target (60% in 13 weeks)
measured on a 2 year rolling basis has increased since last quarter now sitting at an
unbeatable 100%, much higher than its target of 80%. The Development Management
team prioritises Major Developments and manages the timescales effectively in
cooperation with the applicant to ensure that this level of performance is achieved.
Finally, the additional workload was completed against a background where 96% of
planning applications were accepted and no planning appeals submitted. This kind of
performance is evidence of how we positively and pro-actively deal with growth in the
City and is a testament to the work the Officers undertake in negotiating the best outcome
prior to determination of an application.

4.10 Public Protection and Antisocial Behaviour
The number of service requests for Public Protection and Anti-Social Behaviour has
dropped again by a further 25 from the last quarter, and by 414 since this point last year.
It is common to see a reduction in cases in Q4, however this year the figures are
particularly low. This is due to a large reduction in fly tipping cases being notified, as well
as some adverse weather which could have also had an effect.
The team continues to encourage residents to submit complaints when they have them;
with the team calling back all missed calls, voicemails and responding to all emails and
postal forms sent to the Council.

4.11 Food Health & Safety (FHS) Enforcement
The Food Health & Safety Service produced a really good last quarter to the year, ending
with all three measures in the green (improving) status.
The percentage of premises fully or broadly compliant with Food Health and Safety
inspection has dipped by a very small 0.1%, but is still sitting above the target of 97% at
a figure of 98% (98.1% last quarter). The total number of registered food businesses is
1010. Just 20 businesses are considered to be non-compliant of which 7 of those are
new businesses. This is a considerable improvement and demonstrates the
commitment of the service to direct resources to those businesses that are the greater
risk to public health.
The average time from actual date of inspection to achieving compliance has seen a
great decrease, from 13.25 days last quarter, to 10.40 days at the end of Q4. This
decrease has been achieved by using Corporate Health and Safety resources to assist
with the Health and Safety enforcement complaints and service requests which provided
time for the Food Health and Safety Officers to focus on planned revisits.
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The percentage of official controls that have been completed has significantly increased
– to 94% (a 9.5% increase against last quarter). A Food Health and Safety Team Leader
in this post has been instrumental in improving this figure. There are 36 inspections
outstanding at the end of the year, with one non-compliant business which is still ongoing
as the team has had difficulty in establishing contact with the owner. There is one broadly
compliant business with similar issues in the fact that establishing ownership and contact
has proven unsuccessful. Seven new businesses have been added to the register.
Pleasingly, 27 business have been fully compliant, of which three are evening economy
businesses. The Service has had to manage staffing resources very proactively to
achieve this outcome, with the redeployment of staff to Health and Safety enforcement
and the employment of a part time agency worker.
4.12 Affordable and empty homes
Whilst we have delivered more affordable homes this year than last year (21 compared
to 11 last year), this still falls short of the target of 59. The picture of housing completions
is largely mirrored across the country, and is at the heart of Central Governments national
push to build more housing across the country to address the current national housing
shortage. On a more positive note the Council has an ambitious Council housing build
programme and is actively building on a number of sites in the City and in 2018/19 it is
estimated this will deliver 194 affordable houses across 4 sites.
The 18 empty homes brought back into use this year missed its target of between 20
and 30, although only one short of last year’s figure of 19. The Empty Homes Officer
resigned in February 2018, but as of April 2018 the post has now been filled, and work
will continue in 2018/2019.
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4.13 Key performance areas in Directorate for Housing and Regeneration


99.68% of rent owed was collected, which is back within its target
boundaries.



The Q4 tenant arrears have significantly decreased compared to Q3 and
now stand at 2.11% - which now exceeds the target of 2.15%



The number of homelessness applications progressed has increased again
from 216 last year Q4 outturn, to 279 Q4 outturn this year.



97.49% of reactive repairs were completed within their target time, which is
above the target of 95%, with 100% emergency repairs completed within
timescale

The Directorate for Housing and Regeneration has seen a solid quarter for
performance. Out of all 13 strategic measures, only one has seen deteriorating
performance, with the rest maintaining within boundaries and two over their targets.
4.14

Rent Collection and arrears
Once again we have seen the level of rent collection rise in Q4 to 99.68% which is very
close to its target of 100%.
As a result, the current tenant arrears as a percentage of the annual rent debit has been
reduced again this quarter to 2.11%, down from 2.22% in the last quarter. Pleasingly,
this is now above its target of 2.15% for the first time this financial year.

4.15

Housing Maintenance
The percentage of reactive repairs completed within target time has increased again for
the third consecutive quarter, now reporting at 97.49%. This is comfortably above the
target of 95% and in comparison to the last quarter, has increased by 0.51%. The end of
year performance also saw the percentage of repairs that were completed on the first
visit achieving the target of 90% for the first time.

4.16 Housing Solutions (Homelessness)
The cumulative number of homelessness applications progressed within the Housing
Solutions team has increased to 279 outturn, compared to the same point last year, when
outturn stood at 216. Comparisons externally have shown that this is in line with national
averages and not a Lincoln phenomenon, however this still brings pressures for the
Housing Solutions team. The Team try to prevent homeless applications being
necessary and assist through the waiting list, supported housing and the private sector.
Unfortunately, it is becoming increasingly difficult to house applicants in the private
sector.
The chart below shows that the last peak was seen in 2014/15 and the council has seen
numbers approaching, but not quite as high this year.
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In April 2018, the Homelessness Reduction Act was introduced which changes the way
in which Local Authorities assist people who are homeless or threatened with
homelessness. The focus of the change is to prevent homelessness and to help support
people to find and secure accommodation. This means the Council has a duty to start
working with people who approach for help and advice, at an earlier stage and help
should initially be offered regardless of whether the person has a local connection to
Lincoln or a priority need for assistance. It is therefore likely that homelessness
presentations will increase but the number of cases where homelessness is prevented
will also increase.
The team has been working to ensure that the service complies with legislation and over
the next few months more work will take place to further develop and enhance the
services offered. We have also introduced changes to our Allocations Policy which
means that we can secure accommodation for those households who are statutory
homeless, more quickly.

5. OTHER ACHIEVEMENTS DURING THIS QUARTER
5.1

Lincoln Transport Hub – completed!
The £30 million Lincoln Transport Hub scheme has significantly regenerated and
transformed the city centre - providing a state-of-the-art bus station, 1,000 space multistorey car park, retail space and a new pedestrian plaza.
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Led by City of Lincoln Council, the scheme has also seen fantastic improvements to
Lincoln Central railway station and has created a more accessible and attractive gateway
to the city.
Birchwood Leisure Centre Renovation – completed!
5.2

The £1.5 million pound renovation project that
completely transformed Birchwood Leisure
Centre has been completed. Under our
“Remarkable Place” Vision 2020 priority, the
Health and Recreation space has been
modernised and updated with state of the art
equipment and facilities. Some of the new
features include;




1 of only 8 Les Mills Virtual Cycling
Studio
A brand new café
A transformed sports hall that now features climbing walls and a soft play area
for younger children.

Lincoln Lottery Community Fund announced!
5.3

City of Lincoln Council’s Executive Committee
has approved the launch of a community
grant funding lottery to provide support for
local voluntary and community organisations
in the city and close surrounding areas.
All funds raised will benefit local people and
communities, with 60 per cent of the proceeds
going to local good causes.
Following the launch event on the 5th of June, the Lincoln Lottery will go live in August
2018.

6. CORPORATE MEASURES
6.1 Sickness Indicators – Q4 cumulative (Year to date)
The overall year to date (YTD) sickness data as at the end of March is 13.62 days per
FTE (excl. apprentices). This is 2.1 days more per FTE compared to the same point last
year. In Q4 alone, we saw sickness levels of 3.78 days per FTE.
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Q4 (only) Sickness data
During Q4, the long term sickness (sickness over 14 days) per FTE stood at 2.02 days.
This is 0.03 days more than at the same point last year and brings the cumulative total
to 8.48 days YTD.
In terms of short term sickness the Q4 figure stood at 1.76 days. This is 0.24 days more
than at the same point last year and brings the cumulative total to 5.14 days YTD.
CMT continues to place a keen focus on this rise and has recently conducted a Sickness
Performance Clinic on Stress related sickness from which a number of actions have
been identified and are being followed up through HR. In addition HR are pushing Global
Challenge, with 196 staff taking part from 24th May in a 100 day virtual journey towards
a healthier lifestyle. This involves trying to complete 10,000 steps a day and also
monitors sleep and nutrition for each individual. Investigations are underway into the
detail of the causes of long term sickness.

6.2 Apprentices sickness – Q4 cumulative
During Q4, the apprentices lost 32 days due to short term sickness, which equates to
1.57 days per FTE. The apprentices lost 19 days due to long terms sickness which
equates to 0.93 days per FTE. The cumulative YTD figures are shown in the table below:
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Cumulative
sickness to
Q4
Apprentice
sickness

Short
term
days
lost

104

Long
term
days
lost

Averag
e
Numbe
r of
FTE
this Q

total
days
lost

35

139

20.41

Short
term
days
lost per
FTE
5.1

Long
term
days
lost
per
FTE
1.7

Total
days
lost
per
FTE
6.8

6.3 Employees (FTE, vacancies and turnover) for Q4
The total number of FTE employees (excl. apprentices) at the end of Q4 was 578.32.
In terms of the level of vacancies at Q4 - budgeted establishment unfilled positions (FTE)
stood at 63FTE. This figure has slightly increased from that reported at Q3. However, it
should be noted that the Council are actively recruiting to 17FTE positions.
The percentage of staff turnover at the end of Q4 was 2.83%. In comparison to the
previous quarter, this has increased from 2.35%.
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The table below provides a breakdown of vacancies by directorate identifying budgeted
unfilled FTE positions and those which are being actively recruited to.

Directorate

CX
DCE
DHR
DMD

I Trent
budgeted
unfilled FTE
21.8
12.8
28.0
0.4

FTE actively
recruiting to
5
6.3
5.7
0

6.4 Corporate Complaints – Q4 cumulative
The cumulative number of formal complaints received in Q4 was 361 which is a
decrease of 7 when compared to the same period last year. The cumulative average
time across all directorates to respond to formal complaints was 6.2 days, which is a
decrease of 2.1 days than the same point in 2016/17, and remains below the former
target of 15 days.
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7. Strategic Priorities
7.1 Let’s drive economic growth; Let’s reduce inequality; Let’s deliver quality housing; Let’s
enhance our remarkable place – As this report is purely concerned with service
performance there are no direct impacts on Strategic Priorities, although clearly the
better the performance the more services can contribute towards priorities.
8. Organisational Impacts
8.1 Finance (including whole life costs where applicable) - there are no direct financial
implications as a result of this report. Further details on the Council’s financial position
can be found in the financial performance quarterly report elsewhere on the agenda.
8.2 Legal Implications including Procurement Rules – There are no direct legal implications
8.3 Equality, Diversity & Human Rights - There are no direct equality implications from this
report

9. Risk Implications
9.1 (i)

Options Explored – not applicable

9.2 (ii)

Key risks associated with the preferred approach – not applicable

10. Members are asked to:
a) Comment on the achievements, issues and future concerns noted this quarter
b) Highlight any area for which they want to look at performance in more detail at a future
meeting
c) Refer the report to Executive to ensure relevant portfolio holders are placing a local focus
on those highlighted areas showing deteriorating performance

Is this a key decision?

No

Do the exempt information
categories apply?
Does Rule 15 of the Scrutiny
Procedure Rules apply?
How many appendices does
the report contain?
List of Background Papers:

No
No
One
None

Lead Officer:

Pat Jukes: Business Manager,
Corporate Policy Ext 3657
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APPENDIX A
CX Quarterly Strategic Measures
Trend High /
Quarterly
Low is
or
Good
Seasonal
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Lean Area

Measure

Unit

Cumulative
or Quarterly

Work Based
Learning

WBL 5 - Number of
apprentices completing
on time

Number

Cumulative

High is
Seasonal
good

100%

100%

100%

100%

100% Maintaining

Work Based
Learning

WBL 6 - Number of new
starters on
apprenticeships

Number

Cumulative

High is
Seasonal
good

9

6

18

17

5 Maintaining

Work Based
Learning

WBL 7 - Number of
apprentices moving into
Education, Employment
or Training

Number

Cumulative

High is
seasonal
good

Work Based
Learning

WBL 8 - Number of early
leavers

Number

Cumulative

Low is
good

Work Based
Learning

WBL 9 - Employers /
supervisors rating the
WBL team as good or
very good

%

Customer
Services

Q4/16/17 Q1/17/18 Q2/17/18 Q3/17/18 Q4/17/18 Status

Q4/17/18 (Row Comment)

In quarter 4 there were 5 new starts on
apprenticeships

Within quarter 4 6/8 (75%) of apprentices on
programme moved into EET
75% Deteriorating 1 learner withdrew from programme and 1 learner
completed on time however moved to another
county (currently seeking employment)

100%

100%

100%

Seasonal

5

4

1

0

1 Maintaining

Quarterly

High is
Seasonal
good

100%

100%

100%

100%

100% Maintaining

100% of employers rated the WBL team as good or
very good in Quarter 4

CS 4 - Number of face to
Number
face enquiries

Quarterly

Low is
good

Seasonal

12,768

12,886

12,123

10,388

9,826 Improving

Slightly lower than an average of previous quarter 4,
we did have severe weather and days of poor travel
due to snow

Customer
Services

CS 5 - Number of
telephone enquiries
answered

Quarterly

Low is
good

Seasonal

36,019

38,188

36,317

32,102

33,254 Maintaining

Customer
Services

CS 6 - Number of users
logged into the selfservice system MyInfo
this quarter

Number

Quarterly

High is
Seasonal
good

6,980

6,516

6,059

6,409

9,865 Improving

Last
Target Target
Status

7/7 apprentices within quarter 4 achieved their
framework on time

100%

Number

Under
Performing

90%

100%

Below
Target

50

40

Below
Target

In Quarter 4 we had 1 early leaver

Very similar to previous quarter 4
There has been an increase (as there is every April)
due to the Annual Council tax billing. However, it is
worth noting that even though we are aware of this
pattern every year, this is a particularly big jump
(over 3000 extra users) suggesting that people are
aware of MyInfo and are able to use it.

This is higher than previous quarters, we had a
similar number of calls but we lost work time due to
snow. We also took on the information desk at the
104 Deteriorating bus station without increasing staff numbers as we
were aware we were losing travel concessions
contract. So for 2 months we were stretched
covering both areas with the same resource

Customer
Services

CS 8 - Average time
taken to answer a call to
customer services

Seconds Quarterly

Low is
good

Seasonal

28

57

62

49

Human
Resources

HU 4 - Number of
grievances

Number

Quarterly

Low is
good

Quarterly

1

0

1

1

0 Maintaining

Human
Resources

HU 5 - Number of
disciplinary sanctions

Number

Quarterly

Low is
good

Quarterly

7

0

4

2

0 Maintaining

Accountancy

ACC 8 - Average return
on investment portfolio

Number

Cumulative

High is
Seasonal
good

0.62%

0.31%

0.31%

0.53%

0.67% Maintaining

Increase in the B0E rate has led to slightly
increased rates on investments

Accountancy

ACC 9 - Average interest
rate on external
%
borrowing

Cumulative

High is
Seasonal
good

4.07%

4.07%

4.07%

4.07%

3.90% Maintaining

The reduction in rates is due to short term loans
taken with low levels of interest.

Lean Area

Measure

Unit

Cumulative
or Quarterly

Revenues
Administration

REV 4 - Council Tax - in
year collection rate for
Lincoln

%

Cumulative

Revenues
Administration

REV 5 - Business Rates
- in year collection rate
for Lincoln

Revenues
Administration

REV 6 - Level of
outstanding customer
Number
changes in the Revenues
team

%

Trend High /
Quarterly
Low is
or
Good
Seasonal
High is
Seasonal
good

Cumulative

High is
Seasonal
good

Quarterly

Low is
good

Q4/16/17 Q1/17/18 Q2/17/18 Q3/17/18 Q4/17/18 Status

97.09%

27.00%

53.17%

Under
Performing

Q4/17/18 (Row Comment)

0.08% above 2016/17 = £31,359
The total net receipt has also increased from 16/17
by £1,975,980

79.77%

97.17% Maintaining

0.56% below 2017/18 = £245,353
The total net receipt has also decreased from 16/17
by £290,336. However, to put this into context the
total net collectable debit was £44,309,559.
98.87% Deteriorating In-year collection reduced due to a number of high
value rateable values being brought into the
Valuation Office listing during the final month of
2017/18 (March 2018) - resulting in the debt being
raised with little or no time to collect

99.43%

35.83%

61.13%

86.43%

Seasonal

296

503

624

80

121 Improving
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Days

Cumulative

Low is
good

Quarterly

29.44

23.06

23.24

23.73

24.29 Maintaining

BE 5 - Average (YTD)
days to process housing
Housing Benefit
benefit claim changes of
Administration
circumstances from date
received

Days

Cumulative

Low is
good

Seasonal

4.49

5.38

7.62

7.93

4.00 Maintaining

Of the 696, only 259 of these customers are
awaiting a first contact from a Benefits Officer. For
the remaining customers, Benefits Officers have
made contact with them and are awaiting
696 Deteriorating
information from the customer. A significant
reduction in resource (1 vacant post and 2 moved
into Universal Credit support) has had a big impact
on the performance of this measure.

Cumulative

Low is
good

Seasonal

555

577

810

556

BE 7 - Percentage of
Housing Benefit risk-based quality checks
%
Administration
made where Benefit
entitlement is correct

Cumulative

High is
Quarterly
good

91.00%

91.00%

91.00%

91.00%

92.00% Maintaining

BE 8 - The number of
Housing Benefit new benefit claims year
Number
Administration
to date (Housing Benefits
/ Council Tax Support)

Cumulative

Low is
good

7,138

1,813

3,731

5,513

7,296 Maintaining

Number

Seasonal

96.61% 97.11%

Above
Target

98.65% 99.15%

On
Target

Significant improvement from 2016/17
(296). Oldest date was 14 March 2018

BE 4 - Average (YTD)
Housing Benefit days to process new
Administration
housing benefit claims
from date received

BE 6 - Number of
Housing Benefits /
Housing Benefit
Council Tax support
Administration
customers awaiting
assessment

Last
Target Target
Status

An improvement of 5.15 days on the 29.44 days
achieved in 2016/17

Numerous 1 day changes due to rent increases and
changes in income at the start of the new financial
year

Increase in accuracy

26.00

24.00

On
Target

6.00

5.00

Above
Target

86.50% 91.50%

Above
Target

2920 Housing Benefit 4376 Council Tax Reduction

CX Strategic Annual Measures
Service Area

Type

Full Name

Unit

High / Low is
2016/2017 2017/2018 Status
Good

2017/2018 (Row Comment)

Debtors &
Creditors

Performance

DCT 6 - Percentage of invoices paid within
30 days

%

High is good

Debtors &
Creditors

Performance

DCT 9 - Percentage of invoices that have a
Purchase Order completed

%

97.03%

Not set

Data to be provided after final accounts along with full analysis of
all supplier expenditure - estimated completion date 28/05/2018

40.76

Not set

Data to be provided after Final Accounts along with detailing
analysis of supplier expenditure. Estimated completion date
28/05/2018

Under
Performing

Target

Last Target
Status

APPENDIX A
DCE Strategic Quarterly Measures
High
Cumulative
/ Low
or
is
Quarterly
Good

Service
Area

Measure

Unit

CCTV

CCTV 6 - Total number of
incidents handled by CCTV
operators

Num Quarterly

High
is
good

Trend Quarterly
Q4/16/17 Q1/17/18 Q2/17/18 Q3/17/18 Q4/17/18 Status
or
Seasonal

Quarterly

3,130

3,452

3,519

3,374

3,380

RES 17 - Total number of users
of our Health & Recreation
facilities per quarter

Num Quarterly

High
is
good

Seasonal

226,582

228,684

209,284

190,198

218,181

Waste &
Recycling

WM 5 - Percentage of waste
recycled or composted

%

Quarterly

High
is
good

Seasonal

34.19%

30.90%

39.90%

38.20%

33.73%

Parking
Services

PS 6 - Overall percentage
utilisation of all car parks (P8)

%

Quarterly

High
is
good

Seasonal

65.00%

69.00%

68.00%

70.00%

45.00%

Parking
Services

PS 7 - Number of off street
charged parking spaces

Num Quarterly

High
is
good

Seasonal

2,241

2,241

2,241

2,880

3,622

Allotments

AM 8 - Percentage occupancy
of allotment plots

%

Quarterly

High
is
good

Seasonal

82.30%

82.20%

82.87%

82.50%

80.10%

Public
Protection
and AntiSocial
Behaviour
Team

AB 4 - Number of service
requests for Public Protection
and ASB

Num Quarterly

Low
is
good
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Recreation
Services

Public
Protection
and AntiSocial
Behaviour
Team

AB 5 - Satisfaction of
complainants relating to how the %
complaint was handled

1,001

978

818

612

587

Under
Performing

Last
Target Target
Status

Maintaining
The disruption with the renovations at Birchwood Leisure
Centre has caused an overall decrease in the total
number of users across all of our health and recreation
Deteriorating
facilities. However now the facility is up and running, we
are hoping that next quarter there will be an increase in
total number of users.
This figure relates to data from quarter 3. 15.06% of
waste was composted, and 18.67% of waste was
Maintaining
35.00%
recycled, equating to 33.73% of waste being composted
or recycled.
This drop in utilisation is due to Lincoln Central being
added into the equation and Tentercroft Street being
Deteriorating fully opened therefore more spaces available than
60.00%
demand. We also now operate the University of Lincoln
car park at weekends.
Floor 4 at Lincoln Central car park opened during March
meaning additional spaces. Tentercroft St also reImproving
opened in February with 311 spaces (previously 75
spaces). We also now operate the University of Lincoln
car park at weekends.
As at the end of March 2018, 870 plots of a total 1086
Maintaining plots were let, equating to 80.1%. Of the 1027 lettable
plots, 870 occupied plots equates to 84.7%.

Improving

Cumulative

High
is
good

Quarterly

86.80%

88.00%

68.00%

89.00%

87.00%

Maintaining

Quarterly

High
is
good

Quarterly

95.8%

96.7%

97.8%

98.1%

98.0%

Maintaining

Days Quarterly

Low
is
good

Quarterly

9.50

9.00

9.90

13.25

10.40

Improving

Food and
FHS 4 - Percentage of premises
Health &
fully or broadly compliant with
%
Safety
Food Health & Safety inspection
Enforcement

Food and
FHS 5 - Average time from
Health &
actual date of inspection to
Safety
achieving compliance
Enforcement

Seasonal

Q4/17/18 (Row Comment)

45.00%

Below
Target

75.00%

Below
Target

87.50%

On
Target

97.0%

Above
Target

This is a particularly low number of service requests over
quarter 4. This may be due to the adverse weather we
have seen. We will continue to monitor the levels as we
progress through the year.
Customer satisfaction continues to be undertaken by
customer services over the phone in the majority of
cases. Only where contact fails are paper customer
satisfaction forms sent out by PPASB. It is positive to
see that satisfaction remains high whilst the surveys are 85.00%
being completed independently. The breakdown of how
many surveys were attempted, achieved and ignored is
currently being collected and will be reported in Q2
(roughly June).
The total number of registered food businesses is
1010. 20 businesses are considered to be noncompliant of which 7 of those are new businesses. This
is a continuing good performance and demonstrates the 95.0%
ongoing commitment of the service to direct resources to
those businesses that are the greater risk to public
health
This is an improvement on the last quarter, this has been
achieved by using corporate health and safety resources
to help with the health & safety enforcement complaints
and service requests which provided time for the food
safety officers to focus on the planned revisits.

Service
Area

Measure

Unit

High
Cumulative
/ Low
or
is
Quarterly
Good

Trend Quarterly
Q4/16/17 Q1/17/18 Q2/17/18 Q3/17/18 Q4/17/18 Status
or
Seasonal

Q4/17/18 (Row Comment)
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This is an improvement on last years out turn of 88%. It
is considered that having a Food, Health & Safety Team
Leader in post has been instrumental for this. 36
inspections outstanding at the end of the year, 1 noncompliant business which is ongoing but the inspection
has not been completed as having difficulty in
establishing the owner, 1 broadly compliant with similar
Improving
90.00%
issues in establishing ownership, 7 new businesses and
27 fully compliant of which 3 are evening economy. The
Service has had to manage staffing resources very
proactively to achieve this outcome, with redeployment
of staff to health and safety enforcement and the
engagement of a part time agency worker for update 30
additional days.
Some very complicated applications combined with an
increase in workload generally has meant that end to
end times have inevitably increased. However this is still
Deteriorating
within a tolerance which represents good performance
and is only red as it is measured from one quarter to the
next as opposed to globally.
This increase partly reflects the complex nature of some
current applications which take longer to deal with, as
well as the volume of C4 related applications, and an
Deteriorating increase in workload overall. Whilst it is an increase it
does not represent a concern in terms of the team’s
ability to deal with the work within the crucial statutory
timeframes.
Our performance in this regard is a true measure of how
we positively and proactively deal with growth in our City
Maintaining
85%
and is a testament to the hard work of officers in
negotiating the best outcome prior to determination.

FHS 6 - Percentage of official
Food and
controls that should have been
Health &
completed and have been in
Safety
that time period (cumulative
Enforcement
data)

%

Quarterly

High
is
good

Quarterly

88.70%

90.10%

81.10%

84.50%

94.00%

Development DM 11 - End to end time to
Management determine a planning
(Planning)
application (Days)

Days Quarterly

Low
is
good

Quarterly

64.25

63.49

54.32

58.04

67.34

Development
DM 13 - Number of live planning
Management
Num Quarterly
applications open
(Planning)

Low
is
good

Quarterly

110

161

120

97

126

Development
DM 16 - Percentage of
Management
applications approved
(Planning)

%

Quarterly

High
is
good

Quarterly

88%

93%

95%

95%

96%

Development
DM 20 - Number of planning
Management
appeals allowed
(Planning)

Num Quarterly

Low
is
good

Quarterly

0

0

2

1

0

Maintaining

No appeals lodged in this quarter.

Quarterly

High
is
good

Quarterly

88.25%

90.29%

94.30%

95.00%

95.00%

Maintaining

Excellent performance sustained for the second
consecutive quarter and significantly above the critical
nationally set target of 70%.

Quarterly

High
is
good

100.00% Maintaining

The team prioritises major developments and manages
the timescales effectively in cooperation with the
applicant to ensure that this performance is maintained
at the highest level.

Num Quarterly

High
is
good

234

This number is still relatively high and reflects the
confidence in the City. As has been demonstrated in
previous quarters, this workload is still manageable
within the team without causing any significant
performance issues.

Development
Management
(Planning)

Development
Management
(Planning)

DM 21 - Percentage of NonMajor Planning Applications
determined within the
government target (70% in 8
weeks) measured on a 2 year
rolling basis
DM 22 - Percentage of Major
Planning Applications
determined within the
government target (60% in 13
weeks) measured on a 2 year
rolling basis

Development
DM 8 - Number of applications
Management
in the quarter
(Planning)

%

%

Quarterly

Quarterly

91.38%

298

96.36%

278

98.18%

246

98.28%

264

Under
Performing

Maintaining

Last
Target Target
Status

97.00%

On
Target

97%

On
Target

70.00%

85%

Above
Target

60.00%

80.00%

Above
Target

APPENDIX A
DCE Strategic Annual Measures

Service
Area

Measure

Unit

High /
Low is
Good

2016/2017 2017/2018

RAG
Status

2017/2018 (Row Comment)

Under
Performing

Last
Target Target
Status

The delivery of affordable homes in Lincoln is directly connected to the
overall delivery of housing across the City. By way of context, housing
completion numbers have been for the following the previous years:

Affordable
Housing

AH 4 - Cumulative number of
affordable homes delivered to date
this year

Number

High is
good

11

21

Affordable
Housing

AH 5 - Affordable homes delivered
as a percentage of new properties
built this year (cumulative)

%

High is
good

6.00%

11.00%

Maintaining

Private
Housing

PH 4 - Number of empty homes
brought back into use

Number

High is
good

19

18

Maintaining

Affordable
Housing

AH 8 - The number of eligible sites
where the full Affordable Housing
requirement was negotiated at or
above the current target

Number

High is
good

Waste &
Recycling

WM 6 - Satisfaction with refuse
service

%

High is
good

Waste &
Recycling

WM 7 - Satisfaction with recycling
service

%

High is
good

Improving

79

2013/14: 236
2014/15: 166
2015/16: 235
2016/17: 188
This picture of housing completions is largely mirrored across the country,
and as you will be aware is at the heart of Central Governments national
push to build more housing across the country to address the current national
housing shortage. On a more positive note the Council has an ambitious
Council housing build programme and is actively building on a number of
sites in the City and for 2018/19 it is estimated this will deliver 194 affordable
houses across 4 sites.

No data provided – Data will be collected and provided for May (Q1)

95.30%

95.70%

93.85%

92.76%

Maintaining

Maintaining

45

59

Below
Target

20

30

Below
Target

APPENDIX A
DHR Strategic Quarterly Measures
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Unit

Cumulative
High / Low
or
is Good
Quarterly

Trend Quarterl
Q4/16/17 Q1/17/18 Q2/17/18 Q3/17/18
y or
Seasonal

%

Cumulative

Low is good

Seasonal

0.04%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00% Maintaining

HI 6 - Number of properties 'not decent' as
Numbe
a result of tenants refusal to allow work
r
(excluding referrals)

Quarterly

Low is good

Seasonal

3

3

4

4

4 Maintaining

Housing
Investment

HI 7 - Percentage of dwellings with a valid
gas safety certificate

%

Cumulative

High is good

Quarterly

99.96%

99.95%

99.95%

99.95%

99.96% Maintaining

Control
Centre

CC 5 - Percentage of calls answered
within 60 seconds

%

Quarterly

High is good

Quarterly

98.30%

98.48%

98.37%

98.36%

98.25% Maintaining

Rent
Collection

RC 3 - Rent collected as a proportion of
rent owed

%

Cumulative

High is good

Quarterly

99.25%

98.88%

98.21%

99.27%

99.68% Maintaining

Rent
Collection

RC 4 - Current tenant arrears as a
percentage of the annual rent debit

%

Cumulative

Low is good

Quarterly

2.20%

2.41%

2.59%

2.22%

2.11% Maintaining

Housing
Solutions

HS 3 - The number of people currently on
the housing waiting list

Numbe
r

Cumulative

Low is good

Quarterly

1,716

1,751

1,681

1,653

1,693 Maintaining

Service
Area

Measure

Housing
Investment

HI 4 - Percentage of council properties
that are not at the 'Decent Homes'
standard (excluding refusals)

Housing
Investment

Q4/17/18 Status

Commentary

Under
Performin
g

99.00% 100.00% On Target

2.32%

HS 4 - The number of Homelessness
applications progressed within the
Housing team

Numbe
r

Cumulative

Low is good

Seasonal

216

53

127

183

Housing
Voids

HV 7 - Percentage of rent lost through
dwelling being vacant

%

Cumulative

Low is good

Quarterly

0.84%

1.15%

1.06%

1.03%

Housing
Voids

HV 9 - Average re-let time calendar days
for all dwellings (including major works)

Days

Cumulative

Low is good

Monthly

23.31

31.54

30.00

27.16

26.77 Maintaining

28.00

Housing
Maintenanc
e

HM 3 - Percentage of reactive repairs
completed within target time

%

Cumulative

High is good

Quarterly

97.36%

97.16%

96.52%

96.98%

97.49% Maintaining

92.00%

Housing
Maintenanc
e

HM 4 - Percentage of repairs fixed first
time

%

Cumulative

High is good

Quarterly

86.12%

86.94%

88.01%

Housing
Maintenanc
e

HM 5 - Appointments kept as a
percentage of appointments made

%

Cumulative

High is good

Quarterly

95.66%

96.52%

96.25%

95.71%

2.15%

Above
Target

There has been an increase in the number
of homeless applications taken by the Team
compared to last year. The Team try to
prevent homeless applications being
279 Deteriorating necessary and assist through the waiting
list, supported housing and the private
sector. Unfortunately it is becoming
increasingly difficult to house applicants in
the private sector

Housing
Solutions

88.91

Last
Target Target
Status

0.97

Maintaining

90.21% Maintaining

95.85% Maintaining

25.00 On Target

95.00%

Above
Target

Item No. 7
PERFORMANCE SCRUTINY COMMITTEE

24 MAY 2018

SUBJECT:

TREASURY MANAGEMENT STEWARDSHIP AND ACTUAL
PRUDENTIAL INDICATORS REPORT 2017/18 (OUTTURN)

REPORT BY:

CHIEF FINANCE OFFICER

LEAD OFFICER:

SARAH HARDY – GROUP ACCOUNTANT (TECHNICAL &
EXCHEQUER)

1.

Purpose of Report

1.1

The annual Treasury Management stewardship report is a requirement of the
Council’s reporting procedures under regulations issued under the Local
Government Act 2003. It covers the treasury management activities and the actual
prudential and treasury indicators for 2017/18. This report meets the requirements
of both the CIPFA Code of Practice on Treasury Management (the Code) and the
CIPFA Prudential Code for Capital Finance in Local Authorities (the Prudential
Code).

2.

Executive Summary

2.1

During 2017/18 the Council complied with its legislative and regulatory
requirements. The key prudential indicators for the year, with comparators, are as
follows:
Actual Prudential Indicators
Actual Capital Expenditure

2017/18

2016/17

£000

£000

39,805

27,949

General Fund

50,977

30,173

HRA

58,503

58,503

Total

109,480

88,676

Net borrowing (borrowing less investments)

60,344

54,594

External debt (borrowing)

81,104

75,354

0

0

15,600

20,760

15,600

20,760

Capital Financing Requirement

Investments




Longer than 1 year*
Under 1 year
Total

Other prudential and treasury indicators are to be found in section 4.
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3.

Background

3.1

The prudential system for capital expenditure is now well established. One of the
requirements of the Prudential Code is to ensure adequate monitoring of the capital
expenditure plans, prudential indicators (PIs) and treasury management response
to these plans. This report fulfils that requirement and shows the status of the
Prudential Indicators at 31st March 2018. For the 2017/18 financial year the
minimum reporting requirements were that members should receive the following
reports:


an annual Treasury Management Strategy in advance of the year (Council
1st March 2017)



a mid-year Treasury Update report (Executive 27th November 2017)



an annual report following the year describing the activity compared to the
strategy (this report)

3.2

Recent changes in the regulatory environment place a much greater onus on
members for the review and scrutiny of treasury management policy and activities.
This report is important in that respect, as it provides details of the outturn position
for treasury activities and highlights compliance with the Council’s policies
previously approved by members.

3.3

In compliance with the Prudential Code treasury management reports are
scrutinised by Performance Scrutiny Committee and reviewed by the Executive
prior to reporting to full Council if required. Member training for the Performance
Scrutiny Committee was undertaken on 23rd November 2017 to support their role
in scrutinising the half yearly report. Member training for the Audit Committee on
treasury management issues was undertaken during the year on 13th February
2018 in order to support their role in scrutinising the treasury management strategy
and policies.

4.

Summary of Performance against Treasury Management Strategy 2017/18

4.1

The full details of transactions in the year and performance against the Prudential
Indicators are included at Appendices A and B.

4.2
Actual Prudential Indicators

2017/18

Actual Capital Expenditure

2016/17

39,805

27,949

General Fund

50,977

30,173

HRA

58,503

58,503

Total

109,480

88,676

13.7%

16.3%

Capital Financing Requirement

Financing Costs as a proportion of Net
Revenue Stream
General Fund
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HRA

4.3

45.6%

45.8%

The Chief Finance Officer confirms that borrowing was only undertaken for a capital
purpose and the statutory borrowing limit, the Authorised Limit was not breached.
Additional borrowing of £5.75m was taken in 2017/18.
At 31st March 2018, the principal value of the Council’s external debt was £81.104m
(£75.354m at 31st March 2017) and that of its investments was £15.600m
(£20.760m at 31st March 2017).

4.4

The small decrease in General Fund Financing costs as a % of net revenue stream
in 2017/18, when compared with 2016/17, is due to the Council’s change to MRP
policy. The actual financing cost for the General Fund increased from the previous
year due to additional borrowing.

4.5

The financial year 2017/18 continued the challenging environment of previous
years; low investment returns and continuing counterparty risk were the main
features.

4.6

Key issues to note from activity during 2017/18:

4.7



The Council’s total debt (including leases and lease-type arrangements) at
31st March 2018 was £81.663m (Appendix A section 4.4) compared with the
Capital Financing Requirement of £109.480m (Appendix A section 3.5). This
represents an under-borrowing position of £27.817m, which is currently being
supported by internal resources. Additional long-term borrowing will be taken
in future years to bring levels up to the Capital Financing Requirement,
subject to liquidity requirements, if preferential interest rates are available.



The Council’s Investments at the 31st March 2018 were £15.6m (Appendix A
section 4.3), which is £5.16m lower than at 31st March 2017. Average
investment balances for 2017/18 were £25.3m, which was higher than
estimated balances of £23.87m in the Medium Term Financial Strategy 201722. It should be noted that this refers to the principal amounts of investments
held, whereas the investment values included in the balance sheet are based
on fair value. In most cases, this will simply be equal to the principal invested,
unless the investment has been impaired.



Actual investment interest earned on balances was £110k compared to £104k
estimated in the Medium Term Financial Strategy 2017-22 (Appendix A
section 10.2).



The interest rate achieved on investments was 0.67% (including the LAMS
investment) which was 0.45% above the target average 7-day LIBID rate (for
2017/18 the average was 0.22%).

Risk Benchmarking
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The following reports the outturn position against the security and liquidity
benchmarks in the Treasury Management Strategy.
Security
 The Council’s actual security risk for the portfolio as at 31st March 2018 is
0.014%, which compares with the 0.008% for the budgeted portfolio. This
gives the estimated default rate on the investment counterparties which
comprise the portfolio at 31st March 2018. This equates to a potential
financial loss of £2,185 on the investment portfolio of £16.5m.


Specified Investments are high security sterling investments (i.e. high credit
quality) with a maturity of no more than one year. Non-specified investments
are all other investments representing a potentially greater risk; however the
risk is still minimal due to the stringent controls over counterparty credit
quality contained within the Investment Strategy. The 2017/18 strategy set
a maximum limit of 75% of the portfolio to be held in non-specified
investments. At 31st March 2018, 100% of the investment portfolio was held
in specified investments. The Chief Finance Officer can report that the
investment portfolio was maintained within this limit throughout the year.

Liquidity
In respect of this area the Council set liquidity benchmarks to maintain:



Liquid short term deposits of at least £3 million available with a week’s notice.
Weighted Average Life benchmark was expected to be 0.19 years (69 days).

The actual liquidity indicators at 31st March 2018 were as follows:



Liquid short term deposits of £6.6 million as at 31st March 2018.
Weighted Average Life of the investment portfolio was 0.25 years (93
days). This is slightly higher than the expected benchmark.

The Chief Finance Officer can report that liquidity arrangements were adequate
throughout the year.
4.8

Benchmarking
The Council participates in the following benchmarking club:




The Link Asset Services benchmarking club. Link Asset Services is the
Council’s treasury management advisors and they offer a benchmarking club
for their clients. This is organised on a regional group basis. The group to
which City of Lincoln belongs has 9 members within the East Midlands
region.
The latest report (March 2018) shows that City of Lincoln Council achieved
a weighted average return of 0.56% on its investments (excluding the LAMS
investment) compared with the model level of 0.52%, group average of
0.62% and the average for all non-metropolitan districts of 0.63%. The
Council had a lower average level of funds invested during the year
compared with the group average and has a lower appetite for risk than
those authorities who are achieving higher returns.
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Link also provides a measure of the credit risk of the investment portfolio.
The lower the credit risk score, the lower the risk of default within the
portfolio.
The Council’s portfolio at 31 March 2018 had an average credit risk score
which was 2.79 and was lower than the group average score of 3.23 and a
slightly higher than average Weighted Average Maturity (WAM) of 93 days
compared with 91 days for the group. This shows that the Council is
achieving a reasonable rate of return on the funds invested, considering the
short maturity of the portfolio and low level of risk.

5.

Strategic Priorities
N/A

6.

Organisational Impacts

6.1

The financial impacts are contained within the main body of the report and within
appendices A and B.

6.2

There are no legal impacts arising from this report.

7.

Risk Implications

7.1

(i)

8.

Recommendation

8.1

That Performance Scrutiny Committee notes the actual prudential indicators
contained within appendices A and B and recommends to Executive for review
before recommending to Council for Approval.
That Performance Scrutiny Committee notes the annual treasury management
report for 2017/18 and recommends to Executive for review.

8.2

Key risks associated with the preferred approach

Key Decision

No
.
No

Do the Exempt
Information Categories
Apply?
Call in and Urgency: Is the
decision one to which Rule
15 of the Scrutiny
Procedure Rules apply?

No

How many appendices
does the report contain?

List of Background
Papers:

2

Link Annual Stewardship Reports for 2017/18
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Lead Officer:

Medium Term Financial Strategy 2017-22 and 2018-23
Prudential Indicators 2017/18 – 2019/120 and Treasury
Management Strategy 2017/18 and 2018/19
.
Sarah Hardy – Group Accountant, Technical & Exchequer
Telephone 873839
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Appendix A

Annual Report on the Treasury Management Service and Actual
Prudential Indicators 2017/18

1.

Introduction

1.1

The Council undertakes capital expenditure on long-term assets. These activities
can be:




Financed immediately through the application of capital or revenue resources
(capital receipts, capital grants, revenue contributions etc.), which has no
resultant impact on the Council’s borrowing need; or
If insufficient financing is available, or a decision is taken not to apply
resources, the capital expenditure will give rise to a borrowing need.

Capital expenditure activity is regulated by the CIPFA Prudential Code, which
requires actual outturn to be reported in the following areas: 

Capital expenditure;



Capital Financing Requirement;



Debt;



Ratio of financing costs to net revenue stream.

The remaining prudential indicators are included to make the annual reporting
comprehensive and to comply with the requirements of the Treasury
Management Code.
1.2

Part of the Council’s treasury activities is to address any borrowing need, either
through borrowing from external bodies, or utilising temporary cash resources
within the Council. The wider treasury activities also include managing the
Council’s cash flows, its previous borrowing activities and the investment of surplus
funds. These activities are structured to manage risk foremost, and then optimise
performance. This area of activity is regulated by the CIPFA Code of Practice on
Treasury Management.

1.3

Wider information on the regulatory requirements is shown in section 11.

2.

The Council’s Capital Expenditure and Financing 2017/18

2.1

This forms one of the required prudential indicators and shows total capital
expenditure for the year and how this was financed.
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2017/18

2017/18

2016/17

Actual
£’000

Revised
Estimate
£’000

Actual
£’000

General Fund capital expenditure

29,098

31,419

17,234

HRA capital expenditure

10,707

15,204

10,715

Total capital expenditure

39,805

46,623

27,949

Capital receipts

4,674

5,483

2,708

Capital grants & contributions

3,016

3,284

13,681

486

361

458

9,190

12,857

8,023

22,439

24,638

3,079

Resourced by:

Direct Revenue Financing
Major repairs reserve
Un-financed capital expenditure
(additional need to borrow)

2.2

Further details on 2017/18 Capital Expenditure and Financing can be found in
the Financial Performance Detailed Outturn 2017/18 report elsewhere on the
agenda.

3.

The Council’s Overall Borrowing Need

3.1

The Council’s underlying need to borrow is called the Capital Financing
Requirement (CFR). This figure is a gauge for the Council’s debt position and
represents 2017/18 and prior years’ net capital expenditure that has not yet been
charged to revenue or other resources.

3.2

Part of the Council’s treasury activities is to address this borrowing need, either
through borrowing from external bodies, or utilising temporary cash resources
within the Council.

3.3

The General Fund element of the CFR is reduced each year by a statutory
revenue charge (called the Minimum Revenue Provision - MRP). The total CFR
can also be reduced by:

3.4



the application of additional capital resources (such as unapplied
capital receipts); or



charging more than the statutory revenue charge (MRP) each year
through a Voluntary Revenue Provision (VRP) or depreciation.

The Council’s MRP policy for 2017/18 was approved by Council on 1st March
2017 as part of the Prudential Indicators 2017/18 – 2019/20 and Treasury
Management Strategy 2017/18.
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3.5

The Council’s CFR for the year is shown below, and represents a key prudential
indicator. The CFR includes leasing schemes which increase the Council’s
borrowing need. No borrowing is actually required against these schemes as a
borrowing facility is included in the contract.
Capital Financing Requirement
General Fund

31 March 31 March
2018
2018
Revised
Estimate
Actual
£’000
£’000

31 March
2017
Actual
£’000

Opening balance 1 April
Plus un-financed capital
expenditure
Finance leases

30,173

30,173

28,464

22,439

24,638

3,078

(559)

(559)

(325)

Less MRP/VRP*

(1,076)

(925)

(1,044)

Closing balance 31 March

50,977

53,327

30,173

Capital Financing Requirement
HRA

31 March 31 March
2018
2018
Revised
Actual
Estimate
£’000
£’000

31 March
2017
Actual
£’000

Opening balance 1 April
Plus un-financed capital
expenditure
Less MRP/VRP*

58,503

58,503

58,503

0

0

0

0

0

0

Closing balance 31 March

58,503

58,503

58,503

* includes finance lease repayments

4.

Treasury Position at 31st March 2018

4.1

Whilst the Council’s gauge of its underlying need to borrow is the CFR, the Chief
Finance Officer and the treasury team manage the Council’s actual borrowing
position by either:

4.2



borrowing to the CFR,



choosing to temporarily utilise some flow funds instead of borrowing
(under-borrowing)



borrowing for future increases in the CFR (borrowing in advance of need).

It should be noted that the figures in this report are based on the principal amounts
borrowed and invested and so may differ from those in the final accounts by items
such as accrued interest (outstanding interest due to be paid and received as at
31st March), or where the carrying amount is based on fair values .
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4.3

During 2017/18 the Chief Finance Officer managed the borrowing position to
£81.104 million. The treasury position at the 31st March 2018 compared with the
previous year was:
31 March 2018
Average
Principal
Rate (full
£’000
year)
Borrowing Position
Fixed Interest Rate
Debt
Variable Interest Rate
Debt
Total Debt
(borrowing) *
Capital Financing
Requirement
(borrowing only)
Over/(under)
borrowing
Investment Position
Fixed Interest
Investments
Variable Interest
Investments
Total Investments **
Net Borrowing
Position

81,104
0

4.09%
N/A

31 March 2017
Average
Principal
Rate (full
£’000
year)
75,354
0

4.15%
N/A

81,104

4.09%

75,354

4.15%

109,480

N/A

87,919

N/A

(27,817)

N/A

(12,565)

N/A

9,000

0.74%

15,000

0.86%

6,600

0.46%

5,760

0.39%

15,600

0.68%

20,760

0.64%

60,344

54,594

* Excludes local Bonds & Mortgages and other long-term liabilities ( e.g. finance leases)
** The interest rate given differs from the interest rate given in Paragraph 4.8 of the main report because this
one is a simple average interest for the year whereas the interest rate given in paragraph is a weighted
average interest rate for the year which is calculated differently. Also the rates above are for investments
held at 31 March whereas the average rate of investment is for investments held during 2017/18.

4.4

The total debt position also includes other long term liabilities such as finance
leases and embedded leases within service contracts. The total debt position at
31st March 2018 was £81.663 million as shown below:
31 March
2018

Gross borrowing
Other long term liabilities
Total External debt
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31 March
2017

Actual
£’000
81,104

31 March
2018
Revised
Estimate
£’000
81,103

559

559

757

81,663

81,662

76,111

Actual
£’000
75,354

Appendix A
4.5

The maturity structure of the debt portfolio was as follows:
31 March
2018
Actual
£’000
4,311

31 March
2017
Actual
£’000
561

12 months and within 24 months

2,000

0

24 months and within 5 years

5,000

2,500

5 years and within 10 years

5,897

5,897

10 years and above

63,896

66,396

Total

81,104

75,354

Under 12 months

4.6

The maturity structure of the investment portfolio was as follows:
31 March
2018
Actual
£’000
Longer than 1 year

31 March
2017
Actual
£’000
0

0

Under 1 year

15,600

20,760

Total

15,600

20,760

5.

The Strategy for 2017/18

5.1

The Council’s overall core borrowing objectives are:









To reduce the revenue costs of debt in line with the targets set for the Chief
Finance Officer by Council (see local indicators).
To manage the Council's debt maturity profile, leaving no one future year
with a high level of repayments that might cause problems in re-borrowing.
To effect funding at the cheapest cost commensurate with future risk.
To forecast average future interest rates and borrow accordingly i.e. short
term/variable when rates are 'high', long term/fixed when rates are 'low'.
To monitor and review the level of variable rate loans in order to take greater
advantage of interest rate movements.
To proactively reschedule debt in order to take advantage of potential
savings as interest rates change. Each rescheduling exercise will be
considered in terms of the effect of premiums and discounts on the General
Fund and the Housing Revenue Account.
To manage the day-to-day cash flow of the Authority in order to, where
possible, negate the need for short-term borrowing. However, short-term
borrowing will be incurred, if it is deemed prudent to take advantage of good
investment rates.
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6.

Actual Debt Management Activity during 2017/18

6.1

Borrowing

6.1.1 Long term borrowing, totalling £5.75m, was taken in 2017/18
6.1.2 The average rate achieved for long-term borrowing (excluding finance and
embedded leases) in 2017/18 was 4.09%, which compares favourably to the target
of 4.25% (2016/17 4.15% actual compared to the target of 4.25%).
31 March
2018

Interest payable on borrowing
- General Fund
- HRA

31 March
2017

Actual
£’000
3,135

31 March
2018
Revised
Estimate
£’000
3,221

783

824

774

2,352

2,352

2,352

60

93

78

60

93

78

0

0

0

Interest payable on finance leases
- General Fund
- HRA

6.2

Actual
£’000
3,126

Rescheduling

6.2.1 No rescheduling was undertaken during the year as the differential between
PWLB new borrowing rates and premature repayment rates made rescheduling
unviable.
7.

Prudential Indicators and Compliance Issues

7.1

Some of the required prudential indicators provide either an overview or specific
limits on treasury activity. These are shown below:
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7.2

Net Borrowing and the CFR

7.2.1 In order to ensure that borrowing levels are prudent over the medium term the
Council’s external borrowing, net of investments, must only be for a capital
purpose. This essentially means that the Council is not borrowing to support
revenue expenditure. Net borrowing should not therefore, except in the short term,
have exceeded the CFR for 2017/18 plus the expected changes to the CFR over
2018/19 and 2019/20 from financing the capital programme. This indicator allows
the Council some flexibility to borrow in advance of its immediate capital needs in
2017/18. The table below highlights the Council’s net borrowing position against
the CFR. The Council has complied with this prudential indicator.
31 March
2018

Net borrowing position
Capital Financing Requirement
7.3

31 March
2017

Actual
£’000
60,344

31 March
2018
Revised
Estimate
£’000
65,703

109,480

111,830

88,676

Actual
£’000
54,594

The Authorised Limit and Operational Boundary

7.3.1 The Authorised Limit is the “Affordable Borrowing Limit” required by section 3 of
the Local Government Act 2003. The Council does not have the power to borrow
above this level. The table below demonstrates that during 2017/18 the Council
has maintained gross borrowing within its Authorised Limit.
7.3.2 The Operational Boundary is the expected borrowing position of the Council during
the year, and periods where the actual position is either below or over the
Boundary is acceptable subject to the Authorised Limit not being breached.
7.3.3 The table below shows the highest borrowing position reached in the year
(including temporary borrowing and other long term liabilities) compared to the
Authorised Limit and Operational Boundary.
2017/18
£’000
Authorised Limit

112,000

Maximum gross borrowing position during 2017/18
Operational Boundary

81,104
109,500

Average gross borrowing position during 2017/18

76,470

Minimum gross borrowing position during the year

75,354
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7.4

Actual financing costs as a proportion of net revenue stream

7.4.1 This indicator identifies the trend in the cost of capital (borrowing and other longterm obligation costs net of investment income) against the net revenue stream.
Financing costs as a proportion of
net revenue stream -

2017/18

2016/17

General Fund

Actual
%
13.7%

2017/18
Revised
Estimate
%
12.6%

HRA

45.8%

45.3%

45.8%

Actual
%
16.3%

The small decrease in General Fund Financing costs as a % of net revenue stream
in 2017/18, when compared with 2016/17, is due to the Council’s change to MRP
policy. The actual financing cost for the General Fund increased from the previous
year due to additional borrowing.
The HRA financing cost as a % of net revenue stream in 2017/18 is materially
unchanged
8.

Economic Background for 2017/18
The following commentary on the economic conditions for 2017/18 is provided by
Link Asset Services, the Council’s treasury management advisers.

8.1

UK. After the UK economy surprised on the upside with strong growth in 2016,
growth in 2017 was disappointingly weak in the first half of the year; quarter 1 came
in at +0.3% (+1.7% y/y) and quarter 2 was +0.3% (+1.5% y/y), which meant that
growth in the first half of 2017 was the slowest for the first half of any year since
2012. The main reason for this has been the sharp increase in inflation, caused by
the devaluation of sterling after the EU referendum, feeding increases into the cost
of imports into the economy. This has caused, in turn, a reduction in consumer
disposable income and spending power and so the services sector of the
economy, accounting for around 75% of GDP, has seen weak growth as
consumers cut back on their expenditure.
However, growth did pick up in quarter 3 to 0.5% before dipping back to 0.4% in
quarter 4. Annual growth for 2017, therefore, came in at an overall figure of 1.8%,
the same as the upwardly revised figure for 2016, (which meant the UK was equal
to Germany in having the strongest GDP growth figure of the G7 countries in 2016).
The manufacturing sector has been the bright spot in the economy, seeing
stronger growth, particularly as a result of increased demand for exports. It has
helped that growth in the EU, our main trading partner, has improved significantly
over the last year. However, the manufacturing sector only accounts for around
11% of GDP so expansion in this sector will have a much more muted effect on
the average total GDP growth figure for the UK economy as a whole.
The Monetary Policy Committee (MPC) meeting minutes of 14 September 2017
surprised markets and forecasters by using a much more aggressive tone in its
words, warning that Bank Rate would need to rise shortly. CPI inflation duly peaked
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at 3.1% in November 2017 as the MPC had forecast, but the February 2018 MPC
forecast still sees CPI above its target rate of 2% in two years’ time. The primary
reason why the MPC has become more aggressive with its wording around the
pace of increases in Bank Rate in, and since September, is due to an emerging
view that with unemployment falling to 4.3%, the lowest level since 1975, and
improvements in productivity being so weak, the amount of spare capacity in the
economy has also significantly diminished. In particular, the MPC has also been
concerned at building pressure on rising average wage rates. It was, therefore, no
surprise that the MPC increased Bank Rate by 0.25% to 0.5% in November.
Their forward guidance of two more increases of 0.25% by 2020 was viewed as
being more dovish than markets had expected. Unsurprisingly then, at their
February 2018 meeting, the wording became more aggressive still and indicated
that Bank Rate would be going up faster than had previously been indicated to the
markets. Nevertheless, while there remains so much uncertainty around the Brexit
negotiations, consumer spending levels and business investment, it is still far too
early to be confident about how strong growth and inflationary pressures will be
over the next two years, and therefore the pace of any rate increases.
EU. Economic growth in the EU, (the UK’s biggest trading partner), had been lack
lustre for several years after the financial crisis despite the ECB eventually cutting
its main rate to -0.4% and embarking on a massive programme of Quantitative
Easing. However, growth picked up in 2016 and now looks to have gathered
ongoing substantial strength and momentum thanks to this stimulus, with an
overall GDP figure for 2017 likely to be around 2.5%. Nevertheless, despite
providing massive monetary stimulus, the ECB is still struggling to get inflation up
to its 2% target and in March, inflation was only 1.4%. It is, therefore, unlikely to
start an upswing in rates until possibly towards the end of 2019.
USA. Growth in the American economy was volatile in 2015 and 2016. 2017
followed that path again with quarter 1 at 1.2%, quarter 2 3.1%, quarter 3 3.2%
and quarter 4 2.9%. The annual rate of GDP growth for 2017 was 2.3%.
Unemployment in the US has also fallen to the lowest level for 17 years, reaching
4.1% in October to February, while wage inflation pressures, and inflationary
pressures in general, have been building. The Fed has started on an upswing in
rates with six increases since the first one in December 2015 to lift the central rate
to 1.50 – 1.75%. There could be a further two or more increases in 2018. In
October 2017, the Fed became the first major western central bank to make a start
on unwinding Quantitative Easing by phasing in a gradual reduction in respect of
reinvesting maturing debt.
Chinese economic growth has been weakening over successive years, despite
repeated rounds of central bank stimulus and medium term risks are increasing.
Major progress still needs to be made to eliminate excess industrial capacity and
the stock of unsold property, and to address the level of non-performing loans in
the banking and credit systems.
Japan. GDP growth has been improving during 2017 to reach an annual figure of
2.1% in quarter 4. However, it is still struggling to get inflation up to its target rate
of 2% despite huge monetary and fiscal stimulus, although inflation has risen in
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2018 to reach 1.5% in February. It is also making little progress on fundamental
reform of the economy.
Investment Position
The Council’s investment policy is governed by DCLG Guidance, which has been
implemented in the Annual Investment Strategy approved by Council on 1st March
2017. This policy sets out the approach for choosing investment counterparties,
and is based on credit ratings provided by the three main credit rating agencies
supplemented by additional market data (such as rating outlooks, credit default
swaps, bank share prices etc.). The investment activity during the year conformed
to the approved strategy, and the Council had no liquidity difficulties.
The Council’s longer-term cash balances comprise primarily revenue and capital
resources, although these will be influenced by cash flow considerations. The
Council’s core cash resources comprised as follows, and meet the expectations of
the budget.
Balance Sheet Resources
- General Fund
Balances

31 March 2018
£’000
1,609

31 March 2017
£’000
2,312

Earmarked reserves

7,916

5,463

Provisions

3,204

3,604

41

3,039

12,770

14,418

31 March 2018
£’000
1,023

31 March 2017
£’000
1,087

1,016

1,481

0

0

Usable capital receipts

9,204

6,360

Total

11,243

8,928

Total General Fund & HRA

24,013

23,346

Usable capital receipts
Total
Balance Sheet Resources
- HRA
Balances
Earmarked reserves
Provisions

9.
9.1

Investments Held by the Council
The Council does not have the expertise or resources to actively use a wide range
of investment products and therefore performance tends to be more stable but
lower over the longer term than for professionally managed funds (whose
performance may fluctuate more). The Council maintained an average balance of
£25.3m and received an average return of 0.67%. The comparable performance
indicator is the average 7-day LIBID rate, which was 0.22%. Based on the average
investment balance this performance margin of 0.45% in the Council’s favour.
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9.2

In 2017/18, £110k interest was earned on balances (£184k in 2016/17). This is
£14k more than the £96k estimated in the Medium Term Financial Strategy 201722. The analysis of this result is shown in the table below.

Interest earned - General fund
- HRA
Total interest earned
Average balance invested in year
Average interest rate achieved

MTFS
2017-22
Budget
£’000

Outturn
2017/18
£’000

63
33
96
23,870
0.40%

71
39
110
25,363
0.67%*

* The interest rate given differs from the interest rate given in Paragraph 4.8 of the main report because this
one is a simple average interest for the year whereas the interest rate given in paragraph is a weighted
average interest rate for the year which is calculated differently.

10.

10.1

The Economic Background for 2017/18 (see Section 8) sets out the economic
conditions during this period, resulting in still falling deposit rates, which impacted
adversely on investment returns. Counterparty security remains an issue, shown
by little improvement in the credit ratings for the majority of financial institutions.
There remained few counterparties available to the Council for investment,
however, and there has been virtually no change in yield. Lending to local
authorities for longer periods has again given an enhanced return at very low
risk.
Risk Benchmarking
The regulatory framework also requires the consideration and approval of security
and liquidity benchmarks. Yield benchmarks are currently widely used to assess
investment performance (i.e. rate achieved compared with the 7-day LIBID).
Security and liquidity benchmarks are used to assess the level of risk in the
investment portfolio and whether sufficient liquidity is being maintained.
The following reports the current position against the benchmarks originally
approved in the 2017/18 Treasury Management Strategy.
Security
 The Council’s security risk for the portfolio as at 31st March 2018 is 0.014%,
which compares with the 0.008% for the budgeted portfolio. This gives the
estimated default rate on the investment counterparties which comprise the
portfolio at 31st March 2018. This equates to a potential financial loss of
£2,185 on the investment portfolio of £15.6m
 Specified Investments are high security sterling investments (i.e. high credit
quality) with a maturity of no more than one year. Non-specified
investments are all other investments representing a potentially greater risk
however the risk is still minimal due to the stringent controls over
counterparty credit quality contained within the Investment Strategy. The
2017/18 strategy set a maximum limit of 75% of the portfolio to be held in
non-specified investments. At 31st March 2018, 100% of the investment
portfolio was held in specified investments. The Chief Finance Officer can
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report that the investment portfolio was maintained within this limit
throughout the year.
Liquidity
In respect of this area the Council set liquidity benchmarks to maintain:


Liquid short term deposits of at least £3 million available with a week’s
notice.
Weighted Average Life benchmark was expected to be 0.19 years (69
days).



The actual liquidity indicators at 31st March 2018 were as follows:



Liquid short term deposits of £6.6 million as at 31st March 2018.
Weighted Average Life of the investment portfolio was 0.25 years (93
days).

10.2

Performance Indicators set for 2017/18

10.3

The Code of Practice on Treasury Management requires the Council to set
performance indicators to assess the adequacy of the treasury management
function over the year. The Chief Finance Officer set 8 local indicators for 2017/18,
which aim to add value and assist the understanding of the main prudential
indicators. These indicators, detailed in Appendix B, are:









Debt – Borrowing rate achieved against average 7 day LIBOR.
Investments – Investment rate achieved against average 7 day LIBID.
Average rate of interest paid on the Councils Debt during the year – this will
evaluate performance in managing the debt portfolio to release revenue
savings.
The amount of interest on debt as a percentage of gross revenue
expenditure.
Limit on fixed interest rate investments
Limit on fixed interest rate debt
Limit on variable rate investments
Limit on variable rate debt

Regulatory Framework, Risk and Performance
11.

The Council’s treasury management activities are regulated by a variety of
professional codes, statutes and guidance:


The Local Government Act 2003 (the Act), which provides the powers to
borrow and invest as well as providing controls and limits on this activity;



The Act permits the Secretary of State to set limits either on the Council or
nationally on all local authorities restricting the amount of borrowing which
may be undertaken (although no restrictions were made in 2014/15);



Statutory Instrument (SI) 3146 2003, as amended, develops the controls and
powers within the Act;
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The SI requires the Council to undertake any borrowing activity with regard
to the CIPFA Prudential Code for Capital Finance in Local Authorities;



The SI also requires the Council to operate the overall treasury function with
regard to the CIPFA Code of Practice for Treasury Management in the Public
Services;



Under the Act the ODPM has issued Investment Guidance to structure and
regulate the Council’s investment activities;

Under section 238(2) of the Local Government and Public Involvement in Health
Act 2007 the Secretary of State has taken powers to issue guidance on
accounting practices.
11.1

12.

The Council has complied with all of the above relevant statutory and regulatory
requirements, which limit the levels of risk associated with its treasury
management activities. In particular its adoption and implementation of both the
Prudential Code and the Code of Practice for Treasury Management means both
that its capital expenditure is prudent, affordable and sustainable, and its treasury
practices demonstrate a low risk approach.
The Council is aware of the risks of passive management of the treasury portfolio
and, with the support of Capita Asset Services, the Council’s advisers, has
proactively managed its treasury position over the year. The Council has
continued to utilise historically low borrowing costs and has complied with its
internal and external procedural requirements. There is little risk of volatility of
costs in the current debt portfolio as the interest rates are predominantly fixed,
utilising long-term loans.

12.1



Shorter-term variable rates and likely future movements in these rates
predominantly determine the Council’s investment return. These returns can
therefore be volatile and, whilst the risk of loss of principal is minimised
through the annual investment strategy, accurately forecasting future returns
can be difficult.
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Prudential and Treasury Indicators 2016/17
1. PRUDENTIAL INDICATORS
Capital Expenditure
General Fund
HRA
TOTAL

2017/18
Actual
£'000
29,098
10,707
39,805

2017/18
Revised
£'000
31,419
15,204
46,623

2016/17
Actual
£'000
17,234
10,715
27,949

Ratio of financing costs to net revenue
stream
General Fund
HRA

%

%

%

13.7%
45.6%

18.0%
46.2%

16.3%
45.8%

Borrowing requirement General Fund
Borrowing at 1 April
Borrowing requirement at 31 March
In-year borrowing requirement

£'000
17,263
27,178
9,915

£'000
17,246
34,420
17,174

£'000
17,246
29,416
12,170

Borrowing requirement HRA
Borrowing at 1 April
Borrowing requirement at 31 March
In-year borrowing requirement

£'000
58,503
58,503
0

£'000
58,503
58,503
0

£'000
58,113
58,503
390

Net Debt
General Fund
HRA
Total

£'000
4,215
49,188
53,403

£'000
20,715
37,996
58,711

£'000
4,785
49,809
54,594

CFR
General Fund
HRA
TOTAL

£'000
50,977
58,503
109,480

£'000
52,628
58,503
111,131

£'000
30,173
58,503
88,676

£'000

£'000

£'000

2,845
0
2,845

6,713
0
6,713

1,709
0
1,709

£(20.15)

£(1.41)

£(7.03)

Annual change in Capital Financing
Requirement
General Fund
HRA
TOTAL
Incremental impact of capital
investment decisions
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1. PRUDENTIAL INDICATORS

2017/18
Actual

2017/18
Revised

2016/17
Actual

Increase in average housing rent per
week

£(0.03)

£0.03

£0.08

2. TREASURY MANAGEMENT
INDICATORS
Authorised Limit for external debt –

2017/18
Actual
£'000

2017/18
Revised
£'000

2016/17
Actual
£'000

Borrowing
Other long term liabilities
TOTAL

81,104
559
81,663

122,000
2,500
124,500

75,354
1,082
76,436

Operational Boundary for external
debt Borrowing
Other long term liabilities
TOTAL

£'000

£'000

£'000

81,104
559
81,663

115,000
2,000
117,000

75,354
1,082
76,436

Actual external debt

£'000

£'000

£'000

General Fund
HRA
TOTAL

22,991
58,113
81,104

22,990
58,113
81,103

17,241
58,113
75,354

£m

Target
£m

£m

77.2

76.6

61.4

£m

Target
£m

£m

20.7

33.0

30.2

£’000

£’000

£’000

Nil

5,000

3,000

Upper limit for fixed interest rate
exposure
Net principal re fixed rate borrowing /
investments
Upper limit for variable rate
exposure
Net principal re variable rate borrowing
/ investments
Upper limit for total principal sums
invested for over 1 year
(per maturity date)

Maturity structure of fixed rate
borrowing during 2017/18

Actual
%

Upper limit
%

Lower
limit
%

Under 12 months
12 months and within 24 months
24 months and within 5 years
5 years and within 10 years
10 years and above

5.32
2.47
6.16
7.27
78.78

40
40
60
80
100

0
0
0
0
10
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Local Indicators Treasury Management Indicators

Debt - Borrowing rate achieved
i.e. temporary borrowing (loans
of less than 1 year)

2017/18
Actual
%
Achieved
0.71%
Average
0.34%
+0.37%

2017/18
Revised
%

2016/17
Actual
%

Less than
7 day
LIBOR

No
temporary
borrowing
taken
during year

The indicator above uses the average of the 7 day LIBOR rate for temporary
borrowing however the temporary borrowing taken during the year was for 364 days –
the average LIBOR rate for 12 months is 0.73% and rates for PWLB loans for a up to
1 year were around 1.6%.

Investment rate achieved

2017/18
Actual
%
Achieved
0.67%
LIBID
0.22%
+0.45%

2017/18
Revised
%
Greater
than 7 day
LIBID

2016/17
Actual
%
Achieved
0.64%
LIBID
0.34%
+0.30%

2017/18
Actual
%

2017/18
Revised
%

2016/17
Actual
%

4.09%

Less than
4.75%

4.15%

2017/18
Actual
%

2017/18
Revised
%

2016/17
Actual
%

Interest on Debt as a % of Gross
Revenue Expenditure

3.3%

3.1%

3.0%

General Fund

1.23%

1.1%

1.1%

HRA

8.26%

8.0%

9.2%

2017/18
Actual
%

2017/18
Revised
%

2016/17
Actual
%

58%

100%

68%

Average rate of Interest Paid on
Council Debt (%)

Upper limits on fixed interest
rate investments
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2017/18
Actual
%

2017/18
Revised
%

2016/17
Actual
%

100%

100%

100%

2017/18
Actual
%

2017/18
Revised
%

2016/17
Actual
%

42%

75%

32%

2017/18
Actual
%

2017/18
Revised
%

2016/17
Actual
%

0%

40%

0%

Upper limits on fixed interest
rate debt

Upper limits on variable interest
rate investments

Upper limits on variable interest
rate debt
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Item No. 8
PERFORMANCE SCRUTINY COMMITTEE

24 MAY 2018

SUBJECT:

STRATEGIC PLAN PROGRESS – OUTTURN 2017-18

DIRECTORATE:

CHIEF EXECUTIVE & TOWN CLERK

REPORT AUTHOR: ROBERT BAXTER, FINANCIAL SERVICES MANAGER
1.

Purpose of Report

1.1

To provide members with a progress report on the strategic projects, against their
milestones for the final quarter of 2017/18.

2.

Programme Summary

2.1

There are currently 16 strategic projects being monitored.

2.2

14 projects are currently on track in terms of their physical and financial milestones
and risk profiles.
Of these 2 projects have been completed and are currently awaiting a Post
Implementation Review to be submitted and signed off.

2.3

There are no projects off track in terms of all three of the areas of monitoring:
physical progress, financial position or risk analysis.

2.4

It has been concluded that there are no projects of sufficient concern to bring to
members attention.

3.

New Projects Approved

3.1

3 new projects were reviewed and recommended to the Executive for approval in
the final quarter.
Noise Reduction Equipment
This project is to purchase two complete noise kits for measuring and recording
noise in complainant’s homes and for the investigation of noise complaints.
Broadgate Lift Refurbishment
This project is for a full refurbishment to both lifts at Broadgate Car Park and the
works will include lift car upgrade and upgrades to both the mechanical and
electrical equipment.
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Tree Memorial
This project is to purchase a new memorial for the crematorium grounds that will
aim to offer an affordable memorial option for the friends and families of the
deceased.
4.

Completed Projects and those awaiting PIR’s

4.1

Where it is felt appropriate and beneficial for continuous improvement at the
conclusion of a project a completion report and post implementation review (PIR)
will be produced. Once they are received and reviewed a project is considered to
be complete.

4.2

Strategic Projects awaiting completion of a PIR
There are two projects which have completed their defined actions and just now
await the completion of a PIR


New Surface Car Parks – Purchase of two new surface car parks in the city

The following project has submitted an initial PIR, but additional data was
requested, so they will be finalised when the data is made available.

4.3

Bereavement Services improvements to facilities

There were six projects signed off as completed during the final quarter.


Broadgate Car Park improvements – This project delivered structural
concrete improvements, major improvements to the deck surfacing on
certain floors and general improvement works in order to modernise the car
park. The car park now meets modern safety requirements following the
works.



Birchwood Bungalows – This project delivered 20 new build affordable units
on 5 individual sites previously occupied by council owned garages. The
bungalows all had level floor access and are energy efficient properties
which in-turn will benefit the tenants by reducing energy costs. This project
also assisted towards increasing the supply of affordable housing within the
City.



City Hall Phase 2 Improvements – The second phase of improvements
delivered a number of desired objectives including the remodelling of the
whole of the fourth floor as new offices for prospective tenants, the creation
of a medical assessment centre on the ground floor and the installation of
LED lighting and CCTV to public areas.



Implementation of Servitor (Repair Ordering and Billing System) – This
project delivered a new computer system to replace the outdated and
unsupported billing system (DepotMaster) for the Housing Repair Service.
The new system interacts in real time with tradesmen allowing on-line live
information exchange which in-turn negates the need for extensive
paperwork. The system, which utilises mobile technology, also interfaces
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with other Housing management software systems most notably Universal
Housing, the main service programme, and DRS the repair job scheduling
system.

4.4



St Botolphs Court Refurbishment – This project encompassed major
improvement works at a Sheltered Housing complex within the city. The
outcome of the project was to enclose the external balcony of each flat and
create additional floor space within each unit. This enabled a newly
designed kitchen to be installed and also the provision of a wet shower
facility within each flat. Additionally the former supported housing officers
office was converted to create two additional one bedroom flats for the
complex.



Disaster Recovery and Back up – This project has enabled the development
of a disaster recovery centre and implemented back up arrangements for
Information and Communications Technology at Hamilton House.

During the final quarter the following projects were decommissioned by SPIT.



Heat Mitigation at the Terrace
Housing Services Asbestos Database

Both projects original objectives and outcomes have changed since the outset of
the scheme and the decision was taken to remove them from the list of projects
being monitored and then to have amended project approval documentation
compiled and submitted for approval if the projects are required in the future.
5.

Mega Project Update – Western Growth Corridor

5.1

Meetings with the statutory organisations to agree a movement strategy for the
development are continuing. Once this has been agreed in principle with the
statutory organisations an updated version of the masterplan will be produced.
At this point, a revised project plan (including a timetable for delivery, cost plan and
a schedule of proposed Member briefings and public consultation/workshops) will
be prepared for consideration by the Executive (expected to be in Summer 2018).
The first All Member briefing is being proposed for 5:30pm on 06 June 2018.

5.2

Mega Project Update – Transport HUB
Multi Storey Car Park


Ground Floor to Level 3 of the car park opened during November and
December 2017.



Level 4 of the car park opened 29th March 2018 offering a further 178
spaces.



Level 5 of the car park is now scheduled to be open by the end of May
2018, dependent upon the weather conditions being appropriate for the
remaining work to be completed.
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Bus Station


The Bus station opened to the public on 28th January 2018 and is
operating well. The Café concession is trading well.



All Network Rail work has been completed and handover took place on
27th April 2018. The funding application is expected to be submitted in
June 2018.



Highways works are complete and the maintenance period is expected to
commence by July 2018.

6

Section 106 Group

6.1

The Section 106 group is responsible for the monitoring of the Council’s Section
106 agreements and to ensure that monies received are used for the correct
purpose and spent by the critical expenditure date.

Classification

Playing Fields
Play Area
Open Spaces &
Adoption
Highways/ Footpath
Improvement
Sculpture & Public
Arts
Education
Affordable Housing
Other
TOTAL

Value of
106
agreed

Value of
106
triggered

Value of
106
received

Spent/
Commit’d

Balance
to be
allocated

1,196,396
953,001
214,412

988,885
835,872
135,719

988,885
835,872
135,719

939,210
475,911
135,719

49,675
359,961
0

1,680,796

1,412,572

1,412,572

1,412,572

0

10,000

10,000

10,000

10,000

0

1,028,009
1,144,458
119,032
6,346,104

537,560
870,000
18,531
4,809,139

537,560
870,000
18,531
4,809,139

537,560
870,000
18,531
4,399,503

0
0
0
409,636

6.2

The administration and monitoring of section 106 funding is undertaken by a cross
directorate officer working group. All proposals for use of section 106 funds are
reviewed by this working group prior to recommendations being made the
Executive. The group review all spending proposals against the criteria within the
relevant legal agreement. The full value of all section 106 agreements is unlikely
to be realised as not all will come forward for development. In these instances the
planning permission will expire after three years if it is not implemented and the
section 106 agreement will be removed from the agreed list.

6.3

To improve communications around the spending of section 106 agreements all
future reports will identify why a particular project has been chosen to be funded by
section 106. The choice is based on key Council Strategies, the City Centre Master
Plan or the Local Plan, all of which have been subject to member review and/or
approval.
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7.

Annual ongoing projects

7.1

Disabled Facilities Grants
During the fourth quarter 18 Disabled Facilities Grants were completed and this
compares to 17 completions for the same period in 2016/17. During the year 51
homes were adapted for disabled persons. There are 19 additional cases where
the application has been approved and the commitment carried into 2018/19. This
is a total of £142,915 as no interim payments have been made prior.
A pilot scheme is in operation whereby the council makes an initial eligibility
assessment of a social services recommendation and then sends the proposal
direct to a contractor. The contractor undertakes both the design and the works.
This will be assessed to see if it brings about a quicker delivery time for the
customer, and if it creates any increased risk to the council e.g. exposure to greater
costs. All pilot cases are complete and fully paid.
Delivering decent homes in the private sector
It was Council policy to make decent homes grants available to those most in need.
The policy was suspended on 2nd March 2015 and completions and payments have
steadily reduced as previously registered cases have progressed through the
system. At the start of the quarter there was one Decent Homes Grant approved
and at the end of the quarter the final payment of £4,935 was made. All Decent
Homes Grants are now completed, paid and out of the system.
In the fourth quarter, two properties had been approved for a Minor Works Grant.
This grant had been introduced as an emergency measure during 2015/16 and
extended in 2017/18. No payments were made during this quarter.
Housing Revenue Account (HRA Business Plan)
By the end of the fourth quarter 3,038 instances of improvement works (kitchens,
bathrooms, rewires, doors etc) had taken place to individual properties. In the
same period 394 instances of improvement works had been refused by tenants.
Further to this, there were also 573 communal improvements completed.

8

Strategic Priorities

8.1

Let’s drive economic growth – As this is a summary monitoring report it has no
direct effect on Strategic Priorities, however decisions made will have effects
through individual projects

8.2

Let’s reduce inequality – As this is a summary monitoring report it has no direct
effect on Strategic Priorities, however decisions made will have effects through
individual projects

8.3

Let’s deliver quality housing – As this is a summary monitoring report it has no
direct effect on Strategic Priorities, however decisions made will have effects
through individual projects
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8.4

Let’s enhance our remarkable place – As this is a summary monitoring report it has
no direct effect on Strategic Priorities, however decisions made will have effects
through individual projects

9.

Organisational Impacts

9.1

Finance
There are no financial implications arising as a direct result of this report. However
members are asked to refer to the Financial Performance Report, which appears
elsewhere on this agenda, for details of performance against budgets.

9.2

Legal Implications including Procurement Rules
There are no legal implications arising as a direct result of this report.

9.3

Land, property and accommodation
There are no land, property and accommodation implications arising as a direct
result of this report.

9.4

Human Resources
There are no human resources implications arising as a direct result of this report.

9.5

Equality, Diversity & Human Rights
There are no equality, diversity and human rights implications arising as a direct
result of this report.

10.

Risk Implications

10.1

The risk implications are covered in the main body of this report where they exist

11.

Recommendation

11.1

That members note the progress in delivery of strategic projects.

Is this a key decision?

No

Do the exempt information
categories apply?

No

Does Rule 15 of the Scrutiny
Procedure Rules (call-in and
urgency) apply?

No

How many appendices does
the report contain?

None

List of Background Papers:

None

Lead Officer:

Robert Baxter, Financial Services Manager
Telephone (01522) 873361
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Item No. 9
PERFORMANCE SCRUTINY COMMITTEE

SUBJECT:

PERFORMANCE TARGETS FOR 2018/19

DIRECTORATE:

CHIEF EXECUTIVE’S

24 MAY 2018

REPORT AUTHOR: PAT JUKES, BUSINESS MANAGER, CORPORATE POLICY
1.

Purpose of Report

1.1

To bring draft targets for the agreed sub set of Strategic Measures to Performance
Scrutiny Committee for information before initial reporting in Q1 2018/19

2.

Executive Summary

2.1

Performance targets were introduced in 2016/17, but need reviewing each year to
reflect changes in the market place as well as current outturn achievements. This
report proposes a number of considered changes to targets for the new year

2.3

Appendix A details the measures chosen to have both continuous improvement
and targets monitored. The targets have been proposed by the Assistant Directors
in consultation with their Service Managers and approved by Portfolio Holders.

3.

Background

3.1

Since 2013, trended performance has been reported to Members via a set of c70
measures defined as the key operational measures.

3.2

Following a report to CMT (Dec 2015) it was agreed to move to an option where a
few defined measures were reported on both targets and continuous improvement.
As a result from 2016/17 we now report on targets for 28 of the strategic measures
set. The remaining measures still form part of formal Quarterly Performance
reporting, just without targets.

4.

Targets for the year 2018/19

4.1

During Q3 2017/18, all Assistant Directors were consulted on individual targets for
each defined measure – which includes the actual target aim (at which point the
measure will turn ‘green’), plus a second level at which point performance is
considered to be deteriorating enough to turn ‘red’ thus providing a strong alert to
potential issues.
Following this these initial views were taken to Portfolio Holders and views sought.
The final table of proposed targets and red alerts is included as Appendix A
When considering targets for the coming year AD’s have been asked to review
outturn for the last two years as well as known changes to come.
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It should be noted that following the change in Portfolio responsibilities from May
15th 2018, officers will be completing one final check with Portfolio Holders –
especially where the service has moved from one Portfolio to another, or the
Portfolio Holder has changed. This means that the attached table of proposed
measures could still change – but this is likely to be minimal.
4.2

Full details are in the appendix – in summary these are the changes proposed:
1. 16 measures propose to retain the same upper and lower targets they had
last year. Of these just 2 measures are currently overachieving their targets
year to date – these are:
a. BE5 - Ave days to process change of circs. housing benefit claims
b. FHS 4 - % premises broadly/fully compliant with FH&S regulations
In addition note that DEM8 - number of individuals on the electoral register
- has been recommended to be an annual measure reflecting the
completion of the annual canvas in Q3 as this is the most representative
regular figure.
2. 8 measures have proposed raised targets
a. DM21 and DM22 - % of planning applications determined within
target both raised to 90%. (due to current overachievement)
b. BE7 - % quality checks completed where benefit entitlement is
correct – increased from 90% to 91.5% due to high performance this
year
c. HM3 - % reactive repairs completed to target times (from 95% to
97.5% to reflect increased performance this year)
d. PH4 – No. empty homes brought back into use. To reflect the
housing strategy aspiration of 50 (This is particularly stretching)
e. AH4 – Cumulate number of affordable homes delivered. To reflect
the housing strategy aspiration of 172
f. REV4 – Council tax collection rate 97.11% - small increase of 0.01%
g. REV5 – Business Tax collection rate 99.15% - small increase of
0.05%
3. 3 measures have had some target reductions proposed:
a. RC3 – proportion of rent collected (100% to 96.5% to include
arrears) – to reflect the expected effects of Universal Credit
b. RC4 – Level of tenant arrears (2.15% to 3.5%) (as above)
c. PS6 – Utilisation of car parks from 75% to 70% Expected that the
total new spaces available will take some time to fill
It is recommended that these three measures are reviewed after 6 months to
determine whether this was the right move.
4. 1 proposed deleted measure:
a. HS7 - % households approaching council as homeless where advice
resolves the situation. This measure is not deemed a true reflection
of the situation and is not comparable with the way that other LA’s
are reporting this data. AD-H to review measures and recommend an
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alternative that will fit with new Homelessness Act requirements.
4.3

Note that within the set of 28 measures, there are three that although monitored by
the corporate centre are the responsibility of all directorates – those are sickness,
complaints and vacant establishment posts.

5.

Strategic Priorities

5.1

Let’s drive economic growth; Let’s reduce inequality; Let’s deliver quality housing;
Let’s enhance our remarkable place:
There could be positive effects on all priorities.

5.2

High performing services
Performance targets are set with the aim of improving performance

6.

Organisational Impacts

6.1

Finance (including whole life costs where applicable) – n/a

6.2

Legal Implications including Procurement Rules – n/a

6.3

Equality, Diversity & Human Rights – Consideration is given to ensuring reporting
is readable by all

7.

Risk Implications

7.1

(i) Initial Options Explored – n/a

7.2

(ii)

Key risks associated with the chosen approach
1. Ability to provide clear commentary for subsequent reports where the
statuses of the Continuous improvement and target approaches are not in
line with each other

8.

Recommendation

8.1

Performance Scrutiny to note the draft targets which have been recommended by
CMT and Portfolio Holders

Is this a key decision?

No

Do the exempt information
categories apply?
Does Rule 15 of the Scrutiny
Procedure Rules apply?
How many appendices does
the report contain?
List of Background Papers:

No

Lead Officer:

No
One
None
Pat Jukes, Business Manager, Corporate Policy, CX
Directorate
Telephone (01522) 873657
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Priority service measures
Priority

Let's drive
economic growth

Let's reduce
inequality

Portfolio

Freq.
DIR.

AD

Service

Code

DCE
Planning Policy &
Economic
DCE
Regeneration

KM

Development Management

DM 16

KM

Development Management

DCE

KM

Development Management

CX

CW

Work Based Learning

JG

Housing Benefit Administration BE4

JG

Housing Benefit Administration BE5

Corporate
CX
Management &
Customer Services
CX

Housing
Let's deliver quality
Housing

Measure description by Priority

Percentage of planning applications approved
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Professional high
performing service
delivery

Environmental
Services and
Public Protection

Target 2018-19

Ytd - Q4

Best

Best

Least

Least

Quarterly splits for cumulative targets
Q1U

Q1L

Q2U

Q2L

Q3U

Q3L

Q4U

Q4L

Comments on targets and tolerances

96%

97%

85%

97%

85%

Same as last year

95.00%

85%

70%

90%

70%

100.00%

80%

60%

90%

60%

75%

100%

90%

100%

90%

24.29%

24 days

26 days

24 days

26 days

4

5 days

6 days

5 days

6 days

92%

90.0%

85%

91.5%

86.50%

99.68%

100%

99%

96.5%

95.0%

96.5%

93%

96.5%

94%

2.11%

2.15%

2.32%

3.5%

5.0%

3.5%

5.60%

3.5%

5.40%

26.77

25 days

28 days

25 days

28 days

Q3:
27.48%

65.0%

56.0%

Remove

Remove

97.49%

95%

92%

97.5%

95.0%

Q
Percentage of Non-Major Planning Applications determined
within target time
Percentage of Major Planning Applications determined within
DM 22
target time
DM 21

WBL7

Q
Q

Average (YTD) days to process housing benefit claim
changes of circumstances from date received

DHR

KT

Rent Collection

RC3

DHR

KT

Rent Collection

RC4

DHR

KT

Housing Voids

HV9

DHR

KT

Housing Solutions

HS7

Percentage of households approaching the council
considering themselves as homeless, where housing advice
intervention resolved the situation.

DHR

KT

Housing Maintenance

HM3

Percentage of reactive repairs completed within target time

Q

Rent collected as a proportion of rent owed
Q
Current tenant arrears as a percentage of the annual rent
debit
The average re-let time for all dwellings (including major
works) - calendar days

Q
Q
Q

Q

KM

Affordable Housing

AH8

DCE

KM

Affordable Housing

AH4

DCE

SB

Public Protection and ASB
Team

AB5

DCE

SB

Parking Services

PS6

Same as last year
Impacts of wider rollout of UC may impact demands on team through
provision of additional support to UC claimants
11.5

14

9

11

9

11

5

6

Small stretch in target as it was met in 2017/18

96.5% 94.50% 96.5%

95.0%

3.5%

5.0%

5.20%

3.5%

Satisfaction of complainants relating to how the ASB
complaint was handled

The target of 50 matches the Housing Strategy aspiration.
Review collection in light of the Empty Homes Strategy - to be
based on a wider intervention definition - include all those cases
where we have a smaller role, but results in bringing homes
back into use

30

20

50

25

A

_

100%

75%

100%

75%

Same as last year

A

21

59

45

172

150

Set at the number that is expected in the Housing Strategy

87.00%

87.50%

85%

87.50%

85%

45%

75%

60%

70%

60%

98.00%

97%

95.00%

97.00%

95.00%

94.00%

97%

90%

97%

90%

Q

33.73%

45%

35%

45%

35%

A

61,635

62500

60000

62500

60000

Q

104 secs

40 secs

50 secs

40 secs

50 secs

Q

97.17%

97.10%

96.60%

97.11%

96.61%

27.14%

26.73%

53.19%

52.39%

79.76%

78.56%

97.11%

96.61% Slight target improvement (0.01%)

Q

98.87%

99.10%

98.50%

99.15%

98.65%

30.53%

30.07%

58.69%

57.81%

84.82%

83.55%

99.15%

98.65% 0.05% target improvement

_

45%

43%

45%

43%

Q

13.62
days

9

10.5

9

10.5

Q

6.2 days

6

10

6

10

A

10.9%

5%

10%

5%

10%

Q

Overall percentage utilisation of all car parks

Target retained - maintain a careful watch through the new data
capture process (Customer Services)
The target has been reduced to 70% because the new spaces
will all be available shortly and will take considerable time to
build fill

Q
DCE

SC

Food and Health & Safety
Enforcement

FHS4

DCE

SC

Food and Health & Safety
Enforcement

FHS6

DCE

SB

Waste & Recycling

WM5

CX

CW

Democratic Services

DEM8

Corporate
Management &
CX
Customer Services

DT

Customer Services

CS8

CX

JG

Revenues Administration

REV4

CX

JG

Revenues Administration

REV5

CX

CW

Procurement

PRO4

CX

CW

CX

DT

CX

CW

All directorates
All directorates
All directorates

Corp.
Corp.
Corp.

Percentage of premises fully or broadly compliant with Food
Health & Safety inspection
Percentage of official FHS controls that should have been
completed and have been in that time period (cumulative
data)
Percentage of waste recycled or composted

Q

Average time taken to answer a call to customer services
Council Tax - in year collection rate for Lincoln
Business Tax - in year collection rate for Lincoln
Percentage spend on contracts that have been awarded to
local contractors
Year to date sickness per FTE
Average time taken to respond to complaints YTD
Percentage of establishment currently vacant

Same as last year
97%

75%

97%

90%

97%

75%

97%

Q

The number of individuals registered on the electoral register

These targets have been amended (by DHR) to reflect the
expected drop when UC comes into full force
These targets have been amended (by DHR) to reflect the
expected drop when UC comes into full force
Staying the same as not sure how the new builds will affect the
performance.
Remove this measure and await the introduction of the new
Homelessness Reduction Act, review its impact and look to
introduce more meaningful measures once the impact is
clearer.
Target is higher as performance has been improving.

A
The percentage of eligible sites where the full Affordable
Housing requirement was negotiated at or above the current
target
Cumulative number of affordable homes delivered to date this
year

Impacts of wider rollout of UC may impact demands on team through
provision of additional support to UC claimants

18

Number of empty homes brought back into use

DCE

Increased target and left the lower target at the government
minimum
Increased target and left the lower target at the government
minimum

Q

Percentage of risk-based quality checks made where Benefit
entitlement is correct

Housing Benefit Administration BE7

SC

Q

Number of apprentices moving into Education, Employment
or Training
Average (YTD) days to process new housing benefit claims
from date received

JG

Private Housing

Q

PH4

Let's enhance our
remarkable place

Target 2017/18

CMT suggested:
nb: where a measure has the same target each quarter or one target for YTD figure just complete the main column. Where a measure is 1) targets should not be less than last years outturn
cumulative and thus has a new target each quarter - complete the 4 quarters. Need a max target (your aim) and a minimum target (the
2) tolerances should normally sit between 10 and 15% of the
lowest/highest you consider acceptable for this measure)
target

CX

DCE

2017-18

A

Regular resource issues in Q1 and Q3 mean that we are
90% proposing the same target overall but differing lower targets in
these periods
Same as last year

Change to an annual measure in Q3 as this represents the final
completed register after the autumn push
Same as last year

Same as last year
3

6

5

7.5

7

9

9

10.5

Same as last year - although this target is greater than the target
currently in the Health & Wellbeing Strategy
No Change recommended
Same as last year
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Item No. 10

PERFORMANCE SCRUTINY COMMITTEE

24 MAY 2018

SUBJECT:

STRATEGIC RISK REGISTER - QUARTERLY REVIEW

REPORT BY:

CHIEF EXECUTIVE AND TOWN CLERK

LEAD
OFFICER:

JACLYN GIBSON, CHIEF FINANCE OFFICER

1.

Purpose of Report

1.1

To provide Performance Scrutiny Committee with a status report of the revised
Strategic Risk Register as at the end of the fourth quarter 2017/18.

2.

Executive Summary

2.1

An update of the Strategic Risk Register, developed under the risk
management approach of ‘risk appetite’, was last presented to Members in
February 2018 and contained seven strategic risks.

2.2

Since reporting to Performance Scrutiny Committee in February 2018, the
Strategic Risk Register has been reviewed and updated by the relevant
Assistant Directors. This review has identified that there have been some
positive movement in the Risk Register.

2.3

The updated Register is attached at Appendix A, this contains seven strategic
risks.

3.

Movements in the Strategic Risk Register

3.1

A number of further control actions have now been progressed or completed
and the key movements are outlined as follows:


No 1) Engaging with strategic partners and stakeholders to deliver against
the Vision 2020. A series of Vision 2020 interactive roadshows were
undertaken with staff in January to celebrate success and implementation
of various projects within Vision 2020 programme. The Vision 2020
Conference proved successful in March 2018 with key partners and
stakeholders and a series of follow up sessions with those
partners/stakeholders is to be scheduled in early 2018-19.

 No 3) To ensure compliance with statutory duties and appropriate
governance arrangements are in place - Implementation of ITDR plans,
procedure manual and all critical BCP’s have been reviewed. Testing will be
scheduled early 2018-19. GDPR preparation for May 2018 is continuing,
with successful recruitment to the Data Protection Officer post who has
been progressing the action plan including revision of management policies,
strategy and staff training. Whilst progress has been made on Health and
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Safety Development plan, we are awaiting the outcome of HSE inspection
which could be expected anytime up to October 2019.
 No 6) Meet the emerging changes required in the councils culture, behavior
and skills to support the delivery of the Council’s Vision 2020 and the
transformational journey to a “performance culture” – A Health and
Wellbeing Group has been set up in February 2018 to support the People
Strategy and help promote “Your Health Matters’. Alongside this work a staff
recognition scheme proposal is underway and consultation will take place
with staff in May 2018. The Virgin Pulse Global Challenge commences in
May 2018 and is anticipated staff will be encouraged to enter teams to
promote wellbeing in the workplace.
3.2

The above movement in control actions has resulted in one change to the
assessed levels of likelihood and impact of risks identified on risk no 3). Control
actions continue to be implemented and risks managed accordingly:
Risk No.
1, 2 & 5
6
3, 4 & 7

Risk Rating
Red/High
Amber/Medium
Amber/Medium

Likelihood
Probable
Probable
Possible

Impact
Critical
Major
Major

3.4

A revised Strategic Risk Register is attached at Appendix A.

4.

Strategic Priorities

4.1

Sound risk management is one way in which the Council ensures that it
discharges its functions in accordance with its expressed priorities, as set out in
the Vision 2020, and that it does so in accordance with statutory requirements.

5.

Organisational Impacts

5.1

Finance – There are no direct financial implications arising as a result of this
report. The Council’s Strategic Risk Register contains two specific risks in
relation to the Medium Term Financial Strategy and the Towards Financial
Sustainability Programme.

5.2

Legal Implications including Procurement Rules – The Council is required
under the Accounts and Audit Regulations 2011 to have a sound system of
Internal Control which facilitates the effective exercise of the Council’s
functions and which includes arrangements for the management of risk. The
maintenance of a Strategic Risk Register and the control actions which the
Council undertakes are part of the way in which the Council fulfils this duty.

6.

Risk Implications

6.1

The Strategic Risk Register contains the key strategic risks to the delivery of
the Council’s medium and longer term priorities. A failure to monitor the action
that is being taken to manage these risks would undermine the Council’s
governance arrangements.
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7.

Recommendations

7.1

Performance Scrutiny Committee are asked to note and comment on the
Strategic Risk Register as at the end of the fourth quarter 17-18.

[
Key Decision

No

Do the Exempt Information Categories
Apply?

No

Call in and Urgency: Is the decision one to
which Rule 15 of the Scrutiny Procedure
Rules apply?

No

How many appendices does the report
contain?
Strategic Risk Register – Appendix A
List of Background Papers:

N/A

Lead Officer:

Jaclyn Gibson
Chief Finance Officer
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Appendix A

STRATEGIC RISK REGISTER
RISK REGISTER: STRATEGIC RISKS – AS AT Q4 end: 31 March 2018

A
Almost
Certain

VERSION: 1

B
Probable

Likelihood
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C
Possible

6.

2.

4. 7. 3.

1. 5.

D
Hardly Ever
4
Negligible

3
Minor

2
Major

Impact

I
Critical

REVIEWED:
CMT 07/11/17
Risk owners 06.02.18
CMT 08/02/18
Risk owners 25.04.18
CMT 08.05.18
OWNER: CORPORATE MANAGEMENT TEAM
All of the objectives on this Register are linked to the Council’s Vision 2020 and
four strategic objectives, which are:





Let’s drive economic growth
Let’s reduce inequality
Let’s deliver quality housing
Let’s enhance our remarkable place

1
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Engaging with
the Council’s
strategic
partners,
council staff
and
stakeholders
to deliver
against the
Council’s
Vision 2020.

Risk
Owner

CX

Risk Appetite

Controls/Actions

Creative &
Aware



Projects &
Major Change



Partnerships













Current Risk
Score

Current/Already in Place

Required Mitigation (inc
timescales)

New Vision 2020 including 4
new strategic priorities
launched internally
Vision developed following
extensive consultation with,
businesses, partners and
community groups.
Strong focus internally on 4
very clear strategic priorities
within the Vision 2020
Resources in MTFS directed
towards strategic projects
Dedicated officer support to
ensure delivery of the 3-year
programme, ‘keeping the
Vision alive’.
Communications plan and
stakeholder mapping done
Review of internal delivery
groups to ensure focus on
delivery of projects
First 4 x Vision Group
meetings took place w/c
2.5.17 and continue
All Vision 2020 related
internal comms now being
clearly flagged as being
Vision 2020 projects
Comms log’ now being kept,
to keep abreast of all Vision
2020 comms activity – both
internal and external
External launch of Vision
including engagement with
the GLLEP, Chamber of
Commerce etc. –Feb 2017








High Performing
Services monitoring
arrangements in
place
Determination of the
range of conferences
for the next year to
support the vision
2020 . Follow up
session with key
partners to be
arranged following
COL Vision 2020
Conference – June
2018
Alignment of Vision
2020 with Portfolios –
May 2018
Revision of internal
and external
communication
methods to be
undertaken March –
April 2018

2

Target Risk
Score at end of
March 2018

X
Impact

Likelihood

1.

Risk
Description

Likelihood

Risk
No:

X
Impact

Level of
Mgmt
Assurance (Full,
Substantial,
Limited, No)

Assurance
– Direction
of Travel
(Improving,
Static,
Declining)

Substantial

Static

Risk
No:

Risk
Description

Risk
Owner

Risk Appetite

Controls/Actions

Current/Already in Place
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Current Risk
Score

Target Risk
Score at end of
March 2018

Required Mitigation (inc
timescales)

Level of
Mgmt
Assurance (Full,
Substantial,
Limited, No)

Assurance
– Direction
of Travel
(Improving,
Static,
Declining)

Full

Static

Promotion of the Vision
through hoarding displays
Online ‘Engine Room’
launched 22.6.17,
Physical Engine Room
designed in Committee
Room 4
Annual Report with a focus
on achievements towards
Vision 2020 – to be sent to
stakeholders by CX/Leader
– Nov 2017
Vision 2020 staff roadshows
undertaken in January 2018.
Sponsorship of Lincolnshire
Construction and Property
Awards in February 2018
Successful COL Vision 2020
Conference held in March
2018.

To deliver a
sustainable
Medium term
Financial
Strategy

CFO

Creative &
Aware



Finance &
Money



MTFS 2018-23 approved in
March 2018, continues to
support Vision 2020.
Good financial management
with
o Quarterly monitoring and
reporting to CMT, Exec
and Performance
Scrutiny Committee
(including specific risks)
o SPIT monitoring of
capital programme
o Savings targets
monitored through
Towards Financial
Sustainability (Risk No 4)
o Key income budgets
monitored monthly by
CMT with mitigation






Link to TOFS
Programme, risk no 4
below.
Continued
assessment of future
funding reforms,
including The Fair
Funding Review,
reset of business
rates baselines and
75% retention of
business rates Ongoing
Establishment if
revised monitoring
arrangements for
Lincolnshire
Business Rates Pilot

3

X

Impact

Likelihood

2.

Likelihood



X

Impact

Risk
Owner

Risk Appetite

Controls/Actions

Current/Already in Place
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3.

To ensure
compliance
with statutory
duties and
appropriate
governance
arrangements
are in place,
including:
 Health &
Safety
 Information
Managemen
t/IT Security
 ICT Disaster
Recovery

CLT

Creative &
Aware



Regulatory
standing &
legal
compliance
Cautious
Business
Continuity








Target Risk
Score at end of
March 2018

Required Mitigation (inc
timescales)

plans for areas of target
monitored quarterly.
o Monitoring arrangements
firmly established for
business rates, including
the Lincolnshire Pool
Budget flexibility to deal with
in year changes
Council has been successful
in its bid to be a 100%
Business Rates Pilot for
2018/19 with all Lincolnshire
Districts together with the
County and North
Lincolnshire Council.
Annual Governance
Statement reviewed on an
annual basis with
plan/milestones developed
for all significant issues,
delivery of which is
monitored quarterly through
the Assistant Directors
Team/Audit Committee
Internal audit reviews
undertaken as part of annual
audit plan
Health and Safety
Development Plan/Work
Programme in progress
(includes the development
of specific action plans e.g
Asbestos
Corporate Groups in place
which monitor work
programmes/ actions for
H&S, e.g, Safety Matters
Review Group/Champions
Information Management
Strategy and Action Plan

Current Risk
Score

Level of
Mgmt
Assurance (Full,
Substantial,
Limited, No)

Assurance
– Direction
of Travel
(Improving,
Static,
Declining)

Substantial

Improving

– July 2018











Continued
progression of
ongoing actions in
Information
Governance
Strategy. Data
Protection e-learning
package for all staff.
To be re-presented
every 2 years
Information
Management polices
to be updated to
reflect GDPR by May
18.
Continued
progression of GDPR
Action Plan and
Training Needs Plan.
Waiting outcome of
HSE inspection –
outcome could be
expected anytime up
to October 2019
ITDR plan endorsed

4

X
Impact

Likelihood

Risk
Description

Likelihood

Risk
No:

X
Impact

Risk
No:

Risk
Description

Risk
Owner

Risk Appetite

Controls/Actions

Current/Already in Place
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approved in November
2015. Key elements being
training programme for
teams now completed and
Information Asset Audit
conducted.
Information Asset Register
created and updated
Retention schedules.
Info Governance Project
Officer post extended to
complete action plan –
including policy work, staff
training.
Formation of GDPR working
group and Action Plan,
being overseen by IG Group
and Audit Committee
Restructure of Health &
Safety Team completed and
all roles now recruited to.
Positive progression of
actions in Health and Safety
Development Plan (specific
timescales in plan, majority
of areas complete). Internal
Audit carried out a review of
CH&S to assess progress
against plan – Mar 17.
Substantial assurance
ITDR Plans – Business
continuity arrangements for
IT including new serves at
Hamilton House now in
place and endorsed at CMT.
ITBC plan now endorsed
and all critical service BCP’s
has been reviewed – March
2018
DR procedure manual has
been developed ( which is

Current Risk
Score

Required Mitigation (inc
timescales)
and now needs
testing which is to be
scheduled in new
financial year

5

Target Risk
Score at end of
March 2018

Level of
Mgmt
Assurance (Full,
Substantial,
Limited, No)

Assurance
– Direction
of Travel
(Improving,
Static,
Declining)

Risk
Owner

Risk Appetite

Controls/Actions

Current/Already in Place
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Deliver the
Towards
Financial
Sustainability
Programme
whilst
ensuring the
resilience of
the Council

CFO

Creative &
Aware
Projects &
Major Change





Hungry
Reputation
and Public
Confidence








Current Risk
Score

Target Risk
Score at end of
March 2018

Required Mitigation (inc
timescales)

Level of
Mgmt
Assurance (Full,
Substantial,
Limited, No)

Assurance
– Direction
of Travel
(Improving,
Static,
Declining)

Full

Static

expected to change
frequently as we build and
refine)
Revision of procedures for
management of nonoperational buildings
completed and control
measures implemented
February 2018
DPO has been appointed.
GDPR included in Vision
2020 project plans.
TFS Board and Programme
Team in place.
Established procedures and
monitoring arrangements
Reporting of achievement
against targets included
within quarterly financial
monitoring/performance
monitoring reports to
Executive/Performance
Scrutiny Committee
Inclusion of ToFS Projects
on DMT agendas to ensure
focus remains on delivering
against timescales.
Annual reporting of progress
and forward programme
PSC
Programme of reviews in
place and monitored
monthly through Board and
Team.
Target of £3.5m for 2017/18
overachieved.
Savings targets increased
as part of MTFS 2018-23.




Monitor delivery of
Phase 5 Programme
through established
arrangements ongoing

X
Impact

6

Likelihood

Risk
Description

Likelihood

Risk
No:

X
Impact

Risk Appetite

Controls/Actions

Current/Already in Place


Develop an
appropriate
strategic
response to
the changing
structures in
Local
Government

CX

Meet the
emerging
changes
required in the
Council’s
culture,
behavior and
skills to
support the
delivery of the
council’s
Vision 2020
and the
transformation
al journey to a
“performance
culture”.

CS

Partnerships

127
6.

Creative &
Aware



People






Required Mitigation (inc
timescales)

Level of
Mgmt
Assurance (Full,
Substantial,
Limited, No)

Assurance
– Direction
of Travel
(Improving,
Static,
Declining)

Substantial

Static

Delivery of Phase 5
(designed to overachieve
targets in MTFS)
commenced in November
2017 with a focus on 3
strands.
 Information gathering and a
watching brief on national
and local developments
 Formation of RLG Group
(Reshaping Local
Government) has been
formed and meets regularly
to review local and national
developments, which
continue to be monitored
regularly. This includes the
proposed business rate
retention consultation, and
any proposals for fairer
funding arrangements.

Creative &
Aware

Target Risk
Score at end of
March 2018

Leadership development
delivered to CMT, Assistant
Directors and Service
Managers
New HR Manager in post.
Lead roles within HR
developed for Health and
Wellbeing and Performance.
New People Strategy and
action plan developed,
approved March 2017
New appraisal system
implemented – June 2017
Coaching Programme for
CMT, Assistant Directors
and Service Managers to be
delivered – started August
2017












Information gathering
and a watching brief
on national and local
developments –
ongoing.
 Reviewing a range of
policies, statistics
and potential
scenarios and
keeping a watching
brief nationally

Implementation of
People Strategy
action plan – annual
review.
Staff Recognition
scheme in progress
Health and
Wellbeing group
being set up with
staff to support
People Strategy –
March 2018
Registration of Virgin
Corporate Global
Challenge for staff –
May 2018
Further coaching
programme to be

7

X

Likelihood

5.

Current Risk
Score

Impact

X
Impact

Substantial

X

Impact

Likelihood

Risk
Owner

Likelihood

Risk
Description

Likelihood

Risk
No:

X

Impact

Improving

Risk
Owner

Risk Appetite

Controls/Actions

Current/Already in Place


7.

128

Ensure
sufficient
levels of
resilience and
capacity exist
in order to
deliver key
strategic
projects within
the Council

CX

Creative &
Aware
Projects &
Major Change














Volunteering programme
rolled out to support people
strategy enhance staff
wellbeing and corporate
social responsibility– CLT in
Nov-Dec 2017
BCP Plans in place for
critical services
New Vision 2020 launched,
with associated 3 year
programme, forming basis
of service plans and
priorities
Strategic Projects reported
on a quarterly basis to
CMT/Exec/PSC
Programme Boards
established for key strategic
projects.
MTFS 2018-23 allocates
resources in line with Vision
2020.
Lincoln Project
Management model in
place including allocation of
Project Managers,
Sponsors, appropriate
project management
records and Identification of
critical tasks within specific
project plans
Regular reporting of other
all Strategic Plan schemes
Development of skills and
abilities of key leaders and
staff through Leadership
Development Programme
Appointments have been
made and Officers are in

Current Risk
Score

Target Risk
Score at end of
March 2018

Required Mitigation (inc
timescales)












Level of
Mgmt
Assurance (Full,
Substantial,
Limited, No)

Assurance
– Direction
of Travel
(Improving,
Static,
Declining)

made available for
team leaders – TBC
CMT to evaluate
Coaching
programme –May
2018
Allocation of further
resources of £140k
to areas needed
further capacity
(continued utilisation
during 2017/18)
Service planning
2018/19 to ensure
capacity exists
before commitments
made – April 2018
Final sign off of
Vision 2020 Phase 2
projects – May 2018
Review of current
work allocations
within Directorates May 2018
Commencement
recruitment process
for vacant Director of
Housing &
Regeneration – May
2018

8

Substantial

X
Impact

Likelihood

Risk
Description

Likelihood

Risk
No:

X
Impact

Static

Risk
No:

Risk
Description

Risk
Owner

Risk Appetite

Controls/Actions

Current/Already in Place




Current Risk
Score

Required Mitigation (inc
timescales)

post for the two vacant
Assistant Directors in
Housing & Regeneration
Interim Assistant Director –
Strategic Development is in
post.
Priority setting for Phase 2
projects, 2018/19 – 2019/20
commenced through CMT
and Portfolio Holders

129
9

Target Risk
Score at end of
March 2018

Level of
Mgmt
Assurance (Full,
Substantial,
Limited, No)

Assurance
– Direction
of Travel
(Improving,
Static,
Declining)
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Item No. 11
PEFORMANCE SCRUTINY COMMITTEE

24 MAY 2018

SUBJECT:

WORK PROGRAMME FOR 2018/19

REPORT BY:

CHIEF EXECUTIVE AND TOWN CLERK

LEAD OFFICER:

ALISON HEWSON, DEMOCRATIC SERVICES OFFICER

1.

Purpose of Report

1.1

To present members with the Performance Scrutiny Committee work programme
for 2018/19 (Appendix A).

2.

Background

2.1

The work programme for the Performance Scrutiny Committee is put forward
annually for approval by Council. The work programme is then regularly updated
throughout the year in consultation with the Performance Scrutiny Committee
and its chair.

2.2

Items have been scheduled in accordance with the existing work programme
and officers’ guidance regarding the meetings at which the most up-to-date
information can be reported to the committee.

2.3

The work programme includes the list of portfolio holders under scrutiny.

3.

Recommendation

3.1

That members offer any relevant comments or changes on the proposed work
programme.

Access to Information:
Does the report contain exempt
information, which would prejudice the
public interest requirement if it was
publicised?

No

Key Decision

No

Do the Exempt Information Categories
Apply

No

Call In and Urgency: Is the decision one
to which Rule 15 of the Scrutiny
Procedure Rules apply?

No

Does the report contain Appendices?

Yes

If Yes, how many Appendices?

1

Lead Officer:

Alison Hewson, Democratic
Officer
Telephone 873370

131

Services
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APPENDIX A

Performance Scrutiny Committee Work Programme 2018-19
24 May 2018 (Monitoring Overview)
Item(s)

Responsible
Person(s)

Vision 2020 Strategic Priority/
Comments

Standard Items
Regular Report
Lets Deliver Quality Housing

133

Confirmation of Housing Scrutiny Sub-Committee Members

Democratic
Services

Work Programme for 2018-19 – Update

Democratic
Services

Regular Report

Monitoring Items
Financial Performance (Detailed): Outturn 2017/18 Quarter 4

Rob Baxter

Quarterly Report Professional
High Performing Services

Performance Monitoring Outturn 2017/18 Quarter 4

Pat Jukes

Quarterly Report-Professional
High Performing Services

Treasury Management Stewardship and Actual Prudential Indicators Report
2017/18 (Outturn)
Strategic Plan Progress Quarter 4 2017-18

Rob Baxter

Six Monthly Report Professional
High Performing Services
Quarterly Report Professional
High Performing Services

Strategic Risk Register – Quarterly Report

Rob Baxter

Quarterly Report Professional
High Performing Services

Central Lincolnshire Local Plan Annual Report 2017/18 including Financial
Update

Toby ForbesTurner

Annual Report Lets Drive
Economic Growth

Corporate Performance Targets

Pat Jukes

Report-Professional High
Performing Services

Rob Baxter

12 July 2018
Item(s)

Responsible
Person(s)

Strategic Priority/ Comments

Democratic Services

Regular Report

Standard Items
Confirmation of Housing Scrutiny Sub-Committee Minutes

Lets Deliver Quality Housing
Work Programme for 2018-19 – Update

Democratic Services

Regular Report

Portfolio Performance Overview

Pat Jukes

Regular Report
Professional High Performing
Services

Portfolio Under Scrutiny Session – Our People and Resources

Portfolio Holder

Annual Session

134

Professional High Performing
Services
Monitoring Item(s)
Christmas Market Outturn Report 2017

Simon Colburn

Annual Report Lets Drive
Economic Growth

23 August 2018 (Monitoring Overview)
Item(s)

Responsible
Person(s)

Strategic Priority/ Comments

Standard Items
Confirmation of Housing Scrutiny Sub-Committee Minutes

Democratic Services

Work Programme for 2018-19

Democratic Services

City of Lincoln Council Annual Report 2018

James Wilkinson

Regular Report
Lets Deliver Quality Housing
Regular Report
Regular Report

Monitoring Items

135

Financial Performance (Detailed) – Quarterly Monitoring: Quarter 1

Rob Baxter

Performance Quarterly Monitoring: Quarter 1

Pat Jukes

Capital Programme Board Quarterly Monitoring: Quarter 1

Rob Baxter

Quarterly Strategic Risk Register Report-Quarter1

Rob Baxter

Revenues and Benefits Shared Service Update

Claire Moses

Income/Arrears Monitoring report

Claire Moses

Quarterly Report
Professional High Performing
Services
Quarterly Report
Professional High Performing
Services
Quarterly Report
Professional High Performing
Services
Quarterly Report
Professional High Performing
Services
Quarterly Report
Professional High Performing
Services
Annual Report
Professional High Performing
Services

4 October 2018 (Thematic Reviews)
Item(s)

Responsible Person(s)

Strategic Priority/ Comments

Standard Items
Housing Scrutiny Sub-Committee Minutes

Democratic Services

Work Programme for 2018-19 – Update

Democratic Services

Portfolio Performance Overview

Pat Jukes

Portfolio Under Scrutiny Session – Economic Growth

Portfolio Holder

Economic Growth Vision 2020 Progress Report

Kate Ellis

Regular Report
Lets Deliver
Quality Housing
Regular Report
Regular Report
Lets Drive Economic Growth
Annual Session
Lets Drive Economic Growth
Regular Report
Lets Drive Economic Growth

136

Monitoring Items
City of Lincoln Profile

Pat Jukes

Scrutiny Annual Report

Democratic Services

Annual Report
Lets Reduce Inequality
Annual Report
Professional High Performing
Services

Other Item(s)
Christmas Market Stalls/Budget – Brief pre event report

Simon Colburn

Requested
Lets Drive Economic Growth

22 November 2018 (Monitoring Overview)
Item(s)

Responsible
Person(s)

Strategic Priority/ Comments

Standard Items
Housing Scrutiny Sub-Committee Minutes
Work Programme for 2018-19 – Update

Democratic
Services
Democratic
Services

Portfolio Performance Overview

Pat Jukes

Portfolio Under Scrutiny Session – Reducing Inequality

Portfolio Holder

Reduce Inequality Vision 2020 Progress Report

Angela Andrews

Regular Report
Lets Deliver Quality Housing
Regular Report

137

Regular Report
Lets Reduce Inequality
Annual Session
Lets Reduce Inequality
Regular Report
Lets Reduce Inequality

Monitoring Items
Financial Performance (Detailed) – Quarterly Monitoring: Quarter 2

Rob Baxter

Performance Quarterly Monitoring: Quarter 2

Pat Jukes

Capital Programme Board Quarterly Monitoring: Quarter 2

Rob Baxter

Strategic Risk Register – Quarterly Report Quarter 2

Rob Baxter

Treasury Management and Prudential Code Update Report – Half
Yearly Report
Other item(s)

Rob Baxter

Budget Theme Group – Nominees-

Rob Baxter

Quarterly Report
Professional High Performing Services
Quarterly Report
Professional High Performing Services
Quarterly Report
Professional High Performing Services
Quarterly Report
Professional High Performing Services
Services
Half Yearly Report
Professional High Performing Services
Annual Appointment Professional High
Performing Services

24 January 2019
Item(s)

Responsible Person(s)

Strategic Priority/ Comments

Standard Items
Housing Scrutiny Sub-Committee Minutes

Democratic Services

Work Programme for 2018-19 - Update

Democratic Services

Portfolio Performance Overview

Pat Jukes

Portfolio Under Scrutiny Session – Quality Housing

Portfolio Holder

Quality Housing Vision 2020 Progress Report

B Ledger

Regular Report
Lets Deliver Quality Housing
Regular Report
Regular Report
Lets Deliver Quality Housing
Annual Session
Lets Deliver Quality Housing
Lets Deliver Quality Housing

Monitoring Item(s)
138

Christmas Market Outturn 2018- Update
Performance Report-HRS
Section 106 Contributions Update

Simon Colburn
Paula Burton
Nicola Collins

Pre Annual Report
Lets Drive Economic Growth
Annual Report
Lets Deliver Quality Housing
Annual Report
Lets Drive Economic Growth

21 February 2019 (Monitoring Overview)
Item(s)

Responsible
Person(s)

Strategic Priority/ Comments

Standard Items
Housing Scrutiny Sub-Committee Minutes

Democratic Services

Work Programme for 2018-19 - Update

Democratic Services

Portfolio Performance Overview

Pat Jukes

Portfolio Under Scrutiny Session – Remarkable Place

Portfolio Holder

Regular Report
Lets Deliver Quality Housing
Regular Report

139

Regular Report
Lets Enhance Our Remarkable
Place
Annual Session
Lets Enhance Our Remarkable
Place

Monitoring Items
Financial Performance (Detailed) – Quarterly Monitoring: Quarter 3

Rob Baxter

Performance Quarterly Monitoring: Quarter 3

Pat Jukes

Capital Programme Board Quarterly Monitoring: Quarter 3

Rob Baxter

Strategic Risk Register – Quarterly Report Quarter 3

Rob Baxter

Feedback from Budget Review Group

Rob Baxter

Quarterly Report
Professional High Performing
Services
Quarterly Report
Professional High Performing
Services
Quarterly Report
Professional High Performing
Services
Quarterly Report
Professional High Performing
Services
Annual Report
Professional High Performing
Services

28 March 2019
Item(s)

Responsible
Person(s)

Strategic Priority/ Comments

Housing Scrutiny Sub-Committee Minutes

Democratic Services

Draft Work Programme for 2019/20

Democratic Services

Regular Report Lets Deliver
Quality Housing
Regular Report

Portfolio Performance Overview

Pat Jukes

Portfolio Under Scrutiny Session – Customer Experience and Review

Portfolio Holder

Remarkable Place Vision 2020 Progress Report

Simon Walters

High Performing Services Vision 2020 Progress Report

Angela Andrews

Standard Items
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Regular Report
Vision 2020 (Mixed)
Annual Session
Vision 2020 (Mixed)
Regular Report
Lets Enhance Our Remarkable
Place
Annual Progress Report
Professional High Performing
Services

Other item(s)
Christmas Market 2018 Outturn Report

Simon Colburn

Annual Report
Lets Drive Economic Growth

Portfolio Under Scrutiny Sessions
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Date

Portfolio

12 July 2018

Our People and Resources

4 October 2018

Economic Growth

22 November 2018

Reducing Inequality

25 January 2019

Housing

24 February 2019

Remarkable Place

28 March 2019

Customer Experience and Review
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